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ABOUT THE REPORT

Reporting standards
Metalloinvest’s Annual Report (the “Report”) has been prepared in accordance 
with the requirements of the Russian Federal Law On the Securities Market, 
Federal Law On Joint Stock Companies, and Regulations On Information 
Disclosure by Issuers of Issue-Grade Securities.

The Listing Rules of the Moscow Exchange and the London Stock Exchange, 
the Company’s by-laws and internal regulations, as well as GRI G4 Guidelines, 
including GRI G4 Mining and Metals Sector Disclosures, have also been 
considered in the preparation of this Report.

Scope and boundaries of the Report
The 2017 Report has been prepared based on the consolidated IFRS financial 
statements and is addressed to a diverse range of stakeholders. It covers 
the Company’s key financial and operating results, as well as its sustainability 
performance in Russia in 2017. The information provided by the Company’s 
subsidiaries is aligned with the IFRS reporting boundaries. The Report is published 
annually and covers the period from 1 January to 31 December each year. The 
Report includes events after the reporting date through 31 March 2018.

For the purpose of this Report, the term “Metalloinvest” shall include the following 
entities: JSC Holding Company METALLOINVEST, LLC Management Company 
Metalloinvest, JSC Lebedinsky GOK, PJSC Mikhailovsky GOK, JSC Ural Steel, 
JSC Oskol Electrometallurgical Plant (OEMK), JSC MetalloinvestLeasing, LLC Ural 
Scrap Company, LLC Metalloinvest Corporate Service, and LLC JSA Group. The 
management team members mentioned in this Report are the management of 
Management Company Metalloinvest.

The Board of Directors’ liability
The Report contains certain projections and forward-looking statements, including 
but not limited to those relating to anticipated demand and consumption, global 
economic recovery, raw material prices, management goals and objectives, 
strategies, production, planned investment, and the anticipated completion of 
previously announced transactions. Actual results may differ from those expressed 
in such statements, depending on a variety of factors and risks affecting the 
Company and/or any of its affiliates, and their respective operations.

Accuracy of information
The Report has been prepared in good faith but has not been independently 
verified. The IFRS consolidated financial statements have been independently 
audited. Neither the Company nor its affiliates make any statements, give 
guarantees, or assume any responsibility, whether explicit or implicit, regarding the 
reliability, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions 
contained herein.

Interests, percentages or totals in this Report may not add up due to rounding.

Material disclosures
The Report’s material disclosures include changes in the market environment, 
improvements in operating efficiency, enhancement of the Company’s investment 
appeal, outlook for the Company, competitive working conditions, health, safety 
and environment, governance framework, risk management, and contribution to 
regional development in the areas in which the Company operates.

Sustainability reporting
The Company publishes a Corporate Social Responsibility Report to outline its key 
approaches to sustainable development.

As at the date of this Report, the Corporate Social Responsibility Report was not 
independently audited, therefore disclosures in this Report may differ from those in 
the Corporate Social Responsibility Report.

The Company follows an annual reporting cycle for non-financial disclosure. 
Reports are available online on the Company’s website:  
http://www.metalloinvest.com/sustainability/csr-reports.

http://www.metalloinvest.com/sustainability/csr-reports
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Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (MMK) and Metalloinvest 
have a long-standing and solid partnership. As a company 
and brand, Metalloinvest is associated with technological 
innovations, a reliable and stable supply of products, as well as  
a talented and forward-thinking management team.  

The iron ore raw materials purchased by MMK as part of our 
long-term contracts with Metalloinvest fully adhere to the high 
standards we uphold at our own company.   

It is also worth acknowledging the consistent and effective 
work by Metalloinvest on the modernisation of its production 
processes, resulting in an improvement in the quality of iron ore 
products and hot briquetted iron.

Sergei Nenashev
Commercial Director, PJSC MMK 

Eduard Stepantsov

Head of Commercial Department, 
 JSC OMK

In 2017, Metalloinvest and OMK signed a 10-year contract 
for the supply of cast billets for railway wheels. Ural Steel 
upgraded its continuous casting machine specifically for the 
project, allowing Vyksa Steel Works to abandon the outdated 
technology of open hearth furnace steelmaking. We are now 
confident that the wheel-rolling facility at Vyksa Steel Works will 
have a stable steel billet supply over the next ten years.
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Metalloinvest is a leading global producer and supplier of HBI 
and iron ore products, and a regional producer of high quality 
steel. 

The Company’s extensive and diversified product range, which 
includes products processed to various degrees, ensures 
the Company’s agility in responding to changes in the market 
environment.

Deep 
understanding 
of customer 
needs

04 Overview of Metalloinvest
10 Key performance highlights
12 High efficiency business model
14 Investment highlights
15 Key events
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Overview of Metalloinvest

Metalloinvest was established in 
2006 through a merger between 
Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky 
GOK, OEMK, and Ural Steel. 
In the years that followed, the 
Company significantly expanded 
and upgraded its production 
facilities.

Today, Metalloinvest is an 
integrated metals and mining 
company covering all stages  
of the production chain to supply 
customers all over the world with 
high-quality iron ore, metallised 
and rolled steel products,  
thus meeting the industry’s 
needs across the entire value 
chain.

Metalloinvest is the largest iron 
ore producer and supplier  
in Russia and the CIS, a major 
global producer and supplier 
of pellets, the largest producer 
of merchant hot briquetted iron 
(HBI) globally, and a leading 
regional producer of high-quality 
steel. 

Key Strengths

 à#2 globally  
by proven iron ore reserves

 à~ 140 years  
of reserve life

 à Technology and innovations

 à Advanced production technologies

 à Use of low-cost magnetic separation in iron 
ore beneficiation

 à Low operating costs for shipping iron ore

 à Availability of required infrastructure (natural 
gas and power grids, roads)

01

02

Unique resource base

Low and controllable  
cash costs
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Metalloinvest’s high 
credit ratings maintained 
with international rating 
agencies confirm the 
Company’s solid financial 
perfomance and strong 
competitive position  
in global markets.

Corporate 
Credit Ratings

 à#5 
producer of iron ore globally 

 à#2 
producer of pellets globally

 à#1 
producer of merchant  
HBI globally

 à#1 
pig iron exporter globally  àBa2 

Moody’s

 àBB 
Standard&Poor’s

 àBB 
Fitch

 àBBB+ 
Dagong

 à ruAA- 
RAEX (Expert RA)

 à>50 major 
customers around  
the globe 
An extensive customer base 

 à Production capacity upgrades  
to meet evolving customer needs

 à Extensive R&D to drive quality 
improvements and product 
innovation

03

04

High degree of vertical integration and 
focus on high value-added products

Diversified sales geography and strong 
customer focus
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Our Assets
Metalloinvest owns the world’s second-largest 

proven iron ore reserves under JORC standards1, 
totalling ca. 14.1 billion tonnes, which at current 

mining levels guarantees approximately 140 years 
of reserve life.

The vertical integration of the Company’s business 
ensures that all stages of mining and steelmaking 
operations are covered – from iron ore production 

and processing to the manufacturing of high-
quality steel products.

Overview of Metalloinvest continued

1 The Company data recalculated as at 1 January 2018 based on Mineral Expert’s Report prepared by 
IMC Group Consulting Ltd in 2010.

Mining Segment

Lebedinsky GOK 

Business profile
The only HBI producer in Europe, Russia  
and CIS, the largest plant for the mining  
and beneficiation of iron ore in Russia  
and the CIS, producing high-quality iron ore 
and raw materials.

Product range
 à Iron ore concentrate
 à Non-fluxed pellets
 à Fluxed pellets
 à Hot briquetted iron (HBI)

Mikhailovsky GOK

Business profile
Open-pit mining of the largest iron ore 
deposit in the CIS.

Product range
 à Sintering ore
 à Iron ore concentrate
 à Non-fluxed pellets
 à Fluxed pellets

Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK, and OEMK are located  
in European Russia and have access to developed infrastructure 
and key domestic, regional and international markets, including 

Russia, the CIS countries, Eastern Europe, the Middle East,  
and Asia. Ural Steel is the leading Russian producer of steel  

for bridge construction and a major supplier of structural steel  
for infrastructure projects.

Metalloinvest also owns assets that provide service support  
and supply feedstocks to its mining and steelmaking facilities,  

as well as auxiliary businesses. 
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Steel Segment
Auxiliary 

businesses  
and other assets

Oskol Electrometallurgical Plant 
(OEMK)

Business profile
Russia’s only integrated steel plant with 
direct reduced iron (DRI) and electric arc 
furnace (EAF) production capabilities.

Product range
 à Direct reduced iron (DRI)
 à Steel products: concast billets and blooms, 
square billets, pipe billets, and high-quality 
rolled steel products (SBQ) 

Ural Steel

Business profile
A leading integrated producer in the Russian 
and CIS markets operating sintering and 
blast furnace, steelmaking, and metal rolling 
facilities.

Product range
 à Pig iron
 à Steel products: concast billets and blooms, 
flat products

Ural Scrap Company

A modern business focused on 
purchasing, processing and supplying 
ferrous scrap to the Company’s steel 
segment plants.

Metalloinvest Trading AG

Metalloinvest’s trading arm for export 
shipments of iron ore and steel 
products.

Metalloinvest Logistics AG

A company providing logistics services 
to Metalloinvest’s export operations.

City Institution for Designing 
Metallurgical Plants 
(GIPROMEZ)

A leading design, engineering and 
consulting company in the Russian 
ferrous metals industry.

NPVP TOREX

A research and production innovation 
engineering centre focused on 
developing technologies and 
equipment for the production of iron 
ore and metallised products.

MetalloinvestLeasing

A company leasing technical 
equipment, custom machinery, 
vehicles, and railway cars to a range  
of industries.

Metalloinvest Corporate 
Service 

Operator of a multifunctional shared 
services centre consolidating standard 
back-office operations for  
all Metalloinvest’s assets.

JSA Group

A dedicated company responsible 
for the development and deployment 
of innovative IT solutions across 
Metalloinvest’s assets.

Hamriyah Steel FZC

A steel rolling mill focused on the 
production of steel reinforcement bars. 
The mill predominantly supplies the 
UAE market.
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Overview of Metalloinvest continued

Company Products

Share Capital

Metalloinvest’s extensive and 
diversified product range, which 
includes products processed 
to various degrees, ensures the 
Company’s agility in responding 
to changes in the market 
environment.

The authorised capital of JSC Holding 
Company METALLOINVEST totals 
RUB 3,745,853,000 divided into 
74,917,060,000 ordinary shares. 

Over 75% of the Company’s iron ore 
concentrate output is converted into 
pellets, HBI/DRI, pig iron, and steel 
products. Metalloinvest is a global 
leader in the market segments for 
high-margin iron ore products, such  
as HBI/DRI and pellets.

08 METALLOINVEST  

100% of shares in JSC Holding Company 
METALLOINVEST are owned by LLC 
USM Metalloinvest, a Russian entity 
controlled by USM Holdings Limited.
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The Company’s long-term strategy 
is largely focused on further growing 
the proportion of iron ore products 
with high added value in its output. 
A particular emphasis is placed on the 
production of HBI and SBQ.

All operations of Metalloinvest have 
quality management systems certified 
to the ISO 9001 standard, which 
means they manufacture products 
in a controlled environment to 
customers’ exact requirements.

   09ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Iron ore
million tonnes

Revenue
USD million

Pellets
million tonnes

EBITDA
USD million

HBI/DRI
million tonnes

EBITDA margin
%

Production Shipments

For more information,  
please see page 54

For more information,  
please see page 54

For more information,  
please see page 54

Key Performance  
Highlights 

2013

38.4

11.1

2014

38.7

11.0

2015

39.5

10.8

2016

40.7

10.7

2017

40.3

10.4

2013

7,324

2014

6,367

2015

4,393

2016

4,261

2017

6,231

2013

22.6

13.7

2014

22.7

13.9

2015

23.8

14.4

2016

25.2

14.5

2017

25.1

12.8

2013

2,291

2014

1,961

2015

1,432

2016

1,258

2017

2,120

2013

5.3

2.4

2014

5.3

2.3

2015

5.4

2.4

2016

5.7

2.5

2017

7.0

3.6

2013

30.6

2014

30.8

2015

32.6

2016

29.5

2017

34.0
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Pig iron
million tonnes

CAPEX
USD million

Steel
million tonnes

Total environmental 
protection expenditures 
and investments
USD million*

ABOUT  
THE COMPANY

STRATEGIC  
REPORT

FINANCIAL AND 
OPERATING RESULTS

SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

For more information,  
please see page 54

For more information,  
please see page 54

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT

2013

2.2

1.4

2014

2.3

1.8

2015

2.5

1.8

2016

3.0

2.4

2017

2.7

2.1

2013

478

2014

595

2015

417

2016

290

2017

489

2013

4.7
4.3

2014

4.5

2015

4.5

2016

4.7

2017

4.8

4.2 4.2 4.3 4.4

2013

214

2014

190

2015

132

2016

90

2017

112

* Applied average exchange rate with the year of Central Bank of Russia: 
2013 -31.85 RUB, 2014 - 38.61 RUB, 2015 - 61.07 RUB,  
2016 - 66.08 RUB, 2017 - 58.29 RUB.  

Production Shipments
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High Efficiency  
Business Model

Customers
Quality products in line with global standards

External resources
 à Material suppliers (equipment, materials,  
fuel, etc.)

 à Research and engineering centres
 à Financial institutions
 à Debt market

Internal resources

 à48,500 people 
Personnel

 à Deployment of best practice 
and development of corporate 
governance and risk 
management 
Experienced management team 

 à14.1 billion tonnes  
Reserves of iron ore

 à4 mining and steel production 
enterprises, as well as auxiliary 
businesses 
Industrial assets 

 à Technology and innovation 

Investors and creditors
Timely debt servicing

Employees
Sustainable wages and employee benefits

Regions of operation
 à Social and infrastructural development
 à Environmental protection

The government
Budget revenue streams

01 02We review and consider the needs of   
ALL OUR STAKEHOLDERS

To match these needs,  
we have adequate RESOURCES
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We create long-term value, focusing on meeting the growing global 
demand for steel and ensuring efficiency across our vertically-
integrated production chain, from iron ore mining to supplying  
our products to customers.

Ore production

 à40.3 million tonnes 
Iron ore produced in 2017

Customers
 à Higher iron content in the supplied concentrate,  
higher quality SBQ

 à Industry 4.0 
Improvement of business efficiency

 à USD 489 million  
Capex in 2017

Investors and creditors
 à USD 325 million  
Debt servicing in 2017

Employees
 à55 % higher  
The Company provides a stable and high level of 
employee pay – 55% higher than the average salary  
in the regions of operation

Regions of operation
 à USD 79 million* 
CSR programmes in the regions of operations in 2017

 à USD 111.5 million* 
Environmental programmes in 2017

The government
 à USD 888.7 million* 
Taxes and payments in 2017  

Sales

 à>50 large clients  
across the world

Processing

 à25.1 million tonnes 
Pellets were produced in 2017

 à7.0 million tonnes 
HBI/DRI were produced in 2017

 à2.7 million tonnes 
Pig iron were produced in 2017

 à4.8 million tonnes 
Steel were produced in 2017

03 04 Distribution of  
OPERATIONAL PROFITS

OUR BUSINESS PROCESS  
includes

* Central Bank of Russia average exchange rate for 2017 - 58.29 RUB.

ABOUT  
THE COMPANY

STRATEGIC 
REPORT

FINANCIAL AND 
OPERATING RESULTS
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DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT
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Investment Highlights

Investment 
considerations

Sustainable 
competitive 
advantages

Industry fundamentals and 
business prospects

Management and corporate 
governance

Financial performance

Peer comparison

Production and sales geography. 
Organisational structure

Strong financial performance 

 à 30%–35% EBITDA margin
 à Healthy leverage ratios

Strong market position

 à Iron ore concentrate with an iron 
content exceeding 70%

 à Pellets with an iron content of 65-
67%

 à HBI, SBQ
 à 75% share of the steel market for 
bridge construction in Russia

Unique reserve base 

 à Reserves (14.1 billion tonnes with 140 years of reserve life, setting a Guinness 
World Record)

 à Infrastructure (nuclear power stations, gas grids, railways, ports)
 à Geography of operations
 à Infrastructure availability

Robust, quality-focused business model

 à Ore processing depth – 75%
 à Production of premium, high-margin products
 à Own R&D facilities

Resilience in a changing 
environment

 à Well-diversified product portfolio
 à RUB-denominated production costs
 à High share of exports in total 
revenues

Stable credit ratings

 à S&P “stable”, BB
 à Fitch “stable”, BB
 à Dagong “stable”, BBB+
 à RAEX “stable”, ruAA-

Experienced 
and motivated 
team

Transparency 
of disclosure

Focus on 
sustainability

Multilevel risk 
management
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Key Events

Key Events of 2017
Operations and business

HBI-3 Plant launched at Lebedinsky 
GOK
Metalloinvest’s third HBI production 
facility was launched on 14 July 2017 at 
Lebedinsky GOK. With a design capacity 
of 1.8 million tonnes of HBI per year, it is 
one of the largest HBI plants in the world.

The project investment totalled over USD 
660 million.

For more details,  
see page 32

Concentrate intake facility launched 
at Mikhailovsky GOK
The facility takes in and unloads iron 
ore concentrate from Lebedinsky GOK, 
and passes it on to production units to 
make high quality pellets from a mixture 
of concentrates from Mikhailovsky GOK 
and Lebedinsky GOK.

New air purification equipment 
installed at Mikhailovsky GOK
A new exhauster was installed at 
Mikhailovsky GOK to remove dust from 
the air, ensuring better air quality to a 
capacity increase of over 20% compared 
to the previous equipment. The new 
exhauster has thicker walls, which 
provides for an extended lifetime of up to 
20 years.

Mining and transportation fleet 
renewal at Metalloinvest’s mining and 
processing plants
Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK 
received eleven new BelAZ haul trucks 
with lifting capacities of 220 and 130 
tonnes, four new locomotives with a set 
of dump cars, two drilling machines, and 
two excavators.

Reduction and calibration section 
installed at OEMK Rolling Mill 350’s 
mid-size production line
The new machine will facilitate the 
production of hot-calibrated rolled steel 
products with precise tolerances and no 
need for finishing. The project enables 
the Company to increase its SBQ output 
by 67,000 tonnes per year while reducing 
SBQ production costs.

For more details,  
see page 34

Productivity improvements at 
OEMK’s DRI Plant #2 
OEMK successfully completed a 
re-equipment project at DRI Plant #2. 
The installation of modern equipment, 
including the total replacement of 
the reformer tubes and catalyser, 
improved the unit’s productivity from 
88 to 110 tonnes per hour and reduced 
expenditures on scrap purchases.

Third stage waste disposal facility 
project completed at OEMK
OEMK completed the construction of 
the third production and consumption 
waste disposal facility, with a capacity of 
1 million tonnes. The project investment 
totalled over RUB 200 million.

The facility was designed for safe 
collection and disposal of production and 
consumption waste generated by OEMK, 
as well as by its subsidiaries and third-
party companies. Its launch will minimise 
the environmental impact from fourth- 
and fifth-class wastes, and protect the 
local environment and public health.

Lighting system upgrades at OEMK, 
Lebedinsky GOK, and Mikhailovsky 
GOK
Philips Lighting upgraded lighting 
systems at 17 production facilities 
at OEMK, Lebedinsky GOK, and 
Mikhailovsky GOK. The upgrade project 
led to 70% energy consumption cuts 
at the sites and reduced the aggregate 
energy demand of the light systems 
by 4.5 MW. Conversion to modern 
lighting systems is expected to pay for 
itself within two years and will generate 
savings of 30.5 million kWh per year.
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Key events of 2017 continued

Continuous Casting Machine #1 
upgrade at Ural Steel
Ural Steel’s Continuous Casting Machine 
#1 was launched into operation following 
the successful completion of an upgrade 
project. The project aimed to enhance 
the Company’s customer-centric 
approach and change its product mix 
towards products with higher-margins 
(rail blooms and railway wheel billets).

New industrial waste landfill facility 
commissioned at Ural Steel
Ural Steel commissioned a new landfill 
site for safe industrial and consumption 
waste disposal. The facility is designed 
for 25 years of operation. 

Advanced technological and construction 
solutions were employed to build the 
facility, along with state-of-the-art 
materials with low filtration properties.

Ural Steel successfully passed a 
supplier audit for steel billets used in 
seamless railway wheel production
Ural Steel successfully passed a supplier 
audit for its 455 mm steel billets supplied 
to Vyksa Steel Works (VSW) and used in 
seamless railway wheel production. The 
audit was part of an EU market certification 
procedure for VSW-produced railway 
wheels.

The audit was carried out by experts from 
Transportowy Dozor Techniczny, Poland, 
and a VSW representative.

Ural Steel successfully passed a 
shipbuilding steel production audit
Ural Steel successfully passed an audit 
by DNV GL, a leading international 
certification body, and received 
documents certifying that its steel and 
rolled steel products meet the DNV GL 
(shipping) classification requirements and 
the DNV GL maritime standards.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Metalloinvest’s progress on Industry 
4.0 business transformation 
programme
The Company made further progress on 
its Industry 4.0 business transformation 
programme. The programme is aimed 
at reducing costs, boosting margins, 
increasing accounting transparency, 
and ensuring timely decision making. 
In 2017, the Company completed 
the design stage and moved to the 
implementation stage and preparations 
for the commercial launch of an 
integrated financial and business 
management system.

Long-term contracts

Contract with OMK
In January 2017, Metalloinvest and 
United Metallurgical Company (OMK) 
announced a long-term contract for the 
supply of steel billets for the production of 
seamless railway wheels. The contract is 
set to expire at the end of 2027.

Contracts with EVRAZ
In August 2017, Metalloinvest and EVRAZ 
signed new contracts for the supply of 
1.6 million tonnes of pellets and  
1.8 million tonnes of iron ore concentrate 
from Mikhailovsky GOK to EVRAZ ZSMK, 
valid until 30 June 2018.

Contract with Severstal
In August 2017, Metalloinvest announced 
a new long-term contract with Severstal 
for the supply of 1.8 million tonnes of iron 
ore concentrate from Lebedinsky GOK 
before 30 June 2018. The contract also 
provides for the supply of dry iron ore 
concentrate during the winter season.

Contracts with Mechel
In August 2017, Metalloinvest announced  
a long-term contract with Mechel. Under 
the contract, Mikhailovsky GOK will sell  
0.6 million tonnes of pellets and  
ca. 1 million tonnes of iron ore concentrate 
and sintering ore to the Chelyabinsk 
Metallurgical Plant before 30 June 2018.

Memorandum with KAMAZ
In November 2017, Metalloinvest and 
PJSC KAMAZ signed a three-year 
collaboration memorandum for the 
supply of high-quality rolled steel 
products (SBQ) produced by OEMK. 
KAMAZ intends to place orders with 
OEMK to meet up to 80% of its needs  
in long products. 

Financial highlights

Metalloinvest secured a 2017 PXF 
facility for USD 1.05 billion 
The Company signed a USD 1.05 billion 
syndicated pre-export finance facility 
(the “2017 PXF Facility”) agreement. 
The 2017 PXF Facility consists of two 
tranches: a five-year tranche for USD 
800 million repayable in 2020–2022 and 
a seven-year tranche for USD 250 million 
repayable in 2022–2024. Both tranches 
have a floating rate linked to 1-month 
LIBOR. The funds secured under the 
new agreement were used to partially 
refinance the existing PXF facilities on 
improved terms. A total 17 financial 
institutions from Europe, USA, China, 
Japan, and Russia are parties to the deal.
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Metalloinvest executed a tender offer 
for its Eurobond maturing in 2020 and 
placed a USD 800 million Eurobond 
due in 2024 
The Company placed a USD 800 million 
7-year guaranteed Eurobond, which 
carries a coupon of 4.85% and matures 
in 2024. Proceeds from the Eurobond 
placement were used to finance a tender 
offer for its 5.625% note due in 2020  
and for general corporate purposes.  
A participation rate of 66.7% was 
achieved in the tender offer announced 
on 13 April 2017, i.e. a total principal 
amount of USD 667 million of notes was 
tendered.

Metalloinvest renewed its loan 
agreement with ING BANK
In February 2017, the Company signed 
an additional loan agreement with ING 
BANK (EURASIA). The Bank increased 
the limit of its revolving credit line from 
USD 100 million to USD 150 million, 
extending its maturity by two years. 
Better terms were also secured on the 
LIBOR-linked floating rate.

The extension provides a secure 
additional source of liquidity to support 
the Company’s financial position and 
stability.

In April 2017, the limit of the two-year 
committed revolving credit line was 
increased from USD 150 million to USD 
200 million.

Metalloinvest signed credit facility 
agreements for EUR 16.7 million 
guaranteed by export credit agencies 
(ECAs)
The Company and ING BANK signed two 
long-term credit facility agreements for 
EUR 16.7 million guaranteed by export 
credit agencies (ECAs). The funds will be 
used to purchase equipment for capex 
projects at Ural Steel. 

Credit ratings

S&P changed its outlook on 
Metalloinvest’s long-term rating to 
‘Stable’
S&P upgraded its outlook on 
Metalloinvest’s long-term rating from 
‘Negative’ to ‘Stable’, affirming the 
rating at ‘BB’. The outlook change was 
triggered by the improvement in iron 
ore prices, and the measures taken by 
the management to reduce debt while 
maintaining profitability above industry 
average levels.

Fitch affirmed the long-term issuer 
default rating at ‘BB’
Fitch affirmed Metalloinvest’s ‘BB’ rating 
with a ‘Stable’ outlook. Fitch noted that 
the Company had demonstrated financial 
stability during the period of price volatility 
on global iron ore and steel products 
markets while making consistent efforts 
over the last four years to reduce its debt.

The agency affirmed its ‘BB’ rating on 
the USD 1 billion Eurobond issued by 
Metalloinvest Finance D.A.C. and maturing 
in 2020.

Eurobonds 2024 were assigned 
ratings by Fitch, Moody’s и S&P
Eurobonds issued by Metalloinvest Finance 
D.A.C. in May 2017, to the amount of $800 
million with a maturity date of 2024, were 
assigned ratings by three international 
ratings agencies: Fitch - BB, Moody’s - 
Ba2, S&P - BB.

Dagong affirmed the long-term issuer 
default rating at ‘BBB+’
Dagong affirmed the Company’s 
long-term foreign and local currency 
issuer credit ratings at ‘BBB+’ with a 
‘Stable’ outlook, noting that its vertically-
integrated structure, significant iron ore 
reserves, and focus on growing the 
output of high value-added products 
would enable the Company to generate a 
significant operating cash flow to meet its 
debt obligations.

Expert RA assigned a ‘ruAA–’ credit 
rating
RAEX (Expert RA) assigned Metalloinvest 
a ‘ruAA–’ credit rating with a ‘Stable’ 
outlook. The agency’s rating was 
supported by the Company’s strong 
business profile, the dominant share 
of exports in total revenue, and debt 
repayment schedule, and also reflected  
a high degree of debt diversification 
across lenders. 

Management 
systems

Lebedinsky GOK confirmed 
compliance of its management 
systems with international standards
Lebedinsky GOK successfully passed a 
recertification audit of its environmental 
management system for compliance with 
the ISO 14001 standard, and an annual 
inspection audit of its occupational health 
and safety management system for 
compliance with the OHSAS 18001:2007 
standard.

In addition, the British Standards 
Institution confirmed the compliance of 
Lebedinsky GOK’s quality management 
system with the new version of the ISO 
9001:2015 standard.
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Key events of 2017 continued

Mikhailovsky GOK confirmed 
compliance of its management 
system with international standards
Mikhailovsky GOK passed an external 
audit of its Integrated Management 
System. Specialists from TUV SUD 
Management Service GmbH, Germany, 
conducted recertification audits of the 
plant’s quality management system for 
compliance with the ISO 9001:2015 
standard and the occupational health 
and safety management system for 
compliance with the OHSAS 18001:2007 
standard, as well as a control audit of 
the environmental management system 
for conformity with the ISO 14001:2015 
standard.

OEMK confirmed compliance of its 
environmental management system 
with international standards
OEMK successfully passed a periodic 
audit of its environmental management 
system and confirmed its compliance 
with the ISO 14001:2004 standard. The 
audit was conducted by DNV GL, a 
leading international certification body.

Ural Steel successfully passed the 
second compliance audit of its 
integrated management system
Ural Steel confirmed compliance of its 
integrated management system with 
international and industry standards. 
The unified Integrated Management 
System developed in line with PAS 99 
standard passed an integrated audit 
which looked at three related areas – 
quality management (ISO 9001:2015), 
environmental management (ISO 
14001:2015), and occupational health 
and safety management (OHSAS 
18001:2007).

Awards and industry recognition

Metalloinvest received an 
award for the best results 
of initiatives implemented 
as part of the Year of 
Environment held in Russia 
in 2017. The Company’s key 
initiatives included the HBI-3 
Plant project at Lebedinsky 
GOK and a waste disposal 
facility at OEMK.

The HBI-3 Plant project 
won two titles at the Russian 
Mining Excellence Awards 
2017 as the Investment Project 
of the Year and The Main 
Event in the Russian Steel 
Industry. 

OEMK, Mikhailovsky GOK, 
and Ural Steel were among 
the winners of the 13th Russian 
National Contest Russian 
Environmental Leader 2017.

Metalloinvest once again 
won awards of the Leaders of 
Corporate Charity contest, 
ranking second overall in 
the 10th annual international 
competition. The corporate 
grant programme “Let’s Do It 
Together!” was recognised as 
the best initiative highlighting the 
social investment principles.

Events after the Reporting Date
Metalloinvest and the National 
University of Science and Technology 
(MISiS) announced the establishing 
of a laboratory to develop new steel 
grades
In January 2018, OEMK and Ugarov 
Stary Oskol Technological Institute, a 
branch of MISiS, announced they are 
establishing a steelmaking laboratory 
based at OEMK. The lab launch will 
enable Metalloinvest to reduce the costs 
and speed up the development of new 
high-quality steel grades.

Ural Steel’s high-strength rolled steel 
was certified for compliance with 
the Russian Maritime Register of 
Shipping standards
In January 2018, Ural Steel received a 
certificate confirming the compliance of 
its heavy plate made of high-strength 
steel grades with the requirements of the 
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. 
This opens up new opportunities for 
the Company to grow the production 
of high-quality rolled steel products 
for shipbuilding, and expand its sales 
markets.
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Metalloinvest increased the 
productivity of vacuum degasser at 
Ural Steel
In February 2018, Ural Steel completed an 
upgrade project on a vacuum degasser in 
its electric arc furnace shop (EAFS), which 
increased the unit’s capacity by 50% – to 
1.8 million tonnes per year.

The upgraded vacuum degasser provides 
for incremental production of treated steel 
and hence increases the output of steel 
products. The upgrade was carried out as 
part of the capex project to refurbish the 
four-strand continuous casting machine 
(CCM-1) at Ural Steel.

For more details,  
see page 34

Moody’s changed its outlook on 
Metalloinvest’s long-term rating to 
‘Positive’
In January 2018, Moody’s revised 
its outlook on Metalloinvest’s long-
term rating from ‘Stable’ to ‘Positive’, 
keeping the rating at ‘Ba2’. The outlook 
change was triggered by the Company 
reducing its debt in 2017 on the back of 
improvements in the iron ore and steel 
products prices, which, combined with 
changes in the product mix toward high 
value-added products, contributed to 
a significant growth in the Company’s 
profits and cash flow.

Metalloinvest secured a 2018 PXF 
Facility for USD 240 million
In January 2018, the Company 
signed a USD 240 million syndicated 
pre-export finance facility (the “PXF 
2018”) agreement. The new PXF has a 
5-year tenor with a 4-year grace period 
(repayable over the last 12 months), and 
its interest rate is linked to LIBOR. The 
purpose of the 2018 PXF facility is to 
refinance all existing USD-denominated 
debt of the Company due in 2018–2019 
and to improve the debt maturity profile 
and costs of borrowings.  

Metalloinvest launched an electronic 
product catalogue
In January 2018, Metalloinvest launched 
electronic product catalogue  
products.metalloinvest.com. The online 
platform provides information on the 
Company’s product offering across its 
operations and enables online submission 
of commercial batch requests to the sales 
team. The catalogue is available in both 
Russian and English.

Metalloinvest executed a put option 
for RUB-denominated bonds series 
02 and 03
In February 2018, Metalloinvest 
successfully executed a put option on its 
RUB-denominated bonds series 02 and 
03 for a total principal amount of RUB 
10 billion and kept the full amount of the 
bonds on the market. The 5-year bonds 
carry a coupon of 7.65% per annum until 
maturity.

Metalloinvest begins operations at 
Mikhailovsky GOK concentrate intake 
facility
In March 2018, Metalloinvest has 
launched a concentrate intake facility 
at Mikhailovsky GOK. Metalloinvest has 
invested 1.3 bn roubles in the construction 
of the  facility, which has a design capacity 
of 3.2 mn tonnes of concentrate per year. 
The facility receives and unloads iron ore 
concentrate shipments from Lebedinsky 
GOK, passing them on to processing 
facilities to manufacture high-quality 
pellets from a mixture of concentrates 
from Mikhailovsky GOK and Lebedinsky 
GOK. 

For more details,  
see page 33

Metalloinvest’s Multifunctional 
Shared Services Centre recognised 
as the Best Launch of a Shared 
Services Centre in 2017
Metalloinvest’s Multifunctional Shared 
Services Centre (MF SSC) won the 2017 
Best Shared Services Centre in Russia 
and the CIS award, held by CFO-Russia.ru 
and Prosperity Media. The award in the 
Best Launch category was given to LLC 
Metalloinvest Corporate Service, the MF 
SSC’s operator. 

OEMK launched roller production for 
continuous casting machine
OEMK commenced the production 
of rollers for discharge roller tables in 
continuous casting machine #6, which 
transports high-quality steel ingots. The 
project was implemented through joint 
efforts between OEMK’s design and 
engineering department, EAF shop, and 
mechanical repairs shop.

http://products.metalloinvest.com/
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Metalloinvest is one of the industry’s best companies, 
possessing skilled personnel and a modern production  
and technological base. The Company’s effective management 
and highly advanced technology allow it to make steady 
progress as well as compelling long-term plans for expanding 
our cooperation. Today, Metalloinvest is one of the key partners 
of ChelPipe Group in flat products and steel billet supplies  
for the manufacture of welded and seamless pipes.

Denis Prikhodko
Sales Director, ChelPipe Group

Dmitry Sakhno

Director, Sales of Raw Materials, 
Strategic Procurement, Logistics,  

PJSC Severstal Management

Severstal has been working with Metalloinvest since 2010, 
procuring iron ore products for its major asset, Cherepovets 
Steel Mill. The parties renew their contract every year, which 
is testament to the high quality of raw materials supplied by 
Metalloinvest for pig iron production.

20 METALLOINVEST
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Metalloinvest’s development strategy aims to strengthen its 
position as one of the world’s leading producers of high value-
added iron ore products, while also boosting production 
efficiency and strengthening customer focus.

Demand-driven 
production
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Statement from 
the Chairman of 
the Board of Directors

Dear shareholders, 
partners, and colleagues,

In 2017, Metalloinvest achieved excellent operating 
and financial results, driven by a strengthening market 
for both iron ore raw materials and steel products. 
This positive momentum was also supported by the 
commitment shown by all of our employees, which 
was equally important for the Company’s performance 
and contributed to our ongoing efforts to enhance 
production and business processes.

The key priorities for Metalloinvest’s development are 
strengthening customer focus, improving product 
quality, and health, safety, and environment (HSE) 
matters. The Company implemented a series of 
initiatives during 2017, making notable progress in  
all the above-mentioned areas.

Metalloinvest’s output grew across almost all 
product segments in 2017, driven by the ongoing 
implementation of investment projects, the 
construction and upgrading of production facilities, 
and a major renewal of the Company’s vehicle fleet.

Our strong financial performance proves that the 
Company has been right to focus on growing the 
share of high value-added (HVA) products in its output. 
Metalloinvest has delivered a considerable increase  
in its 2017 revenue and EBITDA, with a five-year 
record-high EBITDA margin of 34%.
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A key highlight of 2017 was the launch of the third hot briquetted 
iron plant (HBI-3 Plant) at Lebedinsky GOK, which has 
substantially reinforced Metalloinvest’s leadership in the global 
market for premium metallised raw materials. A number of major 
investment projects completed in 2017 at Mikhailovsky GOK, 
OEMK, and Ural Steel have consolidated Metalloinvest’s position 
in the markets for iron ore raw materials, high-quality rolled steel 
products (SBQ), wheel and railway billets. 

Through its prudent and proactive debt management policy, 
the Company successfully reduced its Net Debt/EBITDA to 
a comfortable level below 2x by the end of the year. The debt 
portfolio structure and repayment schedule were also improved. 
The Company’s healthy financial position and the benefits of 
its business model have been confirmed by international rating 
agencies. As a result of the Company’s efforts in 2017, Moody’s 
has revised its outlook on Metalloinvest’s rating from ‘Stable’  
to ‘Positive’.

During the year, significant progress was made on the 
Company’s comprehensive business transformation programme. 
The Multifunctional Shared Services Centre (MF SSC) was 
launched and centralised; an integrated financial and business 
management system was designed for the Company’s plants; 
and some of the Management Company’s functions were 
relocated to regional offices, which resulted in improved business 
processes and lower administrative costs.

The successful completion of the business transformation 
programme will drive improvements across all internal processes 
at Metalloinvest and speed up the development of new products, 
while enabling faster and more effective responses to today’s 
market challenges.

At Metalloinvest we place a particular emphasis on HSE, and 
regard occupational and environmental safety management as 
an essential component of the Company’s sustainable success. 
We are guided by global best practices, while seeking to 
completely eradicate workplace injuries and adopting solutions  
to considerably reduce our environmental footprint.

We view partnerships as a key tool to create value for all 
stakeholders. Through close relations with customers, suppliers, 
investors, banks, regional communities, universities, and 
research institutes, the Company increases the efficiency of its 
operations while simultaneously improving customer experience 
and building a platform for sustainable long-term growth.

Metalloinvest continues to pursue its strategic goals, 
consolidating its leadership in the HVA market and creating value 
for all stakeholders. 

I am confident that through the spirit of teamwork and the strong 
commitment of all our employees and partners, we will be able 
to achieve success and outstanding performance in 2018, which 
will serve as an ideal platform for the Company’s future growth.

Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Ivan Streshinsky 
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Statement from the CEO

Dear shareholders, 
partners, and colleagues,

2017 was a successful year for Metalloinvest – the 
Company has once again demonstrated the benefits 
of its business model and confidence in its chosen 
strategy.

Our performance in 2017 has reaffirmed 
Metalloinvest’s global leadership in the high value-
added iron ore raw materials market. For us, the 
highlight of the year was the launch of the third hot 
briquetted iron plant (HBI-3 Plant) at Lebedinsky GOK.

The launch of HBI-3 Plant, one of the world’s largest 
hot briquetted production facilities with an annual 
capacity of 1.8 million tonnes, has considerably 
reinforced Metalloinvest’s position in the metallised  
raw materials sector.

The Company has grown its share in the global 
merchant HBI market to approximately 50%.

The increased output and sales of high value-
added products had a significant positive impact on 
Metalloinvest’s financial performance in 2017. The 
pricing of our products has been bolstered by the 
closures of underperforming steelmaking facilities  
in China and a recovery in the global demand for steel.

The timely delivery of our capex programme, 
a favourable market environment, and the 
implementation of the programme to improve our 
operational efficiency have also contributed to 
Metalloinvest’s strong financial performance.

In 2017, the Company’s revenue grew by 46% to 
USD 6.2 billion, with EBITDA up 68.5% to USD 2.1 
billion, and an EBITDA margin of 34%.
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In 2017 and early 2018, we worked hard to optimise our 
debt portfolio, with a tender held for the early redemption of 
the Company’s Eurobonds using the proceeds from a new 
bond placement, and the refinancing of previous pre-export 
finance facilities. As a result, the Company has cut its debt 
servicing costs and extended debt maturities, while reducing its 
USD-denominated repayments due in 2018–2019 to zero.

In 2017, the Company made significant progress in augmenting 
its customer-centric approach. In response to market demand, 
the Company has put in place multiple initiatives, including the 
commissioning of a concentrate intake facility at Mikhailovsky 
GOK, and further coordination meetings with key customers. 
The Company has been consistently improving the quality of its 
products and expanding target sales markets for its high value-
added products, primarily HBI and SBQ. We have ramped up 
HBI shipments to our customers by 44% to 3.5 million tonnes, 
while SBQ shipments have exceeded 1 million tonnes for the first 
time in the Company’s history.

During the year, Metalloinvest focused heavily on its work in the 
field of health, safety, and environment (HSE). The Company 
has designed and implemented key standards in the field 
of occupational health and safety, and approved a uniform 
corporate Health, Safety, and Environment Policy. Our aim is 
to minimise the rate of accidents, injuries, and occupational 
diseases, as we truly believe that any incident can be prevented.

One of our key competitive advantages is the environmental 
performance of our operations. By applying the best available 
technologies in constructing and upgrading our production 
facilities, Metalloinvest has been able to meet the highest 
international environmental standards and successfully operate  
in a competitive global market. 

In 2017, the Company allocated over RUB 6.5 billion to 
equipment upgrades, the installation of state-of-the-art filters and 
gas as well as water treatment systems, and land recultivation 
projects. Tests run by independent laboratories confirm that the 
environmental impact resulting from each of the Company’s 
plants is significantly lower than the maximum permissible levels.

Last year, we focused on implementing our Industry 4.0 
comprehensive business transformation programme. We have 
also launched our Multifunctional Shared Services Centre 
(MF SSC), centralising a range of functions including finance 
and accounting, HR, treasury, centralised procurement, and 
other services. The Company has completed the design of 
an integrated SAP S/4HANA-based financial and business 
management system, covering all of Metalloinvest’s enterprises. 
The system will enhance our business processes and speed up 
management decision making, while providing a robust platform 
for the Company to retain its leading position in the market.

In 2017, we continued our efforts in developing social and 
economic partnerships with regional administrations in the areas 
in which the Company operates. We aim to improve the quality  
of life and environment in Gubkin, Zheleznogorsk, Stary Oskol, 
and Novotroitsk where our employees, their families and close 
ones live.

Metalloinvest is well-positioned to continue its successful 
growth trajectory, benefitting all our stakeholders. On behalf 
of the Company, I would like to express our gratitude to our 
shareholders, the Board of Directors, employees, investors,  
and partners for their trust and cooperation!

CEO,
Andrey Varichev
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Long-term  
Strategy

Key Focus Areas

Strategic  
Priorities

Metalloinvest’s development strategy aims to 
strengthen its position as the world’s leading 
producer of merchant hot briquetted iron and a 
leading regional producer of commercial iron ore 
products, as well as increase its output of high 
value-added products while improving quality, 
boosting production efficiency and strengthening 
the customer focus. 

The updated 2017 strategy reiterates all the Company’s priority 
areas of development, with a particular focus on enhancing our 
customer-centric business approach.

Our development priorities and long-term goals and objectives 
reflect the current trends in global markets for iron ore, hot 
briquetted iron (HBI) / direct reduced iron (DRI), and steel 
products, while also taking into account Metalloinvest’s 
competitive advantages.

Metalloinvest’s current focus is on further deleveraging and 
financing investment projects primarily from its free cash flow. 
We plan to maintain our target EBITDA margin at above 30% by 
boosting operational efficiency, reducing costs and increasing 
sales margins.

Corporate social responsibility is central to Metalloinvest’s 
sustainable growth. Our strategy includes launching projects 
which minimise our impact on the ecosystem across the 
Company’s footprint, maintain safe working conditions, 
and ensure fair salaries, sufficient leisure, and healthcare 
opportunities for our employees, while improving social and 
cultural environment in the regions where we operate.

Increasing  
our value

 à Enhancing the scale and quality of 
Metalloinvest’s business

 à Ensuring the sustainable development and 
increase in shareholder value over the longer 
term

Growing  
sales margins

 à Integrating advanced solutions to add value 
to our core iron ore products (concentrate 
and pellets)

 à Expanding our presence in the global 
market of high-grade metallised products, 
particularly HBI

 à Strengthening our position in the high-quality 
rolled steel market
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Strategic  
Priorities

In pursuing its 
customer-centric 
strategy, Metalloinvest:

 à prioritises the interests and needs of its 
customers

 à closely aligns its capital expenditure 
policy with the needs of its key 
customers  by upgrading production 
capacity to offer the required types of 
products

 à focuses on service quality in seeking 
to deliver a best-in-class customer 
experience and cater to individual 
quality and volume requirements

 à views enhancing the customer-
centricity of its business as a tool for 
retaining and consolidating its position 
in a competitive market for high value-
added products

 à promotes partnerships with all 
relevant stakeholders, including local 
communities, investors, financial 
organisations, suppliers, government 
authorities, and others

Increasing  
investment appeal

 à Improving transparency
 à Ensuring financial stability 
 à Successfully implementing the strategy, ensuring 
efficiency of business processes and adherence 
to high standards of corporate governance

Improving operational and 
management efficiency

 à Focusing on the efficient development of existing 
iron ore deposits

 à Reducing the cost of mining and processing 
operations

 à Optimising existing processes and integrating new 
technologies

 à Further strengthening customer focus
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Long-term strategy continued

Strategy Implementation in 2017

Increasing our value

Enhancing the scale and quality of our business 

In 2017, Metalloinvest has implemented comprehensive development programmes for all controlled entities, providing initiatives in 
investment, organisation, management, and marketing. Key investment and technical areas of our comprehensive programmes are 
as follows:

AT LEBEDINSKY GOK: 

 à Increasing our annual output of merchant HBI to above 5.1 
million tonnes by upgrading HBI-1, HBI-2, and HBI-3 plants 
during scheduled repairs; enhancing quality and value-
in-use of HBI

 à Increasing production capacity of existing pellet plants to 
above 9.5 million tonnes per annum

 à Increasing production capacity of beneficiation plants to 
above 23 million tonnes of iron ore concentrate per annum

 à Ensuring long-term production stability and reducing 
production costs by integrating and further upgrading our 
continuous cycle ore mining technology for the open-pit 
mine

AT MIKHAILOVSKY GOK:

 à Upgrading pellet plants and achieving an annual output of 
iron ore pellets above 16 million tonnes

 à Increasing production capacity of our crushing and 
beneficiation plants with annual output of above 17 million 
tonnes of iron ore concentrate

 à Launching fine screening to increase the quality of 
merchant iron ore concentrate 

 à Reducing production costs by adopting crushing and 
conveyor solutions for the open-pit mine and streamlining 
our process flow with advanced beneficiation technologies

AT OEMK:

 à Reinforcing Metalloinvest’s position in the special bar 
quality (SBQ) segment through construction of heat 
treatment facilities for rolled products

 à Expanding the grade and size range of our products
 à Reducing production costs by streamlining processes at 
each stage

AT URAL STEEL:

 à Upgrading our coke oven facilities to utilise 95% of the iron 
ore pellets from Metalloinvest’s mining entities

 à Upgrading our electric arc furnace (EAF) facilities by 
adopting advanced flexible modular furnace technology to 
boost the consumption of hot metal in the charge to 85% 
with zero power and electrode consumption

Ensuring the sustainable development and growth of shareholder value over the longer term 

AGILITY IN RESPONDING TO CHANGES IN THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

In 2017, Metalloinvest continued to develop its corporate risk management system. The Company launched frameworks to 
categorise potential risk events, issuing guidelines and policies to regulate these processes. Metalloinvest is also introducing risk 
response procedures and implementing quantitative assessments of potential damage.
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Growing sales margins

Expanding our presence in the global metallised raw 
materials market 

HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky GOK has been commissioned fully 
in line with the Company’s strategy to reinforce its position as 
a global leader in merchant hot briquetted iron production. A 
further increase in the demand for metallised raw materials will 
reinforce our position in the market, driven by:

 à a higher proportion of EAF steel production in steel output
 à stricter requirements on environmental footprint and 
product quality

 à deterioration in scrap quality, the demand for which will 
grow

TARGET PROJECTS

 à Completion of the construction of the third hot briquetted 
iron plant (HBI-3 Plant) at Lebedinsky GOK

Strengthening our position in the high-grade rolled 
steel market 

In pursuing our strategy to boost output and enhance the 
quality of our high value-added products, Metalloinvest 
places a strong emphasis on expanding the production 
capacity at OEMK and Ural Steel. In particular, as part of the 
special bar quality (SBQ) production and sales development 
programme, OEMK is currently working on expanding its 
heat treatment capacity for hot-rolled products, replacing the 
hydraulic descaling unit, and expanding its warehousing and 
logistics operations. In addition, Ural Steel is upgrading its 
heat treatment furnaces and installing a quenching press at its 
Rolling Mill 2800.

TARGET PROJECTS

 à Installation of a reduction and calibration section at OEMK 
Rolling Mill 350’s mid-size production line

 à Construction of the Roller Treatment Furnace #1 and Heat 
Treatment Machine #1 Complex at Ural Steel

 à Upgrade of Continuous Casting Machine #1 and the 
vacuum degasser at Ural Steel

For more details,  
see page 32

For more details,  
see page 34

Erik Koebe
President, JSC Credit Agricole CIB 

Metalloinvest has been a long-standing partner and one of Credit 
Agricole CIB’s key clients in Russia for many years. Our Bank participated 
in a number of significant financing transactions aimed at supporting 
Metalloinvest’s investment projects helping the Company to achieve its 
strategic goals. Notably, we provided financing the successful launch of 
the third HBI production facility at Lebedinsky GOK (HBI-3 Plant) in July 
2017 – a landmark project in the industry. Credit Agricole also took part in 
the recent pre-export finance facilities signed in June 2017 and January 
2018. We look forward to new opportunities to strengthen our partnership 
with Metalloinvest, supporting the Company as it realises its new projects 
and continues its development.
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Long-term strategy continued

Improving operational and management efficiency

Focusing on the efficient development of existing iron 
ore deposits 

Metalloinvest develops deposits with 14.1 billion tonnes1  of proven 
iron ore reserves under JORC standards, which guarantees 
approximately 140 years of reserve life at current production levels.

The Company’s capex projects, aimed at enhancing iron ore 
deposits development, include the construction of conveyor facilities 
at Lebedinsky and Mikhailovsky GOKs.

TARGET PROJECTS

 à Integration of continuous cycle ore mining technology  
at Lebedinsky GOK’s open-pit mine

 à Construction of a crushing and conveyor facility  
at Mikhailovsky GOK

 à Technical upgrade of the mining vehicle fleet  
at Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK 

For more details, see  
section “Key Projects” on page 31

 
Lower production costs
HBI/DRI and pellet production costs at Metalloinvest’s 
enterprises are significantly lower than those of the Company’s 
global peers.
Main factors supporting low pellet and HBI/DRI production 
costs at Metalloinvest’s enterprises are as follows:

 à Availability of a substantial and high-quality resource base
 à In-house mine development
 à Use of low-cost magnetic separation as the primary method 
of iron ore beneficiation

 à Zero operational costs for shipping iron ore concentrate from 
Lebedinsky GOK to OEMK via a slurry pipeline spanning 26 
kilometres

 à Energy-efficient production technologies
 à Availability of essential transportation infrastructure, such 
as railways and roads, and relatively cheap energy sources, 
such as natural gas and electricity

TARGET PROJECTS

 à Expansion of the pelletisation plant at Mikhailovsky GOK
 à Expansion of the external power supply network at 
Lebedinsky GOK

For more details, see  
section “Key Projects” on page 31

Optimising existing processes and integrating new 
technologies 
INCREASING EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY, INCLUDING 
THROUGH BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION
The Company is implementing an ERP-based planning and 
management system for increasing the overall efficiency of 
interrelated management processes, transitioning to a rolling 
planning framework, and enabling partners and customers  
to track their orders and deliveries online.

BUILDING AN OPTIMAL STRUCTURE DIVIDING ROLES  
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

To improve business units performance, Metalloinvest is 
creating a shared centre for repair planning and control. The 
centre will streamline repair services, standardise planning 
and repair processes, and establish a unified repair schedule 
coordination system. Going forward, we plan to unify the 
technologies and equipment used across our operations.

FURTHER STRENGTHENING CUSTOMER FOCUS

Within the Company’s initiative to become more customer-centric, 
Metalloinvest is working to enhance its customer service and 
optimise its customer relations policy. In particular, the Company is 
taking steps to adopt CRM systems and global pricing practices, 
develop uniform customer service standards, streamline its 
supply chain, and design advanced financial guarantees. For 
many years, Metalloinvest has been holding regular coordination 
councils involving representatives of key corporate customers. 
Coordination councils held in 2017 involved JSC OMK, 
PJSC KAMAZ, PJSC TMK, PJSC ChelPipe, and JSCo RZD 
(Russian Railways).

In March 2018, Metalloinvest launched an online, electronic 
product catalogue: products.metalloinvest.com. The catalogue 
provides detailed information on the most popular items 
from the Company’s product range. The detailed list of 
commercial offerings provides our prospective customers with 
a comprehensive overview of our products’ benefits, including 
sizes, chemical composition, mechanical properties, and 
minimum order volume. Prospective customers can also order our 
products online by submitting a request to the sales team via the 
catalogue’s website.

For more details, see  
section “Business Efficiency ” on page 40

1 The Company data recalculated as at 1 January 2018 based on Mineral 
Expert’s Report prepared by IMC Group Consulting Ltd. in 2010.
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Key Projects

Metalloinvest’s capex totalled USD 489 million in 2017, up by 68.6% year-on-year and driven by 
a number of expansion projects.

Major Capex Projects

Mining Segment
LEBEDINSKY GOK

 à Construction of the third hot briquetted iron plant (HBI-3 
Plant)

 à Deployment of continuous cycle ore mining technology at 
the open-pit mine

 à Expansion of the external power supply network

MIKHAILOVSKY GOK

 à Construction of a crushing and conveyor facility
 à Construction of a concentrate intake facility

Steel Segment
OEMK

 à Re-equipment of DRI Plant #2, involving the replacement 
of the reformer tubes and construction of a pellet intake 
section

 à Installation of a reduction and calibration section at Rolling 
Mill 350’s mid-size production line

 à Construction of a heat treatment facility for hot-rolled steel 

URAL STEEL

 à Construction of the Roller Treatment Furnace #1 and Heat 
Treatment Machine #1 

 à Complex Upgrade of Continuous Casting Machine #1 and 
the vacuum degasser

 à Construction of medium pressure boilers for the thermal 
power plant

 à Upgrade of Blast Furnace #2

Stephen C. Montague
President & CEO, Midrex Technologies, Inc. 

Congratulations to Metalloinvest’s Lebedinsky GOK, for its HBI-3 Plant 
project winning the ‘Main Event in the Russian Steel Industry 2017’ 
competition, as well as the prize for ’Investment Project of the Year‘ at the 
Russian Mining Excellence Awards 2017.  The HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky 
GOK is the latest successful venture in the longstanding relationship 
between Metalloinvest and Midrex, that includes four DRI modules at 
OEMK’s electric arc furnace (EAF) steelmaking facility, and HBI-2 Plant at 
Lebedinsky GOK.
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Key projects continued

Mining Segment

Comprehensive 
development 
programmes

In 2017, the Company’s Board of 
Directors approved the launch 
of comprehensive Development 
Programmes for mining assets to achieve 
the Company’s key strategic goals.

The comprehensive Development 
Programme for Lebedinsky GOK involves 
the development of beneficiation and 
pelletisation plants, as well as HBI-1, 
HBI-2, and HBI-3 Plants. The Programme 
aims to boost the output of concentrate, 
pellets and HBI, while raising the 
products quality to a premium level and 
cutting operating expenses.

The comprehensive Development 
Programme for Mikhailovsky GOK 
includes initiatives improving the quality 
of iron ore concentrate and expanding 
the crushing and beneficiation plant, and 
pelletisation plant. The Programme is 
designed to both boost the output and 
improve the quality of iron ore products.

In early 2018, the Company approved key 
technical solutions for its comprehensive 
Development Programmes for 
Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky 
GOK, which will determine the scope of 
activities, budgets, schedules, and key 
performance indicators (KPIs).

Boosting our HBI 
market position

Construction of HBI-3 Plant at 
Lebedinsky GOK
In July 2017, Lebedinsky GOK 
commissioned its third hot briquetted 
iron plant (HBI-3 Plant), the largest 
HBI production facility in Russia and 
one of the biggest in the world. The 
plant will help Metalloinvest meet the 
rising demand from steel producers for 
premium metallised raw materials and 
consolidate its leadership in the merchant 
HBI market.

The project was implemented by a 
consortium of Primetals Technologies 
and Midrex Technologies (contract 
signed in 2012) and Gipromez, a Russian 
design company, part of Metalloinvest. 
Construction, assembly, and equipment 
installation was carried out by Rudstroy, 
also part of Metalloinvest.

HBI-3 Plant has a design capacity  
of 1.8 million tonnes of HBI per year.  
It increased the Company’s HBI annual 
production capabilities to 4.5 million 
tonnes.

The project involved upgrading 
existing process flows, including those 
for beneficiation and pelletisation. 
The launch of fine screening at the 
concentrate production stage has 
enabled the Company to bring new 
products to market, including high-grade 
concentrate with an iron content of over 
70% and high basicity iron ore pellets 
with an iron content of 65.8%, while 
the upgrades and renovations made to 
our pellet plants boosted production 
efficiency and iron ore pellet output.

The project will be fully completed in 
2018, including the upgrade of the 
beneficiation and pelletisation plants.

The total investment in the project was 
over USD 660 million, and over 400 new 
high-skilled jobs have been created at 
HBI-3 Plant.

Strengthening our 
market position 
in the high value-
added iron ore 
products 

Construction of a concentrate intake 
facility at Mikhailovsky GOK
In 2016, Mikhailovsky GOK began the 
construction of a concentrate intake 
facility to meet the growing demand for 
high-quality iron ore products from both 
Russian and international producers. 

The project ensures the prompt 
redistribution of inventory flows within 
the Company, balanced utilisation of its 
production capacity, increased flexibility 
in responding to market needs, and the 
incremental production of our high value-
added products offered to customers 
while retaining the Company’s traditional 
iron ore concentrate sales markets.

The project was completed in 2018. 
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Efficient 
development  
of iron ore reserves

Continuous cycle mining facilities 
construction at Lebedinsky GOK’s 
open-pit mine
In 2015, Lebedinsky GOK launched a 
project to introduce a a continuous cycle 
and transportation system for iron ore . 
In 2017, the Company signed contracts 
with its selected equipment developer 
and supplier. The first basic and detailed 
engineering stage has already been 
completed.

The new continuous cycle transportation 
system and infrastructure will reduce 
ore production and transportation costs 
by transporting mined materials more 
efficiently, thereby reducing the number 
of mining vehicles and addressing the 
issue of maintaining production capacity 
of the non-oxidised quartzite open-pit 
mine. Once the mining facilities are 
completed, over 80% of ore, already 
crushed, will be transported from the 
open-pit mine to the beneficiation plant 
without the use of rail or transshipment 
by excavators at this processing stage.

The project is scheduled to be completed 
in 2020.

Construction of a crushing and 
conveyor facility at Mikhailovsky 
GOK’s open-pit mine
In 2017, Metalloinvest continued the 
construction of its crushing and conveyor 
facility at Mikhailovsky GOK’s open-pit 
mine. Two phases of the facility have 
been planned for construction, one each 
at the south-eastern (Phase 1) and north-
eastern (Phase 2) edges of the open pit.

The facilities will help reduce production 
costs, achieve long-term magnetite 
concentrate production targets while 
ensuring a requisite quality, decrease the 
stripping ratio, improve railway transport 
performance, reduce the number of 
mining vehicles and loading devices, 
and commence the development of 
previously inaccessible ore reserves to 
provide an industry-leading ore charge 
makeup.

In 2017, the project was updated and the 
contract resumed with the equipment 
supplier for Phase 1 of the crushing and 
conveyor facility. 

Phase 1 is set to be commissioned in 
2020, and Phase 2 in 2022.

Enhanced energy 
security and power 
supply reliability

External power supply network 
expansion at Lebedinsky GOK
Development of the external power network 
will provide a reliable and efficient power 
supply for the plant’s growing production 
capacity.

A stage-by-stage project delivery will help 
synchronise the launch of new production 
and generating capacities while optimising 
resource utilisation.

The project includes the construction of 
110 kV Main Step-Down Substation #7 – its 
busbars consolidate the electrical capacity 
of three regional master substations; the 
reconstruction of the existing 110 kV power 
lines for balanced power load distribution; 
the construction of two new 110 kV power 
lines; and the reconstruction of the existing 
Lebedi-330 substation.

The active stage of construction and 
installation operations and equipment 
supplies continued throughout 2017, and 
the first start-up facility is scheduled for 
launch in 2018.

Technical upgrade 
projects

The mining vehicle fleet was upgraded and 
renewed in 2017, with 30 dump cars, six 
220 tonne haul trucks, and an excavator 
with a bucket capacity of 18 cu m delivered 
to Lebedinsky GOK. 

Mikhailovsky GOK’s mining transportation 
division was boosted by the acquisition of 
four NP-1 locomotives complete with dump 
cars, along with five 130-tonne haul trucks, 
an EKG-15M excavator, and two SBSh 250 
MNA drilling machines.
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Key projects continued

Steel Segment

Comprehensive 
development 
programmes

OEMK’s comprehensive Development 
Programme aims to reinforce 
Metalloinvest’s position in the high-margin 
value-added rolled steel products market 
by improving production processes and 
expanding the grade and size range, as 
well as by enhancing the Company’s 
customer-centric approach, expanding 
relations with existing SBQ consumers, 
and attracting new strategic partners.

The programme for reorganising Ural 
Steel operations is designed to enhance 
operational and management efficiency 
by upgrading the blast furnace and 
steelmaking technologies currently used 
while reducing resource consumption 
rates, boosting productivity, and cutting 
steel production costs.

Approved by the Board of Directors, 
the comprehensive OEMK and Ural 
Steel programmes have been actively 
implemented since 2017.

Boosting customer-
centricity and 
maximising steel 
segment profitability

Installation of a reduction and 
calibration section at OEMK Rolling 
Mill 350’s mid-size production line
In 2017, OEMK commissioned a reduction 
and calibration section at Rolling Mill 
350’s mid-size production line. The new 
unit will improve the quality and properties 
of OEMK’s rolled steel (particularly SBQ 
bars), reduce metal losses from turning, 
and boost production both at Rolling Mill 
350 and the finishing shop.

SMS group GmbH (Germany) was 
contracted as an equipment supplier and 
service provider, while the Metalloinvest 
subsidiary Gipromez was commissioned 
to provide design and estimate 
documents.

The focus on mid-size production is 
driven by a higher demand for these 
products in the Company’s key sales 
markets.

Construction of a facility for heat 
treating hot-rolled products with a 
capacity of 70 thousand tonnes per 
year at OEMK
The project is part of the SBQ production 
and sales development programme and 
is aimed at boosting the existing capacity 
of OEMK’s facility for heat treated rolled 
steel products, improving product quality 
and customer-centricity while shifting 
the product mix towards higher margin 
priority products.

A contractor was selected in 2017 to 
supply equipment for two furnaces, and 
design work commenced.

The first furnace is set to be 
commissioned in 2019, and the second 
in 2020.

Construction of the Roller Treatment 
Furnace #1 and Heat Treatment 
Machine #1 Complex at Ural Steel 
The project provides for the replacement 
of worn-out and obsolete equipment of 
the roller hearth heat treatment furnace 
and quenching press. This facility will help 
the Company retain its position in the 
heat-treated rolled steel market, increase 
the proportion of high-grade rolled steel 
in its total output, and ensure stability in 
the mechanical properties of its heat-
treated rolled steel by improving heating 
conditions in the new furnace and cooling 
conditions in the new quenching press.

Dmitry Paryshev
General Director, CJSC Kurganstalmost

We have been partners with Metalloinvest since our company was 
founded. We can safely say that all our major projects, from Russia’s Far 
East to Kaliningrad, are built in close cooperation with Metalloinvest, and 
specifically, Ural Steel.

From bridges and facilities built in Vladivostok for the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation (APEC) Russia 2012 summit, to dozens of 
Olympic facilities in Sochi, to the 2018 FIFA World Cup stadiums – all our 
strategic construction projects in Russia would have been impossible 
without Kurganstalmost’s metalwork manufactured from Ural Steel’s rolled 
steel.

The most important thing is that we will continue to rely on Metalloinvest’s 
companies in the future and seek to enhance our cooperation for the 
benefit of our companies and all of Russia.
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Construction and installation work has 
begun for the supporting facilities, with 
Mosgipromez developing the project’s 
design and estimate documents in 2017 
and LOI Thermprocess GmbH supplying 
the necessary process equipment.

Approximately RUB 1.5 billion is planned 
to be invested in the project. 

The project is scheduled for completion 
in 2018.

Upgrade of CCM #1 and the vacuum 
degasser at Ural Steel
Upgrades of Continuous Casting Machine 
#1 and the vacuum degasser are aimed 
at expanding Metalloinvest’s footprint 
in the Russian and CIS steel market, 
enhancing the Company’s customer-
centric approach, and shifting its product 
mix towards higher margin priority 
products, such as rail blooms and railway 
wheel billets, while diversifying production 
capabilities and improving the overall 
performance of Ural Steel.

The upgraded CCM #1 was 
commissioned in 2017, and equipment 
for the project was supplied by SMS 
Concast AG. Over RUB 700 million has 
been invested in the project.

As a result of the upgrade, CCM #1 can 
now produce round railway wheel billets 
of 455 mm in diameter and 300 x 330 
mm rail blooms. The Company began 
shipments of wheel billets to Vyksa Steel 
Works (part of OMK) and rail blooms 
to Aktobe Rail and Section Works, 
Kazakhstan, following the launch of the 
continuous casting machine in 2017.

The vacuum degasser upgrade was 
completed in early 2018. The unit’s output 
has been increased by 1.5 times to 
1.8 million tonnes per year. Approximately 
RUB 230 billion was invested in the 
project. The equipment was supplied 
by the Italian company Danieli. The 
upgraded vacuum degasser provides for 
incremental production of treated steel 
and hence increases the output of steel 
products.

Increased steel 
segment efficiency

Re-equipment of DRI Plant 
#2, involving reformer tubes 
replacement and pellet intake 
section construction at OEMK
An overhaul of DRI Plant #2 was 
completed in 2017. As a result, its hourly 
output rose from 88 tonnes to 110 tonnes. 
The increased capacity of DRI Plant #2 
will add almost 200 thousand tonnes in 
DRI output per year.

The project focuses on enhancing 
Metalloinvest’s steel segment efficiency 
through a more intensive utilisation of the 
Company’s own iron ore feedstock in the 
production of high value-added products.

Blast Furnace #2 upgrade at Ural 
Steel
As part of Ural Steel’s comprehensive 
Development Programme, pellets will 
be used in metallic charge for the blast 
furnace.

A competitive analysis of potential 
suppliers for core process equipment was 
completed in 2017. 

Blast Furnace #2 is scheduled to be 
commissioned in 2019.

Technical upgrade 
projects

As part of the steel segment’s production 
programme, the Company purchased 
mill rolls for OEMK and Ural Steel and 
upgraded the capital assets, machinery 
and equipment of its scrap enterprises.

Additionally, Ural Steel launched a 
major infrastructure project in 2017, 
Construction of Medium Pressure Boilers 
for the Thermal Power Plant, to replace its 
worn-out boilers, ensure stable operation 
of the thermal power plant’s equipment, 
and manage its secondary energy 
resources (blast furnace and coking 
gases). 

The project is scheduled for completion 
in 2020.
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Research  
and Development

Metalloinvest’s R&D activities help 
consolidate and unlock the research 
and production potential of its 
enterprises.

Our research and development, 
design and experimental, as well 
as engineering efforts are mainly 
focused on:

 àidentifying strategic development 
areas, such as improved product 
quality, deepened integration 
and enhanced performance of 
operations, and development of 
new products and assessment of 
their performance

 àaddressing R&D challenges 
related to the environmental and 
occupational safety within the 
Company’s operations 

 àraising production efficiency 
through improved equipment 
and process units, automated 
processes, higher equipment 
productivity, and streamlined 
costs

R&D, feasibility studies, 
and production-related 
science and technology 
services in 2017

Topic 1 
Strategic development

 à Pilot tests conducted on input ore charge and iron ore concentrate at 
high-pressure rollers showed that rollers are highly efficient in increasing 
the specific surface area of concentrate

 à An automated system has been designed and commissioned to measure 
the actual level of metal and the thickness of the mould flux layer in the 
mould

 à Laboratory tests have demonstrated that multi-metal ores from the 
Novokievskoye deposit can be used to reduce nickel consumption in 
steelmaking; pilot tests have been planned
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Topic 2 
Environment and occupational 
safety

 à Reports on the Olkhovatka water intake project have been 
received from experts, and disease control and prevention 
authorities

 à Technical projects for underground water resource 
development at the existing water intake facilities of JSC 
Lebedinsky GOK have been completed to meet the 
requirements of the Federal Law On Subsoil Resources

 à A draft version of standards for the maximum allowable 
emissions of pollutants has been prepared for PJSC 
Mikhailovsky GOK, and a license for harmful (pollutant) 
emissions was obtained for the period between 25 January 
2018 to 23 January 2025

 à An approval of standards for waste volume and disposal 
limits has been obtained for PJSC Mikhailovsky GOK for 
the period between 15 May 2017 and 15 May 2022

 à An integrated system has been proposed to monitor the 
condition of loose rock in waste dumps from stripping 
operations so as to obtain reliable information on rock 
strains in critical areas to forecast and prevent deformation 
processes during the use of loose rock waste dumps

Topic 3 
Production efficiency 
improvements

 à An industrial prototype of a diagnostic trolley has been 
received to monitor compliance with temperature and 
timing requirements for the heat treatment of iron ore 
pellets

 à Construction materials have continued to be selected 
for the fabrication of armour plates and grates at JSC 
Lebedinsky GOK’s semi-autogenous grinding mills

 à Engineering solutions have been designed and 
implemented to increase the durability of continuous 
casting machine (CCM) rollers, thereby doubling the period 
of time between repairs
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Research and Development continued

Key Achievements in R&D and Product Range Expansion

LEBEDINSKY GOK 

 à Shipments of high-quality iron ore concentrate with 
anincreased iron content and lowered silicon content have 
been expanded

 à The current industrial prototype of a diagnostic trolley 
monitors compliance with the temperature and timing 
requirements to the heat treatment of pellets to stabilise 
iron ore pellet quality and supply consumers with 
highquality iron ore products

MIKHAILOVSKY GOK

 à The commissioning of the intake unit for additionally 
beneficiated high-quality concentrate at Lebedinsky 
GOK has enabled the Company to launch commercial 
production of an expanded range of iron ore pellets, 
including fluxed and non-fluxed pellets with the required 
base-to-acid ratio

 à The Company continued developing an efficient 
technology that ensures comprehensive processing of 
mineral feedstock with complex compositions from the 
Mikhailovsky deposit and re-extraction of the target mineral 
from hard-to-process ores 

 à Geological mapping of oxidised ferruginous quartzite 
(FQ) deposits has been conducted. A block model of FQ 
process grades beneficiated using a streamlined process 
flow has been built

 à R&D activities have been intensified to increase the 
competitiveness of iron ore products by reducing the 
content of silicon oxide in the finished product

OEMK

 à Research is being conducted to develop algorithms 
streamlining the production process for metallised 
products

 à The Company is expanding its product line through 
additional sections and sizes, developing new steel 
grades, and improving heat treatment parameters for rolled 
products. A total of 39 new steel grades were developed 
in 2017

 à Research is also being conducted to improve steel 
quality and the efficiency of using equipment parts and 
assemblies

 à Metalloinvest introduced a system measuring the actual 
level of metal and thickness of the mould flux layer in the 
CCM’s mould – the first of its kind in Russia

URAL STEEL

 à Ural Steel’s R&D efforts are focused on the ongoing 
development and implementation of improved heat 
treatment methods for rolled products and other high-
potential areas, engaging both in-house Ural Steel experts 
as well as external research experts

 à New grades of flat-rolled steel have been designed, 
including through the Company’s cooperation with PJSC 
ChelPipe

 à The scope of certification of flat-rolled steel fabricated 
under the supervision of the Russian Maritime Registry of 
Shipping has been expanded

 à The plant is introducing new types of products, such as rail 
blooms for Aktobe Rail and Section Works, Kazakhstan, 
and railway wheel billets for Vyksa Steel Works
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Cooperation with Research and Engineering Centres

Given the scale and complexity of its processes, Metalloinvest 
cooperates with major research and expert institutions, 
research universities, and research and industrial enterprises.

Metalloinvest cooperated with a number of Russian R&D 
institutions and universities in 2017, including:  

 à LLC NPVP TOREX (Yekaterinburg, part of Metalloinvest) 
 à Stary Oskol branch of the National University of Science 
and Technology MISiS (Stary Oskol) 

 à LLC MIPT Centre for Engineering and Technology of Hard-
to-Recover Reserves (Moscow) 

 à I.P. Bardin Central Research Institute for Ferrous Metallurgy 
(Moscow) 

 à OJSC VIOGEM (Belgorod) 
 à Novotroitsk branch of the National University of Science 
and Technology MISiS (Novotroitsk) 

 à LLC City Institution for Designing Metallurgical Plants 
(Moscow, part of Metalloinvest) 

 à Mosty Research Centre (Moscow) 
 à JSC VUKHIN (Yekaterinburg) 
 à CJSC KORAD (Moscow) 
 à ENGINEERING DOBERSEK GmbH (Germany)

LLC NPVP TOREX is a priority partner of Metalloinvest in 
carrying out R&D projects, providing R&D services for existing 
operations and implementing innovative projects.

In collaboration with mining plant specialists, NPVP TOREX 
launched extensive research in 2017 to design new binding 
and flux strengthening additives that reduce silicone dioxide in 
finished products while retaining high metallurgic properties in 
iron ore products. 

OEMK and Ugarov Stary Oskol Technological Institute (a 
Stary Oskol branch of the National University of Science and 
Technology MISiS) have begun establishing a steelmaking 
laboratory at OEMK. The lab launch will enable Metalloinvest 
to reduce the costs and speed up the development of new 
high-quality steel grades.

The laboratory’s core facility will be a vacuum induction 
furnace with a maximum load of 60 kg, which will enable 
small-batch pilot melting currently impracticable in OEMK’s 
150-tonne furnaces. The first test melt has already been 
carried out in the new furnace.

The steelmaking laboratory’s environment provides for the 
production of special steels and complex alloys. Vacuum 
treatment removes hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen impurities, 
as well as base metal micro-impurities to produce high-purity 
metal which meets the requirements for specialty steels.

During 2017, 32 research projects commissioned by 
Metalloinvest were completed, and another 22 close to 
completion.
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Improving  
Business Efficiency

Industry 4.0 Programme 

Metalloinvest launched its Industry 4.0 comprehensive business 
transformation programme in 2016. The Programme is focused 
on improving the efficiency of the Company’s business 
processes, reducing operational man-hours, increasing the 
accuracy of planning and improving follow-up control, as well as 
maintaining transparent accounting and timely decision making.

The Programme includes three projects:  
 à Creating an integrated financial and business management 
system, including the development of guidelines on 
budgeting and consolidating IFRS statements

 à Setting up a Multifunctional Shared Services Centre 
 à Developing methodology for strategic corporate KPIs

Andrey Varichev, CEO of Management Company Metalloinvest, 
is the Chairman of the programme’s Governing Board and 
personally supervises its implementation.

The integrated financial and business management system 
uses solutions developed by SAP to create a shared information 
space for all of Metalloinvest’s enterprises based on uniform 
rules and standards. The system covers almost all business 
processes and management levels of the Company enabling 
faster and more efficient management decision making, 
streamlined information sharing between the business units and 
accelerated reporting.

The system design stage was completed in mid-2017. The team 
was strengthened and the project office developed, a capability 
and support centre was established, and Accenture selected as 
the key contractor for the implementation stage. The Board of 
Directors approved the high-level programme and determined 
the key stages of the system rollout, which is to be carried out 
in two waves: at Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK in 
mid-2018 and at OEMK and Ural Steel in mid-2019.

To enhance its management system, Metalloinvest developed 
business model transformation KPIs, which summarised targets 
for the integrated management system and a set of related 
projects. These were approved by the Board of Directors in late 
2017.

The additional projects launched in 2017 to enhance the 
functionality of the integrated management system include:

 à Volumetric Planning
 à Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
 à Scheduling
 à Supplier Relationship Management (SRM)
 à Mobile Maintenance and Repairs Management
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As part of updating functional strategies, the Company has 
launched a number of related projects, such as:

 à drafting an IT strategy and enhancing internal integration 
processes, including Manufacturing Execution Systems 
(MES) integration, developing an automated process control 
system and integrating it with Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) and MES 

 à enhancing core functions, executing repair services 
reorganisation strategy, transforming the functional strategy 
and operating models of sales and procurement

The multifunctional shared services centre consolidates 
standard processes for all Metalloinvest’s enterprises. The 
shared services centre will provide five functional services:

 à Accounting
 à Tax accounting
 à HR management
 à Procurement 
 à Payment factory

The multifunctional shared services centre operates as  
a separate subsidiary, LLC Metalloinvest Corporate Service, 
based in Stary Oskol, which was selected due to its proximity  
to three of the Company’s enterprises as well as the accessibility 
of infrastructure and skilled personnel.

The shared services centre started operations in January 
2017, with accounting, tax accounting, and HR management 
personnel transferred there to provide shared services.  
The Company also opened regional customer service offices 
(front offices) and developed feedback collection tools such  
as questionnaires, customer feedback forms, and a hotline.

Regional Metalloinvest Corporate Service teams were 
transferred to a single location in Stary Oskol in July 2017  
after the renovation of a state-of-the art six-floor office with  
over 700 modern workstations.

The processes used to consolidate and analyse the man-hours 
of the shared services centre personnel, as well as to develop 
and disseminate the report on scanned documents, were 
automated in September 2017.

The accounting and tax accounting front offices at OEMK, 
Mikhailovsky GOK, and Ural Steel were fully centralised in 
December 2017, and an automated man-hour accounting 
system was introduced.

Production System

The proprietary Production System has been under 
development at Metalloinvest’s enterprises since 2016. 

The system operates on a lean basis and aims to improve 
the Company’s competitive edge through implementing 
international and domestic best practices. This is not a new 
project – the Company had been successfully implementing 
its Operational Efficiency Improvement Programme for several 
years and decided to make these efforts even more consistent 
in 2016.

The Production System development at each of the four plants 
was launched by selecting two priority pilot sites to introduce 
lean tools and test new labour management methods.
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Improving business efficiency continued

The first Production System tools introduced at Metalloinvest’s 
enterprises were:

 à Factory of Ideas
 à Visual management and 5S
 à Process mapping
 à Standardised operations

Factory of Ideas
Factory of Ideas is one of the tools underpinning Metalloinvest’s 
Production System, covering all units at all of the Company’s 
enterprises and aiming to boost employee involvement in the 
process of continuous improvement. Launched in September 
2017, the deployment of the Factory included developing a 
prompt improvement proposal review and objective assessment 
system, as well as a fundamentally new financial incentive 
structure for those involved.

All of the proposed ideas are sorted into three groups by type 
and level of economic benefit. Each group has its own financial 
incentive scheme:

Group A – proposals to improve workplace management, 
working conditions, ergonomics, and safety.

Group B – useful engineering or organisational ideas with minor 
economic benefit

Group C – any ideas with substantial benefit confirmed by the 
Finance Department.

Payout to the creator (or team of creators) may vary by type of 
idea from RUB 3,000 to RUB 1.2 million per year.

The Factory of Ideas proved to be highly efficient in the three 
months of 2017, with plant employees having submitted 
1,874 proposals on cutting costs, improving equipment 
productivity, and enhancing production culture, ergonomics, 
and occupational safety. Most of the ideas were vetted by 
on-site technical panels and approved for implementation. The 
aggregate economic benefit from the implemented activities 
totalled approximately RUB 1.3 billion in 2017.

Factory of Ideas efficiency (October – December 2017)
Total ideas submitted Economic benefit, RUB million

Lebedinsky GOK 379 348

Mikhailovsky GOK 815 222

OEMK 235 147

Ural Steel 445 573

TOTAL 1,874 1,290

5S
5S is a system designed to optimise workspace management 
– it is a guided process of organising and maintaining efficient 
and comfortable workplaces. 5S has a positive effect on labour 
productivity and performance by decreasing labour intensity, 
freeing up storage and production capacity, and providing 
smarter workplaces and production areas.

All plants have drawn up 5S deployment schedules for 2018 
for each of their key  facilities. In addition to encouraging 
employees to keep their workplaces in good condition, the 
plants will also arrange for continuous compliance monitoring 
by the management. The monitoring process implies regular 
check-ups of the various business units by managers of 
different levels, using special checklists, followed by uploading 
the resulting scores to the plants’ intranet portals.

Process mapping
Process mapping is a team activity visualising processes 
graphically as a chain of symbols, where each symbol denotes 
an individual action or operation. The resulting process map is 
then analysed for losses, bottlenecks, and optimisation potential 
for each individual operation. Ultimately, mapping enables 
the user to reduce the duration of operational processes and 
optimise resource utilisation.

In 2017, mapping efforts were focused on renovations. The 
Company also launched a number of projects focused 
on technology and equipment change-over. The very first 
mappings proved this tool to be highly efficient, with the 
economic benefit exceeding RUB 360 million.
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Operational improvement programme activities  
using process mapping 

Economic benefit  
in 2017, RUB million

Lebedinsky 
GOK

Reduced repair and renovation time at 
Pellet Plant #3

36.27

Lebedinsky 
GOK

Reduced Pellet Plant #3 overhaul time at 
the pelletisation plant

14.344

Mikhailovsky 
GOK

Reduced standard replacement time for 
crushing and beneficiation plant mills

21.53

Mikhailovsky 
GOK

Reduced preventive maintenance time 
for technological section

13.09

OEMK Reduced downtime at Rolling Mill 350’s 
small-size production line through faster 

stand change

14.08

Ural Steel Increased productivity of Rolling Mill 
2800 in producing flat products with a 

thickness of up to 16 mm from 190 mm 
thick slabs (with finished product size 

2–5 times the starting slab size)

247.25

Ural Steel Increased productivity of continuous 
casting machine #2 through reduced 

cold repair times

9.57

Ural Steel Installation of a hoisting system for test 
plate storage

7.38

TOTAL 363.5

Operations standardisation
Standardising operations in the 
Production System includes developing 
guidelines for the most efficient, effective, 
and safe ways of performing operating 
procedures, compiled in a simple 
and clear document, and following 
this standard and improving it on a 
continuous basis. 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
flowcharts are one such standard 
intended to be used by all employees. 
The best practitioners of a particular 
procedure are engaged to develop a 
relevant SOP flowchart. These experts 
are selected based exclusively on their 
skills, i.e. on how fast and well they 
perform the procedure while ensuring 
strict compliance with health and safety 
standards.

The other employees closely follow 
the expert performing the procedure 
and take note of the steps and their 
sequence and duration. The process is 
then carefully analysed, and following its 
discussion, the development procedure 
for a standard commences. The 
workflow is broken down into 10–15 
steps. All steps are recorded in a special 
template, accompanied with descriptions 
and photos. 

The first SOP flowcharts were developed 
at the pilot sites for the Production 
System deployment. These standards 
are planned for roll-out to other sites 
during 2018.

Effect of using mapping tools during the 
analysis of processes in 2017
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Strengthening  
Customer Focus

The Company regularly holds co-ordination councils jointly with 
its customers, which are a vital for its customer relations. In 
2017, Metalloinvest held co-ordination councils  with JSC OMK, 
PJSC TMK, PJSC ChelPipe, JSC RZD, and PJC KAMAZ, 
among others. Current matters of cooperation, review of the 
results of past periods and  future plans are discussed at the 
meetings. Coordination councils also review the quality of 
products supplied to Metalloinvest customers, research results, 
and customer complaints (if any), as well as discuss customer 
feedback.

Metalloinvest takes various steps to receive feedback from its 
customers:

 à Annual surveys assessing customer satisfaction with 
the service and product quality. The surveys comply 
with the Quality Management System requirements of 
ISO:9001;16949

 à On-site customer interviews: conducting interviews with 
employees from various enterprises directly dealing with 
Metalloinvest products. The survey and interview results 
are essential for exploring and analysing processes in the 
markets in which the Company’s customers operate, as well 
as trends in providing services and in innovative changes 
in SBQ product ranges. The analysis aids Metalloinvest in 
adjusting its operating and sales policies

In 2017, the Company also made efforts to classify information 
on production and business processes required for the 
development of electronic document management and CRM 
applications, which is scheduled for commencement in 2018.

Metalloinvest specialists boost customer centricity through the 
following:

 à Arranging regular site visits for consumers of the Company’s 
products, visiting customer manufacturing facilities, and 
discussing product quality, logistics, and business matters 
with customers both in person and via telephone. Over 600 
face-to-face meetings with counterparties were held in 2017. 
 
In particular, visits to Lebedinsky GOK’s production sites 
were arranged for OTEKO, PJSC TMK, JSC Volzhsky Pipe 
Plant, and foreign partners – FLS (Switzerland), Mitsui & 
Co. Ltd and KOBE Steel Ltd (Japan), Global Steel Wire 
and Comsimet (Spain), Tosyali Holding (Turkey), KLASCO 
(Lithuania), GSG (Indonesia), Samsung C&T (Republic of 
Korea), and others. 
 
To observe the manufacturing processes at Ural Steel, 
the premises were visited by JSC VSW, PJSC ChelPipe, 
CJSC Voronezhstalmost, LLC Tyumenstalmost, and 
LLC Expatel; OEMK’s production facilities were visited by 
PJSC AVTOVAZ and PJSC Hydrosila. 
 
Metalloinvest also visits production facilities of the 
Company’s customers. Metalloinvest Management 
Company, OJSC Management Company EPK and OEMK 
together with Amsted Rail and Brenco visited Brenco’s 
production site in Petersburg, USA. The main purpose of the 
visit was to discuss the expansion of the supplied bearing 
grade steels range and agree restarting Amsted Rail’s 
approved supplier procedure for OEMK’s 8720 grade rolled 
steels of ≤ 120 mm. The visitors had a tour of the Brenco 
plant to observe the manufacturing process, and later 
discussed a prospective partnership in the current market 
environment.

 à Together with its customers, Metalloinvest regularly 
arranges joint visits to shipping and loading ports to monitor 
product quality and compliance with handling requirements. 
In 2017, employees of Lebedinsky GOK inspected cargos at 
the ports of Klaipeda and Novorossiysk

Developing customer service and optimising the customer relations 
policy are the essential drivers of the Company’s business performance.
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Strengthening  
Customer Focus

 à Arranging the logistics of shipments by practically all means 
of transport – motor, railway, and maritime (for sea delivery 
the Company uses vessels with a capacity of 3,000 to 
50,000 tonnes) –to meet consumer demands. Multimodal 
shipments could also be arranged upon the customer’s 
request

 à Attending industry conferences and exhibitions. In autumn 
2017, the Company participated in the international 
exhibition Metal Expo 2017, including in the roundtable 
discussion titled, “Current Trends of Rolled Steels Use in 
Bridge Construction”. Metalloinvest also attended NEVA 
2017, held in Saint Petersburg, the 14th international 
exhibition of shipbuilding, navigation, port operation, and 
on- and off-shore development. The main objective of 
attending the event was identifying new potential customers 
for Ural Steel’s rolled steel

Metalloinvest participated in an extended field meeting 
of the Rail Car Builders Association – the union of rolling 
stock manufacturers and users, and the Rail Car Building 
Subcommittee of Non-Commercial Partnership Union of 
Industries of Railway Equipment at the production facilities of 
LLC Ural Spring Plant (Beloretsk) in November 2017. 

Participants of the Conference of Spring Manufacturers for 
the Railway Industry shared their opinions on the quality and 
durability of rail car parts and discussed further partnership 
options for railway equipment and steel manufacturers. 
Metalloinvest also had an introductory tour of the state-of-
the-art spring plant  . Following the meeting, OEMK agreed with 
Ural Spring Plant to increase order volumes through delivering 
pilot batches of rolled products for manufacturing ofnew types 
of springs, with subsequent increase of the order to commercial 
batches. 

Metalloinvest is a member of the International Iron Metallics 
Association (IIMA) and has a seat on the Association’s Board 
of Directors. The Association is comprised of companies 
specialising in the manufacturing and use of metal resources 
for steelmaking and casting, and conducts research, develops 
analytics, and is a major platform for networking and interaction 
between steel producers and consumers. The Association 
holds biannual conferences to discuss the most important 
matters relating to the industry development and the market 
environment.

Alexander Kopetsky
Chief Executive Officer, EPK 

Metalloinvest and EPK have been partners for many years now. EPK 
supplies large-size bearings for Metalloinvest’s ore mining and processing 
enterprises. EPK bearings are also used on the rolling mills of Metalloinvest 
companies.

As part of our partnership, we are able to create innovations in the metals 
and mining sector: world-class products that are also cutting-edge solutions 
in the Russian market. During our joint work Metalloinvest’s employees of 
all levels demonstrate excellent expertise, best practice of doing business, 
loyalty and diligence. We aim to deepen our cooperation on joint projects.
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Markets Overview

Iron Ore Market 

The global iron ore market remains highly consolidated with four 
leaders (Vale, BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, and FMG) accounting for 
over two-thirds of global iron ore sales. The leading countries 
producing commercial iron ore are Australia, Brazil, China, India, 
and Russia, altogether they account for over 81% of global 
output.

Global iron ore output grew by 2.8% year-on-year in 2017, totalling 
2,095 million tonnes. Production grew in India, Australia, Brazil, 
as well as China, which had seen a decline in output in 2016. 
In Russia, supplies of iron ore products to the market declined 
by 3.4% in 2017 due to the launch of HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky 
GOK.

Iron ore output and consumption by country and region
million tonnes

Output

Region

Consumption

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

350 283 229 209 227 China 1,165 1,191 1,155 1,174 1,210

35.7 37.8 34.3 32.9 31.8 Europe 158 163 162 158 165

     Japan 138 138 133 131 131

192 188 187 184 188 CIS 135 131 128 128 128

122 117 136 173 171 India 108 114 118 124 127

363 391 405 385 401 Brazil 40.0 41.2 42.4 36.9 40.3

48.6 50.9 43.1 39.0 45.8 USA 45.6 46.0 39.8 37.4 39.7

60 56 57 54.4 59 North America (excluding the USA) 26.7 28.2 25.3 26.6 28.5

31 33 36 32 33 Central and South America (excluding 
Brazil)

16.4 14.8 14.7 10.2 8.1

59.8 70.8 63.8 56.3 53.8 South Africa 9.53 9.27 8.35 7.64 8.02

583 701 762 800 810 Australia 5.09 4.80 5.26 5.85 5.74

130.6 114.1 76.1 70.2 74.8 Rest of the world 142.9 155.9 155.6 158.9 176.6

1,976 2,044 2,029 2,037 2,095 TOTAL 1,990 2,036 1,987 1,997 2,068

Global iron ore reserves in 2017
billion tonnes

170.0

50.0

25.0

23.0

21.0

8.1

42.9

Australia
Russia
Brazil
China
India
Rest of the world

Source: USGS

Sources: AME Research, CRU, Rudprom, and Company data
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Markets Overview

According to AME Research, global iron ore consumption in 
2017 amounted to 2,068 million tonnes. Demand for iron ore 
raw materials grew by 3.6% year-on-year globally in 2017, while 
in Europe demand grew by 4.3% year-on-year. According 
to Russian industrial agency Rudprom, iron ore demand in 
Russia increased by 2.2% year-on-year. China remains the 
leading consumer of iron ore products, accounting for 58.5% 
of the global demand in 2017. China also remains the largest 
steelmaker and consumer of raw materials (including iron ore) 
worldwide.

Metalloinvest performs regular assessment of factors influencing 
the iron ore raw materials market for the purpose of mid-term 
and long-term growth planning. The Company’s management 
expects global demand for iron ore to continue growing over 
the medium term with the key drivers being growth in GDP 
and steel output in developed economies, as well as emerging 
markets, primarily in China.

The long-term trends in the global iron ore market are defined 
by increased supply of iron ore with low iron content. Lower 
quality raw materials increase steel production costs and lead 
to higher pollutant emissions by steelmakers. At the same time, 
environmental requirements are becoming more stringent, 
particularly in China, which implies reduction of harmful 
environmental impact of the country’s steelmaking facilities. This 
is being achieved, in part, by improving the quality of iron ore 
raw materials consumed in the country.

Iron ore prices  
(CFR China Spot, 62% Fe)
USD/tonne

Source: CRU

2013

136.4

2014

97.1

2015

55.6

2016

57.5

2017

70.9

2,095 million tonnes
Global iron ore output

2,068 million tonnes
Global iron ore consumption
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Markets Overview continued

The stricter environmental requirements in the ferrous metals 
industry and the lower quality of iron ore raw materials have 
led to a premium on raw materials with high iron content. 

The high volatility of global iron ore prices constrains 
investment in commodity assets worldwide, although major 
global iron ore producers have begun investing in improving 
the ore quality.

In 2017, the average annual iron ore price grew from USD 
57.5 to USD 70.9 per tonne CFR China. The fundamental 
drivers of the global price growth were stricter environmental 
requirements and closure of outdated steelmaking capacities 
in China. This led to an increase in demand for quality iron ore 
raw materials in the country, as well as to growth in pig iron and 
steel output in the majority of regions around the world, amid a 
moderate growth in iron ore supply. 

At present, a number of industry news agencies such as Argus, 
Platts, The Steel Index, Metal Bulletin, Mysteel, and SteelHome 
provide the latest and most accurate information on spot prices 
of iron ore raw materials using indices. The transition to pricing 
based on various index baskets continues as price-related 
information becomes more accessible. Metalloinvest monitors 
commodity markets on a daily basis, as well as commodity 
trading across global commodity exchanges.

 

Metalloinvest’s position

Metalloinvest owns the world’s second largest proven iron ore 
reserves (14.1 billion tonnes3 under JORC standards) and is the 
largest producer and supplier of iron ore products in Russia and 
the CIS. Metalloinvest was ranked fifth globally by commercial 
iron ore output in 2017.

The Company is a global producer of beneficiated iron ore 
products, processing most of its primary iron ore concentrate 
into high value-added products, such as high-quality iron ore 
concentrate, pellets, and HBI/DRI.

3 The Company data recalculated as at 1 January 2018 based on 
Mineral Expert’s Report prepared by IMC Group Consulting Ltd in 
2010.

Having used HBI for more than 30 years we 
can affirm that the cooperation strengthened 
during the last years with Metalloinvest, 
large-sized, reliable, serious and industrially 
prepared partner, has  allowed us to make 
less penalizing the use of this product in our 
production cycle turning it into a fundamental 
element for our manufacturing processes.

FN Steel
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Pellet Market 

According to AME Research, global pellet output in 2017 was 
398.0 million tonnes, up 5% year-on-year. The largest pellet 
producers are those that mainly service the needs of local 
steelmakers, including China, USA, Russia, and Ukraine,.  
In China, where production relies mostly on raw material 
imports, pellet output reached 121 million tonnes or almost  
30% of global output.

Metalloinvest’s position

Metalloinvest is the second largest pellet producer globally 
and the largest producer in Russia and the CIS. In 2017, the 
Company accounted for ca. 60% of total pellet output in Russia, 
and ca. 6% of the total output globally.

One of the key drivers of the Company’s competitive 
advantages in the global market is its significantly lower pellet 
production costs compared to international peers. 

Pellet output by country
million tonnes

Country 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

China 134.1 140.0 120.0 119.0 121.0

USA 49.2 50.6 43.1 42.2 44.6

Russia 37.9 38.3 39.4 41.2 42.7

Brazil 50.5 57.4 60.5 36.4 39.9

Ukraine 22.4 20.9 19.4 19.9 23.6

Sweden 22.4 22.4 21.2 23.5 22.2

Iran 15.7 20.8 20.6 20.6 20.6

Canada 18.3 18.0 18.6 19.0 19.3

India 33.6 21.4 16.2 15.3 18.1

Oman 8.0 8.4 7.9 8.3 8.3

Mexico 7.4 7.2 7.2 6.6 7.7

Kazakhstan 6.5 7.2 8.2 6.2 7.2

Bahrain 9.8 4.7 5.1 4.4 6.9

The Netherlands 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3

Australia 1.9 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.8

Japan 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

Venezuela 3.9 3.9 3.9 1.5 2.4

Chile 2.3 1.8 3.6 3.4 1.7

Peru 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

TOTAL 435.0 434.5 407.0 379.0 398.0

Source: AME Research.
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HBI and DRI Market 

Hot briquetted iron (HBI) and direct reduced iron (DRI) are 
essential components in producing high-quality steel grades, 
enabling the Company to maximise the profitability of its 
steelmaking business. HBI and DRI are iron ore products with 
one of the highest potential.

Currently, there is a trend towards building new 
electrometallurgical production facilities with increased 
steelmaking efficiency, requiring purer raw materials, and hence 
driving the demand for HBI/DRI.

The global HBI/DRI industry is highly concentrated. The 
undisputed leaders in terms of HBI/DRI capacity are India and 
Iran, accounting for approximately 58% of global output in 2017. 
The majority of global iron ore products are produced for captive 
consumption for integrated steelmaking plants. Russia is ranked 
third globally while being the only HBI/DRI producer in the CIS. 
HBI/DRI production requires high-quality iron ore and access to 
relatively cheap natural gas , making Russia one of the key HBI 
producing regions in the world.

In 2017, global HBI/DRI output grew by 7.5 million tonnes, or 
10.3% year-on-year, primarily driven by an increased production 
in Iran, Russia, and Egypt, with a combined contribution of 
32.1% to the global production growth. Global HBI/DRI output in 
2017 totalled 79.9 million tonnes. 

 

Metalloinvest’s position

Metalloinvest maintains a stable position in the HBI/DRI market. 
Over the last four years, Metalloinvest has been the world’s 
leading producer of merchant HBI. Following the launch of 
HBI-3 Plant, the Company’s market share grew to approximately 
50% globally.  

Metalloinvest was able to increase its supply of metallised 
products to the global market following the launch of HBI-3 
Plant at Lebedinsky GOK in 2017, further strengthening its 
leadership in the merchant HBI market.

The Company’s iron ore beneficiation technology, access to gas 
pipelines, and strategic investment projects ensure it is well-
positioned to retain its leadership in the global HBI/DRI market.

HBI/DRI output by country
million tonnes

Country 2016 2017

India 27.0 25.9

Iran 16.0 20.5

Russia 5.7 7.0

Mexico 5.3 6.1

Saudi Arabia 5.1 4.8

Egypt 2.6 4.6

UAE 3.5 3.6

Qatar 2.5 2.5

Canada 1.4 1.6

Argentina 0.8 1.2

South Africa 0.7 0.9

Libya 0.7 0.6

Venezuela 0.9 0.5

Trinidad and Tobago 0.1 0

TOTAL 72.3 79.8

Source: WorldSteel, Metalloinvest.

Markets Overview continued
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Steel Market 

According to AME Research, global 
steel output in 2017 grew by 5.0% 
year-on-year to 1,706.6 million tonnes. 
China is the leading player in the market, 
accounting for 50% of global steel output 
and 47% of steel consumption.

Growth of global steel prices in 2017 
was driven by China’s domestic policy 
of stimulating economic growth and 
tightening environmental regulations, 
as well as a stronger demand for steel 
outside China. The closure of Chinese 
heavily polluting facilities amid growing 
domestic consumption of rolled steel 
products and more stringent export 
controls led to a drop in Chinese exports 
of finished rolled steel products, which 
fell by 31% year-on-year to 75.6 million 
tonnes (according to China Customs). 

Metalloinvest’s 
position

Metalloinvest is the leading regional 
producer of niche rolled steel products. 
According to Chermet Corporation, 
Metalloinvest accounted for 
approximately 7% of Russia’s total steel 
output in 2017.

The Company offers a wide product 
range and maintains partnerships with 
Russian and international customers 
from various industries. Metalloinvest is 
the leading Russian producer of bearing 
steel, special bar quality steels (SBQ) for 
the automotive and hardware industries, 
and heavy plate grades for bridge 
construction. 

In a highly competitive market 
environment, the Company’s 
management is focused on improving 
the quality of its steel products, including 
SBQ at OEMK, as well as SBQ rods, 
quality wire rods (QWR), and heavy plates 
at Ural Steel.

Steel output and consumption by region
million tonnes

Output

Region

Consumption

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

822.0 822.8 803.8 808.4 848.4 China 735.1 710.8 672.3 681.1 759.4

205.0 207.7 202.3 200.3 210.3 Europe 180.3 187.1 195.0 197.8 201.6

117.5 119.9 109.5 110.4 114.5 North America 130.6 145.6 133.7 132.4 137.4

108.4 106.1 101.5 102.4 103.2 CIS 58.6 55.9 50.5 49.4 50.5

27.0 30.0 29.4 31.5 35.5 Middle East 51.7 53.6 52.9 54.7 57.0

47.3 46.3 45.3 39.9 42.8 Central and South America 51.3 48.9 45.6 41.6 45.6

16.5 15.5 14.2 13.7 15.5 Africa 36.4 37.4 38.7 38.6 39.9

5.6 5.5 5.7 5.8 6.0 Oceania 6.7 7.4 7.2 7.5 7.7

300.3 315.5 307.7 313.1 330.4 Rest of Asia 284.4 298.6 303.7 316.5 329.8

1,650 1,669 1,620 1,626 1,707 TOTAL 1,535 1,545 1,500 1,520 1,629

Source: AME Research.

Average annual 
square billet price 
(FOB Black Sea)
USD/tonne

Source: calculation based on CRU data.

2013

511

2014

486

2015

336

2016

322

2017

430
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Metalloinvest is a reliable and long-standing strategic supplier 
of KAMAZ. We use long products manufactured by OEMK to 
manufacture critical and high-load parts and components for 
our vehicles, which is  testament to the reliable quality of our 
partner’s products and provides a robust platform to ensure the 
high quality of our trucks. 
Our long-standing productive partnership received a boost in 
2017 – a three-year memorandum of cooperation was signed for 
the supply of high-quality rolled steel products (SBQ). 
KAMAZ and Metalloinvest hold regular co-ordination councils 
helping us to expand our order portfolio, streamline supply 
chains, and resolve technical issues. Together with our partners, 
we ensure the continuous improvement in the quality of our 
vehicles and components.

Rustam Shamsutdinov
Deputy General Director, Procurement, 

KAMAZ PTC

Metalloinvest is TMK’s long-standing and reliable partner, an 
important supplier of metallised products, pipe billets, and flat 
products. The Company stands out for its flexibility, business 
agility, and openness to customer requests. We are pleased 
with our cooperation with Metalloinvest, in particular with our 
long-term supply contract for hot briquetted iron signed in late 
2016. The supply has enabled us to diversify our feedstock 
sources and improve the quality of steel we produce, ensuring 
supplies of high-quality pipe products for our customers.

Alexander Shiryaev
CEO of PJSC TMK
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Growth in the proportion of high-margin products, coupled 
with a favourable market environment, allowed the Company to 
demonstrate positive financial performance.

Products of the 
highest quality

54 Operating performance
60 Financial performance

FINANCIAL AND OPERATING 
RESULTS
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Operating Performance

Production and Shipments 

Output of iron ore products  
in 2013–2017
million tonnes

Output of steel products  
in 2013-2017
million tonnes

Mining Segment production in 2013–2017
million tonnes

Iron ore Pellets HBI/DRI

2013

38.4

2014

38.7

2015

39.5

2016

40.7

2017

40.3

22.6 22.7 23.8 25.2 25.15.3 5.3 5.4 5.7 7.0

Hot metal Crude steel

2013

2.2

2014

2.3

2015

2.5

2016

3.0

2017

2.7

4.7 4.5 4.5
4.7 4.8

Lebedinsky GOK

Concentrate Pellets HBI

2013

20.3

2014

20.5

2015

21.2

2016

21.8

2017

21.9

8.9 9.0 9.0 9.3 8.6
2.6 2.4 2.6 2.7 4.0

Mikhailovsky GOK

Concentrate and sintering ore Pellets

2013

18.1

2014

18.2

2015

18.3

2016

18.9

2017

18.4

9.9 9.9 11.0 12.0 12.5
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Metalloinvest continued to pursue its policy aimed at increasing 
the share of high value-added products. In 2017, the Company 
ramped up its output and shipments of HBI – a premium 
metallised raw material for the production of high-quality steel 
grades, as well as shipments of HVA4 steel products, including  
high-quality rolled steel (SBQ).

The rise in HBI output has been driven by the commissioning of 
HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky GOK. 

The launch of the plant was a milestone investment project for 
Metalloinvest, boosting the Company’s HBI production capacity 
to 4.5 million tonnes per year. 
 
 

Production
Iron ore products
In 2017, Metalloinvest produced 40.3 million tonnes of iron ore. The 
1.0% year-on-year decline was mainly due to a change in the ore 
mixture.

The pellet output was down 0.4% to 25.1 million tonnes as a result 
of scheduled maintenance works at pellet plants and a change 
in the pellet assortment a in the product structure to meet the 
requirements of HBI-3 Plant, commissioned in July 2017.

The launch of HBI-3 Plant at Lebedinsky GOK has increased the 
HBI/DRI output by 22.6% year-on-year  to 7.0 million tonnes. The 
output of hot briquetted iron at Lebedinsky GOK has grown by 
48% year-on-year  from 2.7 million tonnes to 4.0 million tonnes.

Steel products
In 2017, Metalloinvest produced 2.7 million tonnes of hot metal. 
The output was down by 9.3% year-on-year, mainly due to 
scheduled maintenance and repair works.

The steel output grew by 2.1% to 4.8 million tonnes driven by 
higher utilisation of the continuous casting machine (CCM #1) at 
Ural Steel under contracts with Russian customers.

4  HVA – High value-added.

Steel Segment production in 2013–2017
million tonnes

OEMK Ural Steel

Pellets DRI Crude steel
2013

3,8

2014

3,7

2015

3,8

2016

3,9

2017

4,0

2,8 2,9 2,8 3,0 3,0

3,2
3,4 3,5 3,6 3,5

Hot metal Crude steel

2013

2.2

2014

2.3

2015

2.5

2016

3.0

2017

2.7

1.5
1.1 1.0

1.1 1.3
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Shipments
Iron ore products
In 2017, the share of HVA iron ore products (pellets, HBI/DRI) 
came at 61.1% of total shipments, with the HBI/DRI rising to 
13.3% from 9.0% in 2016. 

In the reporting year, the Company shipped 3.6 million tonnes of 
HBI/DRI, up by 42.1% year-on-year.

In 2017, destinations of our iron ore shipments remained largely 
the same as in 2016. The majority of our products continues to 
be shipped domestically (61%) and to Europe (25%).

Major consumers of Metalloinvest’s HBI are steelmakers in 
Western Europe, where approximately half of our total HBI 
output is shipped. MENA (the Middle East and North Africa) and 
Asian markets account for another third of total HBI shipments.

With HBI-3 Plant now on stream, Metalloinvest is planning 
to ramp up its domestic shipments. The growing production 
of high-quality steel in Russia has led to a shortage of high-
grade scrap, potentially leading to a stronger demand for HBI 
from Russian steelmakers. The Company also expects higher 
demand for this product internationally. 

Operating performance continued

Iron ore shipments  
in 2013–2017
million tonnes

Iron ore shipments  
by destination in 2017
million tonnes

Iron ore Pellets HBI/DRI

2013

11.1

2014

11.0

2015

10.8

2016

10.7

2017

10.4

13.7 13.9 14.4 14.5
12.8

2.4 2.3 2.4 2.5 3.6

26.8
16.26.7

1.4
1.4

1.1

Russia
Europe
Asia
Middle East 
and North Africa
Other

Mining Segment shipments in 2013–2017 
million tonnes

Lebedinsky GOK Mikhailovsky GOK

Concentrate Pellets HBI

2013

9.5

2014

9.6

2015

10.4

2016

10.9

2017

11.6

5.0 5.4 5.2 5.4
2.5

2.6 2.4 2.6 2.7
4.0

Concentrate and sintering ore Pellets

2013

7.0

2014

7.1

2015

6.1

2016

5.6

2017

5.0

9.9 9.9 10.9 12.0 12.5
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Shipments of pig iron and steel 
products in 2013–2017
million tonnes

Shipments of pig iron and steel 
products by destination in 2017
million tonnes

Pig iron Steel products

2013

1.4

2014

1.8

2015

1.8

2016

2.4

2017

2.1

4.3 4.2 4.2
4.3 4.4

6.6

1.8

0.9

1.5 0.3

2.1
Russia
Europe
Asia
Middle East 
and North Africa
Other

Steel Segment shipments in 2013–2017
million tonnes

OEMK Ural Steel

Steel products DRI

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.30.1
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Pig iron Steel products

2013

1.4

2014

1.8

2015

1.8

2016

2.4

2017

2.1

1.2
1.0 0.9

0.9 1.1

Steel products
In 2017, Metalloinvest supplied 2.1 million tonnes of pig iron and 
4.4 million tonnes of steel products to its customers.

During the year, the Company grew shipments of HVA steel 
products by 7.1% year-on-year to 1.9 million tonnes. The growth 
was driven by an increase in shipments of merchant SBQ HVA 
by 12.0% and semi-finished HVA products by 34.3%. In 2017, 
the share of HVA products in total shipments of steel products 
rose from 41.3% to 43.3%.

In 2017, the share of domestic shipments in total shipments of steel 
products came at 27.3%, up 3.5 p.p. year-on-year. Shipments to 
Asia also rose by 1.4 p.p. to 4.2%. At the same time, shipments to 
Europe declined by 2.9 p.p. to 14.4% and to MENA countries by 
6.0 p.p. to 22.6%.
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Diversified Sales 
Geography 
Metalloinvest supplies its products to all regions worldwide, with its key 
markets being Russia, Western and Eastern Europe, Asia and the Middle 
East. 

North and Latin 
America

Europe

 KEY 
CUSTOMERS

 à Nucor
 à Steel Dynamics 
Columbus

 à Tenaris

 KEY  

CUSTOMERS

 à CAASA

 KEY 
CUSTOMERS

 à U.S. Steel Kosice
 à ArcelorMittal
 à Tata Steel
 à Rogesa
 à ISD Dunaferr
 à HBIS Smederevo
 à Arvedi
 à Riva Group
 à Ferriere Nord
 à BSW
 à Celsa Group
 à Ilva
 à Thyssenkrupp

 KEY  

CUSTOMERS

 à Duferdofin
 à Volkswagen AG
 à NTN Transmissions 
Europe S.A.

 à Groupe PSA
 à Schaeffler Group
 à OMNIA KLF, a. s.
 à SFK Group
 à Forges des 
Courcelles 

 à Duferco Danish 
Steel

58 METALLOINVEST  
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Russia and CIS

Middle East and 
Africa

Asia

 KEY 
CUSTOMERS

 à NLMK
 à MMK
 à ЧТПЗ
 à ТМК
 à Mechel
 à Evraz
 à Severstal
 à Geosteel
 à Baku Steel

 KEY  

CUSTOMERS

 à KAMAZ
 à AVTOVAZ
 à Minsk Tractor Works
 à United Metallurgical 
Company

 à ARBZ

 KEY 
CUSTOMERS

 à Emirates Steel
 à Erdemir
 à Colacoglu
 à Toscelik
 à Habas
 à Kroman
 à Solb Steel
 à Kuwait Steel

 KEY  

CUSTOMERS

 à Diler
 à Habas
 à Kroman Celik
 à Icdas
 à Kardemir
 à Ekinciler
 à Tosyali
 à AQS

 KEY CUSTOMERS

 à Kobe Steel
 à Nippon Steel & 
Sumitomo Metal

 à Xilin Iron & Steel

 à Jianlong Group
 à Posco
 à AK SteelIron ore, pellet, pig iron and HBI shipments

Steel product shipments
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Financial Performance
The increase in high value-added product sales as a result of the 
Сompany’s investment programme, coupled with a favourable market 
environment, enabled the Company to demonstrate a strong financial 
performance in 2017.

Financial highlights
USD million

 2016 2017 Change, y-o-y

Revenue 4,260.7 6,230.8 +46.2%

EBITDA 1,258.4 2,119.6 +68.4%

EBITDA margin, % 29.5% 34.0% +4.5 p.p.

Net income 1,152.7 1,405.6 +21.9%

Net Debt / EBITDA* 2.5x 1.9x (0.6x)

* as at 31 December

Revenue

4,261
2016

6,231
2017

11.0 %

20.7 %

12.3 %

11.8 %
40.8 %

3.3 % 11.0 %

20.1 %

12.0 %

14.1 %

40.1 %

2.7 %

2016 2017

473.5

880.5

503.7

523.1

1,737.8

142.2

Iron ore

Pellets

Hot briquetted iron

Pig iron

Steel products

Other revenue

688.6

1 250.4

875.8

749.4

2,499.1

167.5

4,261
2016

6,231
2017

13.7 %

39.6 %

23.9 %

5.1 %

4.0 %

16.1 %

40.5 %

22.6 %

13.7 %

19.2 %

2016 2017

1,688.2

1,019.4

650.6

217.0

685.4

Russia

Europe

Middle East

Asia

Other

2,524.6

1,409.0

852.7

247.2

1,197.3

Revenue by product
USD million

Revenue by region
USD million
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In 2017, the Company’s revenue increased by 46.2% 
year-on-year to USD 6,230.8 million mainly due to the 
following factors:

 à Improved market conditions: global iron ore prices 
increased by 23.6%5,  while steel prices rose by 
32.6 %6 

 à Change in the product mix: total volume of HBI 
shipments increased by 43.7% year-on-year

 à Rouble appreciation by 13.0% resulting in the 
growth of revenue in US dollar terms

 
In the reporting period, revenues from steel products 
rose by 43.7% to USD 3,248.5 million, while revenues 
from iron ore products increased by 51.5% to USD 
2,814.8 million. The share of high value-added iron 
ore products (pellets, HBI) accounted for 75.5% of 
the total iron ore product sales.

In 2017, domestic sales accounted for 40.5% of the 
Company’s consolidated revenue, up from 39.6% in 
2016, mainly due to rouble appreciation and higher 
supplies of steel products to OMK. The share of 
sales in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia slightly 
decreased to 22.6%,13.7%, and 4.0%, respectively.

Alexey Ievlev
Head of Corporate Clients 
Department, member of  
the Management Board, ING 

At ING, we value long-term cooperation with our 
clients, helping them stay one step ahead, in 
both business and everyday life. Our work with 
Metalloinvest has been the definition of a successful 
partnership, characterised by cooperation with a 
professional, reliable and efficient team, who always 
strive for progress. The Company has an extensive 
and successful track record in managing its debt 
portfolio under difficult market conditions, and 
is always open to dialogue. As a result, we have 
established a trusted partnership. ING is proud to 
have had an opportunity to support the Company’s 
major investment projects, such as the construction 
of HBI plants. 

In 2017, Metalloinvest and ING successfully 
completed a number of joint deals and commenced 
the implementation of new projects.

5 Argus Iron ore fines index, CFR Qingdao 62%.
6 Square billet, FOB Black Sea.
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Financial performance continued

In 2017, the cost of sales increased by 38.8% to USD 3,069.3 
million following price growth on purchased raw materials, a 
change in the product mix, as well as the national currency 
appreciation. Nevertheless, the cost of sales as a proportion 
of the overall revenue decreased to 49.3% vs 51.9% in 2016, 
supported by the Company’s programme of operational 
improvements.

In 2017, distribution expenses increased by 28.9% to USD 882.6 
million, mainly due to higher transportation costs on railway 
shipments, as well as the rouble appreciation. Distribution 
expenses totalled 14.2% of the revenue compared to 16.1%  
in 2016.

General and administrative expenses totalled USD 345.7 million, 
or 5.6% of the revenue in the reporting year.

Cost of Sales, 
Distribution, General and 
Administrative Expenses

2,211
2016

3,069
2017

42.4 %

18.4 %

15.6 %

0.5 %
1.1 %

1.1 %
1.9 %

7.4 %

47.7 %

16.2 %

14.3 %

9.7 %10.2 %

8.5 %

2016 2017

938.5

406.8

343.9

225.2

187.2

48.8

30.7

4.7

25.3

Raw materials

Labour costs

Electricity costs

Natural gas

Depreciation and amortisation

Land, property, and other taxes

Amortisation of mineral rights

Repairs and maintenance

Other

1,464.4

497.4

439.3

299.2

227.0

58.4

35.1

15.7

32.9

0.2 %
1.1 %

1.4 %
2.2 %

Cost of sales
USD million

Hoganos inspires the industry to 
make more with less by offering 
high quality iron and metal powders. 
At the Atomizing plant in Halmstad, 
Sweden, HBI, together with high 
quality iron scrap, is used as 
feedstock for the most demanding 
products. Metalloinvest is a reliable 
supplier offering timely deliveries 
and a product of consistent quality.

Working with Metalloinvest 
guarantees the supply of 
excellent products coupled with a 
professional and reliable service, 
designed to meet the customer’s 
requests. Metalloinvest’s innovative 
approach to iron ore mining makes 
it a reliable business partner.

We have been Metalloinvest’s long-
standing partner for both HBI and 
steel-making pig iron. Metalloinvest 
is a reliable supplier which provides 
high quality products and services.

Höganös AB

Riva Group

Gruppo Arvedi
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EBITDA
In 2017, the Company’s EBITDA increased by 68.5% to 
USD 2,119.6 million compared to USD 1,258.4 million in 
2016. The EBITDA margin stood at 34.0% vs 29.5% in 
2016, up 4.5 p.p.

The Mining Segment’s EBITDA grew by 80.1% to USD 
1,741.6 million from USD 967.2 million in 2016. This 
substantial increase was mainly due to the growing 
prices for the Company’s iron ore products, as well as 
an increase in high value-added products in the product 
mix following the launch of HBI-3 Plant.

The Steel Segment’s EBITDA grew by 34.9% to 
USD 406.0 million from USD 300.5 million in 2016, 
accounting for 19.2% in consolidated EBITDA vs 23.9% 
in 2016. The lower contribution of the Steel Segment 
to consolidated EBITDA was due to the growth of the 
Mining Segment pushed by the launch of HBI-3 Plant.

In 2017, the Company’s net income increased by 21.9% 
to USD 1,405.6 million, mainly due to higher operating 
income.

EBITDA
USD million

2013

2,291

2014

1,961

2015

1,432

2016

1,258

2017

2,120

The steel sector is one of the most competitive sectors 
with high levels of pricing volatility. To be successful in 
such a sector, you must establish reliable and long-
term relationships between customers and suppliers. 
We are glad to have Metalloinvest as our business 
partner. Our business relationship, which started 
years ago with the first HBI supply contract, has been 
growing stronger over time, with billet and pig iron 
being added to the portfolio. We hope that the synergy 
we have created will continue in the future and prove to 
be even stronger in the years to come. 

Çolakoğlu Metalurji

Andrea Lovato
CEO Tenova 

Metalloinvest is a unique customer for Tenova as it give us 
the opportunity to offer the full portfolio of our products 
and technologies, both in the Metals and Mining division. 
We had the great chance to develop a conceptual 
strategy, together with the Metalloinvest management 
team, to reorganize and optimize the production 
processes of their Ural Steel Plant, and this empowered 
our experience in consulting. Last  but not least, the 
relationship with Metallinvest’s professionals has always 
been excellent, at all levels, thanks to their commitment to 
innovation, quality, sustainable development, and a special 
attention to environmental issues, which we also share 
within our group of companies.
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Financial performance continued

In 2017, Metalloinvest allocated USD 488.6 million for capital 
expenditure, up 68.6% year-on-year. This increase was due to a 
number of development projects implemented in the reporting 
period.

In July 2017, Metalloinvest launched its HBI-3 Plant at 
Lebedinsky GOK, Russia’s largest HBI production facility and 
one of the world’s most powerful plants, with an annual design 
capacity of 1.8 million tonnes of HBI. The Company invested 
approximately 24% of its 2017 capital expenditure in this project.

At Mikhailovsky GOK, Metalloinvest completed the construction 
of an intake facility for the concentrate supplied by Lebedinsky 
GOK. The facility takes in and unloads Lebedinsky GOK’s iron 
ore concentrate, and mixes concentrate from Mikhailovsky GOK 
and Lebedinsky GOK to subsequently produce high quality 
pellets.

In 2017, Metalloinvest began the implementation of 
comprehensive development programmes at Lebedinsky 
GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK, aiming to increase the output 
of high value-added products, improve the product quality 
to the premium level, and lower operating expenses. The 
implementation of key engineering solutions is scheduled for 
2018.

Lebedinsky GOK and Mikhailovsky GOK received eleven new 
220-tonne and 130-tonne BelAZ trucks, four locomotives with 
a set of dump cars, two drilling machines and two excavators. 
The Company invested about 9% of its capital expenditure in 
upgrading its mining and transport operations.

OEMK successfully completed the technical re-equipment at 
DRI Plant #2, including the installation of modern equipment, 
which boosted the plant’s productivity from 88 to 110 
tonnes per hour and helped decrease the scrap expenses. 
Approximately 10% of the total capital expenditure for 2017 was 
allocated to this project.

During the reporting period, OEMK completed key stages 
of construction and started commercial operations of the 
reduction and calibration section at the mid-size production 
line of Rolling Mill 350. This project enables the Company to 
increase its special bar quality (SBQ) output by 67,000 tonnes 
per year and reduce its production costs.

At Ural Steel, Continuous Casting Machine #1 and the vacuum 
degasser were commissioned after an upgrade. The project 
is aimed at strengthening the Company’s customer focus and 
changing its product mix towards higher-margin products (rail 
blooms and railway wheel billets). The equipment delivery was 
completed as part of the construction of the Roller Treatment 
Furnace #1 and Heat Treatment Machine #1 Complex, and 
installation works are underway. This project aims to increase 
the quality of heavy plates produced at Ural Steel.

The Company has continued the roll-out of its Industry 4.0 
programme to create an integrated financial and business 
management system. The programme is aimed at reducing 
costs, boosting profitability, increasing accounting transparency, 
and ensuring timely decision making.

CAPEX Programme

Erik Micek
Chairman of the 
Executive Board 
of TENOVA LOI 
Thermprocess

Metalloinvest is one of TENOVA LOI Thermprocess’ 
key customers, with a long history of mutually-
beneficial strategic cooperation. The benefits  
of this partnership are exemplified by the equipment 
supply contract with Ural Steel, signed in 2016,  
for the renovation of the roller treatment furnace 
and heat treatment machine . The tremendous 
scope of the project benefits both companies and 
allows TENOVA LOI Thermprocess to secure its 
position as a reliable supplier of heat treatment and 
quenching equipment for one of Russia’s leading 
plants. Once commissioned, the equipment will 
enable Metalloinvest to take advantage of cutting-
edge industrial heat treatment technology for flat steel 
products, allowing it to produce high-quality products 
and increase the plant’s productivity.

Financial performance continued
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As at 31 December 2017, the Company’s total assets amounted 
to USD 6,503.2 million compared to USD 6,201.5 million as 
at 31 December 2016. The 4.9% increase in the US dollar-
denominated value of the Company’s assets was due to the 
appreciation of the rouble.

As at 31 December 2017, the Company’s cash and cash 
equivalents stood at USD 390.4 million. Moreover, as at the 
end of 2017, the Company had undrawn committed credit lines 
in roubles and USD for a total amount of ca. 810 million in US 
dollar terms.

At the end of the reporting period, the Company’s total debt 
stood at USD 4,445.9 million, up 6.3% year-on-year. Long-term 
debt accounted for 90.7% of the total debt, with the short-
term debt standing at USD 413.3 million. The short-term debt 
mainly comprises rouble-denominated bonds for a total of 
RUB 10 billion, all of which remained in the market following the 
put option exercised in February 2018, and pre-export credit 
facilities which were refinanced in January 2018.

As at the end of 2017, the Company’s net debt totalled USD 
4,055.6 million. The Net Debt / EBITDA ratio decreased to 1.9x 
vs 2.5x as at 31 December 2016.

In the reporting period, Metalloinvest continued to optimise its 
debt portfolio and extend maturity profile:

 à In February – April 2017, the Company signed additional 
credit agreements with ING BANK (EURASIA), whereby the 
bank increased the limit of the Company’s revolving credit 
line from USD 100 million to USD 200 million and extended 
the loan maturity by two years, as well as improved the terms 
of the floating interest rate linked to LIBOR

 à In May 2017, the Company issued USD 800 million seven-
year Eurobonds with a 4.85% annual coupon rate, maturing 
in 2024. Proceeds from the Eurobond placement were used 
to finance a tender offer on its USD 1 billion 5.625% notes 
due in 2020 and for general corporate purposes. A total 
principal amount of USD 667 million of notes was tendered

 à In June 2017, the Company refinanced its USD 1.03 billion of 
pre-export credit facilities by signing a new pre-export credit 
facility (PXF-2017) with a group of international banks, which 
improved the Company’s debt repayment schedule and 
reduced its debt servicing costs

 à In August 2017, the Company repaid USD 100 million of 
tranche B of PXF-2016 ahead of its scheduled maturity dates

 à In October 2017, the Company and ING Bank signed two 
long-term credit facility agreements for EUR 16.7 million 
guaranteed by export credit agencies (ECAs). The funds will 
be used to purchase equipment for investment projects at 
Ural Steel

 à In December 2017, the Company signed loan agreements 
with Gazprombank to open committed credit lines for a total 
amount of RUB 15 billion

 
Metalloinvest’s proactive liability management in 2017 helped 
it reduce the average debt servicing cost and decrease the 
repayments due in 2017–2020.

Financial Position and Debt Management

Total debt
USD million

2013

5,965

2014

4,734

2015

4,387

2016

4,183

2017

4,446

Debt maturity schedule
USD billion

0.1

2017

0.0

0.5

2018

0.3

0.9

2019

0.8

1.6

2020

0.9
0.8

2021

0.8

0.2

2022

0.3
0.1

2023

0.3

0.0

2024

0.9

0.1

2024+

0.1

As at 31 December 2016 As at 31 December 2017

Erik Micek
Chairman of the 
Executive Board 
of TENOVA LOI 
Thermprocess
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Investor  
Relations
Metalloinvest always strives to increase transparency 
and strengthen its relations with the investment 
community, seeking to comply with international best 
practices of public disclosure. The Company discloses 
information on its financial and operating performance, 
social and other activities at the disclosure level and 
within the timeframe of a public company. All materials 
are published in Russian and English in the Investors 
section of the corporate website and are available at  
http://www.metalloinvest.com/investors/.

In April 2017, as part of the Eurobonds-2024 Deal Road 
Show, Metalloinvest held a number of one-on-one 
and group meetings with Russia- and Europe-based 
investors. Strong investor demand saw the orderbook 
being 2.5x oversubscribed resulting in more than 
USD 2 billion orders. The notes were allocated to over 
100 investors from Continental Europe (31%), Russia 
(28%), the United Kingdom (22%), the United States 
(11%), Asia, and other countries (8%). Approximately 
57% of the offering was purchased by banks and private 
banking clients, 36% – by asset managers and funds, 
and the remaining notes were acquired by pension funds 
and insurance companies.

Metalloinvest also takes part in international investment 
banking conferences and holds its Non-Deal Road 
Shows and Investor Days, continuously expanding 
its base of current and potential investors. Many 
investors and analysts are invited to visit the Company’s 
production assets. In 2017, Metalloinvest took part in 
the following four domestic and international investment 
conferences and forums:

 à XV Russian Bond Congress (Saint Petersburg, 
Russia)

 à VTB Capital’s Russia Calling Investment Forum 
(Moscow, Russia)

 à BofAML Conference (London, UK)
 à Barclays – EM Corporate Day (London, UK)

Yan Veytsman
Managing Director, Head 
of Metals and Mining 
Division, Client Management 
Department of Sberbank CIB

Metalloinvest performed strongly in 2017. 
The Company’s debt and liquidity profiles have 
been optimised – its average debt servicing 
cost has been reduced, and the maturity profile 
has been extended. Metalloinvest also chose a 
successful strategy prioritising high value-added 
products, which has boosted their financial 
performance.

Sberbank CIB considers Metalloinvest a reliable 
partner with an impeccable business reputation. 
We are pleased to confirm the Company’s 
commitment to proactively providing information 
to its partners and their openness to investors and 
market participants. We are highly appreciative 
of our partnership with Metalloinvest and expect 
that the Company will progress even further in 
the coming years, setting and achieving more 
ambitious goals.

Financial performance continued

http://www.metalloinvest.com/investors/
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Credit Ratings

Relations with rating agencies are crucial for enhancing 
Metalloinvest’s investment story. The Company has been rated 
by international credit rating agencies since July 2010.

In February 2017, Standard & Poor’s revised its long-term credit 
rating outlook for Metalloinvest from ‘Negative’ to ‘Stable’, 
affirming the rating at ‘BB’. According to S&P’s report, the 
upgrade to a Stable outlook reflects positive iron ore price 
trends, as well as actions taken by Metalloinvest’s management 
team to deleverage and maintain the Company’s high 
profitability compared to the industry average.

In April 2017, Fitch Ratings affirmed the Company’s rating at 
‘BB’ with a ‘Stable’ outlook.

Metalloinvest’s USD 800 million Eurobonds-2024, which were 
placed in May 2017, were rated by the three international credit 
rating agencies: Fitch at ‘BB’, Moody’s at ‘Ba2’ and S&P at ‘BB’. 

Furthermore, in December 2017, Dagong, a Chinese credit 
rating agency, affirmed Metalloinvest’s long-term issuer credit 
rating at ‘BBB+’.

In December 2017, RAEX, a Russian credit rating agency, also 
assigned Metalloinvest a credit rating of ‘ruAA–’ with a Stable 
outlook.

In January 2018, Moody’s revised its outlook on Metalloinvest’s 
long-term rating from ‘Stable’ to ‘Positive’, affirming the 
Company’s ‘Ba2’ corporate rating. According to Moody’s 
report, the outlook upgrade reflects the Company’s 
deleveraging in 2017, driven by higher iron ore product and steel 
prices, which, along with the increased share of high value-
added products in the product mix, boosted the Company’s 
earnings and cash flow generation.

Moody’s analysts noted that the Company is well positioned 
in the iron ore product market due to its low production costs, 
vast iron ore reserves, high share of high value-added products 
(pellets and HBI), the advantages of vertical integration, and 
a diverse customer base.

Russia’s and Metalloinvest’s credit rating changes

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

A

BBB+ / Baa1

BBB / Baa2

BBB– / Baa3

BB+ / Ba1

BB / Ba2

BB– / Ba3

B+ / B1

Russia

Metalloinvest

Fitch Moody’s Standard & Poor’s Dagong

Yan Veytsman
Managing Director, Head 
of Metals and Mining 
Division, Client Management 
Department of Sberbank CIB
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Ilya Polyakov
Сhairman of the Management Board  

of PJSC Rosbank, Chief Country Officer 
for Russia, Societe Generale Corporate 

& Investment Banking

2017 was marked by further development of the partnership between Societe Generale Group/PJSC Rosbank and 
Metalloinvest. Metalloinvest’s commitment to its chosen strategy helped the Company to consolidate its market position, 
which in turn had a positive effect on the Company’s financial position, enabling it to successfully implement its programme 
to raise funds through major Western banking groups.

As Metalloinvest’s long-standing partner, Societe Generale Group/PJSC Rosbank notes the well-coordinated efforts of the 
Company’s finance team, which enabled prompt and centralised handling of issues across the Company’s enterprises.

We would also like to thank Metalloinvest’s management team, which views the interaction with financial partners  
as an essential part of its work, along with an ongoing open dialogue on all business aspects, including updates  
and explanations covering both the performance of the Company’s plants and the potential negative trends inherent 
in any market.
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The Company’s strong governance is driven by its impartial and 
independent Board of Directors, highly skilled management 
team, and robust risk-based internal control and audit system.

Successful 
cooperation  
built on mutual 
respect

70 Corporate governance practices
70 Governance structure and bodies
70 Board of Directors
78 Management Board
80 CEO
80 Internal control and audit
82 Risk management

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  
AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Metalloinvest is one of the most innovative and 
outperforming metals and mining companies in 
Russia. Metalloinvest contributes significantly to the 
economic development of the Russian Federation 
and drives economic growth across its regions of 
operation.

The Company is a leader in corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) in Russia and sees CSR as an 
integral part of its strategy and the foundation for 
its long-term business sustainability. Metalloinvest’s 
sustainability efforts are widely recognised at 
the annual All-Russia Contest: Russian Business 
Leaders: Dynamics and Responsibility.

Alexander Shokhin
President of the Russian Union of 

Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP)
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Corporate Governance 
Practices

Metalloinvest’s  
Governance Structure  
and Bodies

Metalloinvest is committed to the continuous improvement of its 
corporate governance and implementing international best practices 
in corporate governance. The Company recognises their importance 
in ensuring its sustainable development and increasing the Company’s 
value.

GENERAL MEETING  
OF MEMBERS

Board of Directors
Committees of the Board of Directors:

Audit Committee

Finance, Budgeting and Strategy Committee

Remuneration Committee
CEO

Management  
Board

Internal Audit Department
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Board of Directors

The Company views corporate governance as a system of interaction 
between the Company’s governing bodies and stakeholders that 
reflects the balance of the parties’ interests and focuses on improving 
the Company’s performance.

The Board of Directors is responsible for the 
strategic management of the Company. The 
Board of Directors’ key objectives are establishing 
efficient corporate governance, setting and 
implementing the Company’s strategic goals, 
determining risk management principles and 
approaches, conducting risk assessments, and 
creating favourable conditions for long-term 
sustainable development. 

Membership and 
Functions of the Board  
of Directors 

The neutrality and independence of the Board of Directors are 
the key principles that the Company relies on to improve the 
efficiency of its governance framework. The Board of Directors 
includes independent and non-executive directors in order to 
guide the Company’s senior management and prevent any 
conflicts of interest.

As at 31 December 2017, four of the nine members of the Board 
of Directors were recognised as independent.

The Board of Directors’ 
Report 

In 2017, the Board of Directors held 49 in-person and 
in-absentia meetings, during which it discussed a total of  
142 matters and adopted a number of important resolutions 
related to the Company’s operations, including:

 à approval of the Company’s annual budget and capex 
programme for 2017

 à approval of the terms of large-scale investment projects
 à approval of the operational improvement programme for 
2017 and review of the Production System implementation 
plan

 à approval of the Debt Portfolio Management Strategy for 
2017–2021

 à approval of a fundraising transaction: a syndicated loan in the 
amount of up to USD 1.5 billion

 
All elected members of the Board of Directors participated in 
70% of the meetings held in person and in absentia, and eight 
out of the nine directors participated in 30% of meetings.

A new Board of Directors was approved in September 2017: 
Gleb Kostikov was elected to the Board of Directors for the first 
time and became Chairperson of the Remuneration Committee, 
while Ivan Tavrin, who had held that position previously, resigned 
from the Board of Directors.
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Membership of 
the Board of Directors 
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Board of Directors continued

Ivan Streshinsky

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Member of the Board of Directors since 
February 2013.
Member of the Remuneration 
Committee.
Graduated with honours from the 
Department of Aeromechanics and Flight 
Engineering of the Moscow Institute  
of Physics and Technology.
CEO of USM Management, member of 
the Boards of Directors of USM Holdings 
Limited, USM Monaco Limited, Mail.Ru 
Group Limited, JSC Kommersant and 
PJSC CITY.

Galina Aglyamova

Independent Non-Executive Director*

Chairperson of the Audit Committee, 
member of the Finance, Budgeting and 
Strategy Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
October 2013.
Graduated from the Moscow Institute  
of Steel and Alloys; holds a PhD  
in Economics.
Vice President of NLMK until the end  
of 2012.

Andrey Varichev

Executive Director

CEO of Management Company 
Metalloinvest since October 2013.
Member of the Finance, Budgeting and 
Strategy Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
April 2007.
Graduated from the Moscow Institute of 
Aviation Technology with a degree  
in Aviation and Mechanics.

Valery Kazikaev

Independent Non-Executive Director*

Member of the Finance, Budgeting and 
Strategy Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
October 2013.
Graduated from Moscow Mining Institute; 
holds a PhD in Economics.
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of LLC BMC, CEO of JSC Holding 
Company BMC.

Gleb Kostikov  

Non-Executive Director

Chairperson of the Remuneration 
Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
September 2017.
Graduated from the Moscow State 
Institute of International Relations of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russian 
Federation with a degree in International 
Law.
Executive Director of USM Management 
since September 2017.

Nikolay Krylov

Independent Non-Executive Director*

Member of the Board of Directors since 
April 2015**.
Doctor of Law, J.D. degree from Yale Law 
School.
Sector Head at the Institute of State and 
Law of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
since 2012.

* In line with the Regulations on the Board of Directors.
** Resigned from the Board of Directors at the beginning of 2018.
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Irina Lupicheva

Non-Executive Director

Member of the Audit Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
February 2013.
Graduated from the Moscow State 
Institute of International Relations of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR 
with a degree in International Economic 
Relations; holds a postgraduate degree 
from Moscow Finance Academy.
Managing Director and Head of Risk and 
Control at USM Management since May 
2012.

Pavel Mitrofanov

Non-Executive Director

Chairperson of the Finance, Budgeting 
and Strategy Committee, member of the 
Audit Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
June 2016.
Graduated from Lomonosov Moscow 
State University with a degree in 
Economics; obtained a master’s degree 
in Accounting, Analysis and Audit, and 
an MBA from Imperial College Business 
School; completed Harvard Business 
School’s (HBS) General Management 
Programme.
First Deputy CEO of USM Management 
since June 2016. Head of Project 
Management at USM Management.

Dmitry Tarasov

Independent director*

Member of the Finance, Budgeting and 
Strategy Committee, member of the 
Remuneration Committee.
Member of the Board of Directors since 
April 2014.
Graduated from the Moscow Institute  
of Steel and Alloys with a degree  
in Metallurgy of Non-Ferrous and Rare 
Metals and Alloys; holds a PhD  
in Technical Science.

Committees of the Board of Directors 

The Board of Directors has set up three committees for the 
preliminary review of the most important matters pertaining  
to the Company’s operations:

 à Audit Committee
 à Finance, Budgeting and Strategy Committee
 à Remuneration Committee

The committees are responsible for previewing the most 
important matters within the remit of the Board of Directors  
and providing recommendations on relevant decisions.

For more details about the members of the Board of Directors, 
visit the Company’s website:  
http://www.metalloinvest.com/about/governance/board-of-directors/

* In line with the Regulations on the Board of Directors.

http://www.metalloinvest.com/about/governance/board-of-directors/
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Board of Directors continued

Audit Committee

Membership of the Committee as at 31 December 2017:
 à Galina Aglyamova (Chairperson)
 à Irina Lupicheva
 à Pavel Mitrofanov

Committee’s functions:
 à Supervising the Company’s internal audit function, in 
particular, approving annual internal audit schedules; 
reviewing findings of material audits with a focus on internal 
controls and management response following such audits; 
assessing the efficiency of internal control procedures and 
drafting proposals for their improvement

 à Assessing the Company’s risk management system and 
drafting relevant improvement recommendations

 à Drafting recommendations for the Board of Directors to 
prevent, identify, and mitigate financial and operational risks

 à Analysing reports on significant breaches of the Company’s 
established risk limits and on the sufficiency of proposed 
remedial measures

 à Guiding the Company’s Management in identifying and 
managing new types of risks

 à Reviewing the Company’s financial statements;
 à Assessing external auditor candidates and making 
recommendations on the remuneration of the external 
auditor

 à Reviewing the external auditor’s opinion
 à Analysing and discussing with the auditor any significant 
issues identified during the independent external audit

Committee’s activities in 2017
In 2017, the Audit Committee held seven in-person and two 
in-absentia meetings to review the following key matters:

 à Review and approval of IFRS financial statements
 à Review of the Company’s risk management programme for 
2018, including the level of risk appetite

 à Drafting of recommendations to improve the Company’s risk 
management system

 à Drafting of recommendations to improve the Company’s 
internal control management system

 à Internal audit reports on conducted audits and identified 
violations, along with management proposals to eliminate 
such violations

Finance, Budgeting  
and Strategy Committee

Membership of the Committee as at 31 December 2017:
 à Pavel Mitrofanov (Chairperson)
 à Galina Aglyamova
 à Andrey Varichev
 à Valery Kazikaev
 à Dmitry Tarasov

Committee’s functions:
 à Drafting proposals on the Company’s priority business areas
 à Drafting proposals on investment projects
 à Drafting proposals on selected transactions, such as the 
sale and purchase of shares in other companies (including 
derivatives)

 à Drafting proposals on signing SPAs and supply agreements 
for steel, iron ore, and other products, if the value of a 
transaction or several related transactions exceeds RUB 1.5 
billion, excluding intra-group transactions

 à Drafting proposals on the conclusion of credit and loan 
agreements and security agreements thereto, bank deposit 
contracts, agreements to issue promissory notes and other 
fund-raising instruments if the value of the transaction or 
several related transactions exceeds RUB 1 billion, excluding 
intra-group transactions

 à Drafting proposals on the Company’s dividend policy

Committee’s activities in 2017
In 2017, the Committee held 10 in-person meetings (including a 
meeting held jointly with the Remuneration Committee) and 46 
in-absentia meetings.

In line with its key functions, in 2017, the Committee provided 
methodological guidance and drafted recommendations on the 
development of:

 à Metalloinvest’s development strategy focus areas
 à The Company’s annual budget and capex programme for 
2018

 à Key tasks of the management for 2017, with a focus on 
business sustainability and operational efficiency

 à Key performance indicators and operational and financial 
targets for 2018

 
In addition, the Committee drafted recommendations and 
proposals for the Board of Directors on signing SPAs and supply 
agreements for steel and iron ore products, credit agreements 
and security agreements thereto, bank deposit contracts, and 
share purchase agreements.
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Remuneration Committee

Membership of the Committee as at 31 December 2017: 
 à Gleb Kostikov (Chairperson)
 à Dmitry Tarasov
 à Ivan Streshinsky

Committee’s functions:
 à Draft proposals to be approved by the Board of Directors 
concerning remuneration policies for directors, the CEO, and 
members of the Management Board

 à Draft proposals on employee development and incentives
 à Draft HR and social policies
 à Draft resource planning principles

Committee’s activities in 2017
In 2017, the Remuneration Committee held three in-person 
meetings (including a meeting held jointly with the Finance, 
Budgeting and Strategy Committee). 

In line with its key functions, in 2017, the Committee provided 
methodological guidance and drafted recommendations on the 
development of:

 à KPIs for the Company’s key executives and controlled 
entities in 2018

 à Corporate strategies for organisational development and HR 
management

 à Programmes to boost employee engagement and 
performance

Management Board

The Management Board is the Company’s 
collective executive body. The Management Board 
includes the Managing Directors of Lebedinsky 
GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK, OEMK, and Ural Steel  
to determine the most beneficial development 
path for the Company as a whole.

The Management Board is responsible for making decisions 
on matters most crucial to the Company’s ongoing operations, 
coordinating activities of the management company’s services 
and divisions, and submitting proposals to the Board of 
Directors concerning the key business activities and related 
implementation plans.

In 2017, the Management Board held 7 in-person and  
7 in-absentia meetings to review 79 matters. One half of the 
in-absentia meetings was attended by all elected members  
of the Management Board, and the other half – by eleven out  
of the twelve members.

There were changes to the membership of the Management 
Board in the first quarter of 2017: Marina Novikova resigned  
from the Management Board, while Dmitry Babenko was 
elected to the Management Board.
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Management Board continued

Management Board as at 31 December 2017

Andrey Varichev

Chairman of the Management Board  
and CEO

Member of the Board of Directors  
since April 2007. 

For more details on the CEO,  
see page 80

Andrey Ugarov

First Deputy CEO and COO

Graduated from Lipetsk Polytechnic 
Institute.
Mr Ugarov joined the Company in 1999 
and has held various executive positions 
at the Company and its production 
enterprises since 2004. He was the 
Managing Director of OEMK in 2004–
2011 and has been in his current position 
since December 2013.

Nazim Efendiev

First Deputy CEO and Sales Director

Graduated from the Military Institute 
of Foreign Languages, has an MBA 
from the Russian Academy of National 
Economy, and completed a specialised 
course in International Management at 
Kingston University (UK).
Mr Efendiev has held various executive 
positions at the Company and its 
production enterprises since 2002 and 
has been in his current position since 
March 2012.

Yuriy Gavrilov

Strategy, Development and Transformation 
Director

Graduated from the Moscow Institute of 
Physics and Technology with a degree in 
Aeromechanics and Flight Engineering. 
In 1999, Mr Gavrilov received a master’s 
degree in Finance from the Business 
and Economy Institute of the Russian 
Academy of National Economy, and 
an MBA in Business Administration – 
Finance Option from the University of 
California Business School.
He has been in his current position since 
May 2014.

Alexey Voronov

Finance Director

Graduated from the Moscow State 
Institute of International Relations of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russian 
Federation.
Mr Voronov joined the Company in 2015. 
From February 2015 to September 2016, 
he served as Director of Treasury of 
Management Company Metalloinvest. 
He has been in his current position since 
October 2016.

Dmitry Babenko

Director of Legal Affairs

Graduated from the Moscow Mining 
Institute with a degree in Economics and 
Business Administration in Mining and 
Geological Exploration, and from the 
Moscow State Law Academy with  
a degree in Law. 
He started his career at JSC Lebedinsky 
GOK and has held various executive 
positions at Management Company 
Metalloinvest. He has been in his current 
position since February 2016.
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Tatiana Belyakova

Director of Economics

Graduated from Kharkiv Engineering and 
Economic Institute with a degree in the 
Economics and Organisation of Mining 
Industry.
Ms Belyakova joined the Company 
in 1988; up to 2015, she held various 
executive positions at Lebedinsky 
GOK and Management Company 
Metalloinvest, including Director of 
the Economic Analysis Department in 
2011–2015.
She has been in her current position 
since August 2015.

Natalya Gryzanova

Investment Director

Ms Gryzanova graduated from the 
Plekhanov Russian University  
of Economics.
She has held various executive positions 
at the Company since 2013 and has 
been in her current position since 
December 2014.

Oleg Mikhailov

Managing Director,  
JSC Lebedinsky GOK

Graduated from Leningrad Mining 
Institute.
Mr Mikhailov has held various executive 
positions at the Company and its 
production enterprises since 2006 and 
has been in his current position since 
October 2011.

Sergey Kretov

Managing Director,  
PJSC Mikhailovsky GOK

Graduated from Patrice Lumumba 
Peoples’ Friendship University
Mr Kretov has held various executive 
positions at the Company and its 
production enterprises since 1998 and 
has been in his current position since 
July 2006.

Nikolay Shlyakhov

Managing Director,  
JSC OEMK

Graduated from Lipetsk Polytechnic 
Institute.
Mr Shlyakhov has held various executive 
positions at the Company and its 
production enterprises since 1999 and 
has been in his current position since 
April 2011.

Evgeny Maslov

Managing Director,  
JSC Ural Steel

Graduated from Cherepovets State 
University.
Mr Maslov has held various executive 
positions at the Company and its 
production enterprises since 2007 and 
has been in his current position since 
April 2014.
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MANAGEMENT COMPANY METALLOINVEST

Managed companies, their subsidiaries/affiliates

CEO 

CEO is the sole executive body responsible for the management 
of the Company’s day-to-day operations. CEO acts on behalf of 
the Company, represents its interests, issues binding orders and 
instructions to all the Company’s employees, appoints heads of 
branches and representative offices, etc. 
 
 
 
 

Andrey Varichev has served as CEO of Management Company 
Metalloinvest since October 2013.

Andrey Varichev graduated from the Moscow Institute of 
Aviation Technology with a degree in Aviation and Mechanics. 
In 2009–2014, he served as CEO of JSC Holding Company 
METALLOINVEST, as well as CEO and Director of the Moscow 
branch of LLC BMC. 

Internal Control and Audit  

The Company’s internal control and audit system is based 
on the principles of a risk-based approach and includes the 
following regular processes:

 à Identifying, assessing, and monitoring risks that may have a 
significant impact on the Company’s operations

 à Developing, implementing, and enhancing the Company’s 
internal control procedures to manage the above risks

 à Internal auditing of the efficiency of the internal control system 

The project to centralise the Company’s internal audit functions 
was completed in 2016. The project was aimed at increasing the 
efficiency and ensuring the independence of the internal audit 
process.

The internal audit system covers all management levels of the 
Company and comprises:

 à the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
 à the Internal Audit Department and its regional branches 
located at the Company’s business units’ sites

Metalloinvest’s internal audit system

AUDIT COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Internal Audit Department

Internal Audit Director

Audit function of the  
management company and  

regional audit control function

Regional audit functions

Lebedinsky GOK audit function

Mikhailovsky GOK audit function

OEMK audit function

Ural Steel audit function

ЛГОКЛГОКLebedinsky GOK

ЛГОКЛГОКOEMK

ЛГОКЛГОКMikhailovsky GOK

ЛГОКЛГОКUral Steel

Audit Auditor’s report Operational management  Control systems
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External Audit 

Metalloinvest prepares its financial statements in accordance 
with the applicable Russian and international standards 
(RAS and IFRS). The Company engages an external auditor 
to conduct an independent review of its financial and 
accounting statements. In 2017, the Company’s IFRS financial 
statements and RAS accounting statements were audited by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Russia.

Liability Insurance 

Since 2015, Metalloinvest has been insuring the liability of its 
Directors and members of the Management Board, as well 
as Company officers (“insured persons”) on an annual basis. 
Directors and officers liability insurance (D&O insurance) 
protects the insured persons against possible third-party claims 
that may arise from unintended wrongdoings, and provides 
reimbursement of possible expenses incurred by Metalloinvest 
by covering the costs and damages of the insured persons.

The insurance covers the defence costs for the insured persons 
and related costs, as well as compensation for proven damages 
subject to recovery which were caused by the insured persons, 
when such damage has been proved and is subject to recovery.

Metalloinvest’s D&O insurance is provided by SOGAZ 
INSURANCE, Russia’s largest insurer, selected on a competitive 
basis.

The risks are reinsured internationally by major insurers with 
leading positions in terms of portfolio volume and experience 
in adjusting D&O claims both in Russia and globally, such as 
Allianz, AIG, ACE, Zurich, QBE, and Liberty.

The Company’s policy terms were developed jointly with Allianz, 
a reinsurance leader, providing optimal coverage and taking all 
Metalloinvest’s insurance requirements into account, with a total 
liability limit of USD 150 million.

The key objective of the internal audit is to perform an 
independent assessment of control procedures, risk 
management, and corporate governance to ensure:

 à strong financial and business performance of the Company
 à protection of the Company’s assets from illegal actions of 
both employees and third parties

 à compliance of the Company’s operations with internal 
regulations, statutory requirements, and contractual 
obligations

 à fair representation of the Company’s financial and business 
performance in management reports and financial 
statements

 
The goals, objectives, and principles of the internal audit system 
function are defined in the Regulations on the Internal Audit.

Following the audits, recommendations are developed to 
enhance control systems and mitigate the negative impact of the 
identified risks. The compliance with the recommendations is 
monitored regularly.

Twice a year, the Audit Committee reviews the consolidated 
report on the completed internal audits, identified issues and 
measures taken by the executive management team to comply 
with the recommendations of the internal audit.

The priority audit areas are determined in line with the risk-
based approach, while taking into account the Company’s 
goals, the Board of Directors’ instructions, and proposals of the 
Company’s executive management team and business units.

In the reporting year, audits of process areas associated with the 
most significant risks were held, including:

 à operational efficiency management
 à procurement and supply chain management
 à investment projects management

 
The Board of Directors puts a strong emphasis on the internal 
control and audit system and works to ensure its effective 
performance and compliance with global best practices.
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Risk Management

Risk Management 

Since 2015, the Company has implemented a multilevel 
corporate risk management and internal control system, 
covering the Board of Directors, the Management Board, 
and the managers of production facilities and business units. 
The Internal Control and Risk Management Department 
provides methodological support and coordination of the risk 
management process.
In the three years of its development, the risk management 
system has become an integral part of the Company’s 
day-to-day management, strategic and three-year planning, and 
year-round performance assessments. The key results from the 
development of Metalloinvest’s risk management system:

 à Ensuring sustainable development through the enhancing of 
corporate governance efficiency

 à Strategic decision-making based on the Company’s risk 
appetite

 à Increased management involvement and personal 
accountability

 à Providing comprehensive information to the management to 
enable risk-adjusted decision-making

 à Improvements in the operational efficiency of business 
processes driven by information on all types of risks;

 à Ensuring a direct connection between risk appetite and the 
Company’s strategic priorities

 à Providing reasonable assurance for compliance with legal 
and other external requirements

 à Ensuring business continuity
 à Ensuring the reliability of financial statements

 
The Company operates a zero tolerance policy in regard to HSE 
violations, corruption, and employee misconduct. 

In autumn 2017, the Board of Directors initiated an independent 
audit of the Company’s risk management system to assess its 
performance, identify areas for further development, develop 
relevant recommendations, and benchmark the system against 
international best practices in risk management

The audit was carried out by PricewaterhouseCoopers Russia. 
It included an analysis of 44 elements in the following six 
components:

 à Strategy and acceptable risk level
 à Roles, legal and resource support for risk management
 à Risk communications and risk-based decision making
 à Risk identification and assessment
 à Risk response
 à Risk management system monitoring and performance 
assessment

 
Each of the six risk management system components were 
graded for maturity. Following the analysis, the overall risk 
management system development level was graded at 
level 3 (Developing) and partially at level 4 (Measurable and 
Manageable) on a five-level scale.

Metalloinvest’s risk management strategy provides for 
development in three key directions:

 à Active cooperation between the management and business 
units responsible for both the risk management and internal 
control system and internal audit

 à Integration of risk management and internal control 
processes into the Company’s business processes

 à Assignment of risk management roles and responsibilities 
within the Company
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The Company’s corporate risk portfolio includes approximately 
100 items which have their assessment and status updated 
regularly to facilitate the prompt response to changes in both 
external and internal factors. The Company identifies 20 
corporate risks as key risks, which are analysed and monitored 
by the Board of Directors on a regular basis.

Similarly to the previous year, the Company’s key risks in 2017 
remained potential changes in product and feedstock prices 
and fluctuations in exchange rates. Overall, price changes for 

Metalloinvest’s key products remained moderately positive 
in 2017, while price and FX risks are managed through the 
Company’s natural hedging strategy of continuously monitoring 
open positions across key market risks and correlation between 
price indices.

For key corporate risks, a desired level of risk appetite is 
identified, with the aim of ensuring the continuity of business 
activities through relevant risk management activities. 

Risk management system maturity assessment results

Risk management and internal control system components The Group’s risk management and internal control system maturity is at level 3.5

Strategy and acceptable risk level

Roles, legal and resource support  
for risk management

Risk communications and risk-based 
decision making

Risk identification and assessment

Risk response

Risk management system monitoring  
and performance assessment

01

02

03

04

05

06

1 5432

1 2 4 53

No risk 
management 
system in 
place

Basic level; certain risk 
management system  
elements available

Measurable and 
Manageable

Integrated risk  
management system  
in place at the organisation

Developing
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Risk Management continued

Risk External factors Internal factors Possible consequences Risk weight, %

Commercial risks

Product pricing risk Fall in demand, excess 
supply

– Lower sales revenues, failure 
to deliver on the business plan, 
breach of covenants, cross 
default

55.2 %

Increase in feedstock 
and material 
procurement costs

 à Macroeconomic factors
 à Monopoly supplier 
(single-source 
procurement) situation; 

 à Product quality data 
misrepresented by the 
supplier

 à Supplier’s inability 
to deliver within the 
agreed time, delivery 
of inadequate quality 
materials

 à Errors in preparing 
terms of reference 
(qualifications, selection 
criteria)

 à Absence of terms 
of reference (bids 
referencing other 
suppliers’ certificates or 
names of materials and 
equipment)

 à Emergency procurement 
(supplier selection based 
on delivery time rather 
than price)

 à Inefficient claim 
settlement

 à Identification of a specific 
supplier in the offered 
project

 à Major procurement 
budget cuts

Increased production cost; 
production programme or 
maintenance schedule disruption

8.6 %

Increased 
transportation costs

Growing cost of rolling stock 
supply, growing transit 
rates and freight costs, 
introduction of new railroad 
and seaport conventions

- Reduced sales margins, 
redistribution of products across 
markets, changes made to 
previous logistics routes

1.2 %

Loss of sales markets Foreign countries 
introducing restrictions or 
bans on transit or import 
of goods, aggressive 
competition

- A sales shift to lower-margin 
markets or products, decreasing 
sales costs, increasing 
transportation costs

0.3 %

Failure to achieve 
market-level prices for 
products
(new risk)

Unpredictable market 
fluctuations

Impossibility of accurate 
forecasting in the current 
market environment, 
management’s misconduct, 
misuse of power

Lower sales revenues 0.3 %

Loss of key clients Tough competition, loss of 
economic efficiency due to 
rising transportation costs, 
fall in demand

Inadequate customer 
relations, low product 
quality, insufficient product 
range

Lower sales revenues, failure to 
deliver on the business plan 0.3 %

Political risks

Sanctions risk Inclusion of the Company 
in sanctions lists, supply 
of products to sanctioned 
persons (including those 
added to the sanctions list 
after contracts were signed)

Insufficient compliance 
control

Restricted access to funding 
sources, loss of sales markets, 
railroad logistics complications, 
lack of required imported goods 
and materials, suspended 
production, inability to settle bills 
through Sberbank and VTB

3.1 %

Key Risks
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Risk External factors Internal factors Possible consequences Risk weight, %

Financial risks

FX risk Threat of sanctions, 
contraction of the Russian 
economy, influence of the 
European economy, central 
banks’ policies, regulatory 
changes

Unbalanced FX position Financial losses (lost income, 
increased costs) 16.6 %

Credit risk Deteriorating financial 
position of a counterparty, 
bankruptcy, sanctions 
against banks, loss of key 
clients

Insufficient engagement with 
counterparties to secure 
deal funding 

Financial loss due to a 
counterparty not meeting its 
obligations, loss from write-offs, 
breach of covenants

5.9 %

Cross-default Falling market prices, 
sanctions

Breach of obligations and 
terms and conditions of the 
Company’s loan agreements 
and documentation

 à Necessity to inform creditors 
early on for the obtaining of a 
waiver letter, additional one-off 
payments (Waiver Fee)

 à Review of, and increase 
in interest rates for the 
Company’s current and future 
obligations

 à Corporate rating downgrade

1.5 %

Misrepresentation of 
financial (accounting, 
tax, IFRS) statements
(new risk)

-  à Human factor, personnel 
turnover;

 à Delays in submitting 
source documents 
by controlled entities, 
submitting misleading 
source documents;

 à Lack of formal control 
procedures;

 à Historical differences in 
business processes, lack 
of a unified information 
system;

 à Misinterpretation of tax 
law.

Violation of established 
accounting and tax statement 
preparation procedures – 
provision of misleading data 
to counterparties, financial 
institutions, investors, 
shareholders, government 
institutions. Financial loss from 
additional taxes and fines. 
Reputational damage

1.5 %

Operational risks

Operational risk  à Lower quality of ore
 à Suspension or restriction 
of production and/
or stripping due to the 
instability of the slope or 
dump mass (mining and 
processing plants)

 à Absence of alternative 
options (suppliers) 
for purchasing 
basic feedstock and 
materials (metallurgical 
enterprises)

 à Limited funding of repairs 
or capital expenditures 
to replace worn-out 
equipment

 à Obsolescence 
and depreciation 
of equipment, 
non-compliance with 
industrial safety rules, 
low-quality or untimely 
repairs, non-compliance 
with the production 
process

Lower sales revenues, failure 
to deliver on the business 
plan, non-compliance with 
the production process 
or insufficiently advanced 
production technology, which 
leads to disproportionately high 
material consumption, production 
of by-products, low product 
quality, higher rejection rates. 
Loss of competitive advantage, 
high production cost

1.1 %
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Risk Management continued

Risk External factors Internal factors Possible consequences Risk weight, %

Corporate 
governance risks

Risks related to ERP 
launch

A lack of human resources 
in the labour market

 à Project management 
deficiencies, errors in 
cost estimates and 
scope of work, funding 
cuts, project team 
turnover.

 à Insufficient resources

Failure to meet project deadlines 
and budgets 0.9 %

Corporate governance 
deficiencies

– Overlapping functions, 
insufficient employee 
competencies, regulatory 
issues, high transaction 
costs, gaps in training 
programmes

Extended decision-making and 
implementation times, errors in 
management decision making, 
impact on ratings

0.9 %

Investment risks

Investment risk Breach of contract by 
counterparties, shortage of 
energy resources, feedstock 
shortage, change in the 
market environment during 
a project, macroeconomic 
changes, regulatory 
changes

Erroneous decision to 
include an investment 
project in the capex 
programme, wrong core 
technology choice, incorrect 
primary planning or design, 
wrong contractor or 
supplier choice, insufficient 
employee competencies, 
failure to meet established 
procurement deadlines, 
non-compliance with safety 
regulations

Direct financial losses, 
reputational risks, failure to 
deliver on the Company’s 
production programme and/or 
strategy

0.8 %

Security risks

Economic 
damage caused 
by counterparty 
misconduct

 à Improper performance of 
contractual obligations

 à Unreliable counterparties
 à Generating accounts 
receivable 

 à Unfair competition

Entering into a contract on 
clearly unfavourable terms
Insufficient counterparty 
verification quality

 à Probable loss of assets
 à Legal proceedings/costs
 à Loss of business reputation
 à Economic damage
 à Circulation of misleading 
negative information on 
the Company’s assets, 
shareholders, and personnel

0.3 %

Cyber attacks; 
violation of information 
security as a result 
of employees’ 
actions or omissions; 
non-compliance with 
legal requirements on 
information security

 à Targeted and criminal 
nature of threats to 
information security

 à Tougher regulatory 
requirements

 à Lack of qualified 
personnel

 à Inadequate existing 
information security tools

 à Employees’ lack of 
awareness or deliberate 
violation of the 
established information 
security requirements

 à Lack of qualified personnel
 à Inadequate existing 
information security tools

 à Employees’ lack of awareness 
or deliberate violation of 
the established information 
security requirements  
Malfunction and downtime 
of information systems, 
automated workstations, and 
automated process control 
systems

 à Financial damage
 à Confidential information (trade 
secrets, personal data, etc.) 
disclosure and theft

 à Unauthorised modification and 
deletion of data

 à Penalties and demands from 
regulators, legal claims by 
individuals, criminal liability and 
disqualification of executives

0.3 %
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Risk External factors Internal factors Possible consequences Risk weight, %

Economic damage 
resulting from abuse 
by employees; internal 
fraud; corruption

Bribes offered to employees 
in the interests of third 
parties

 à Criminal intent of 
employees

 à Duties improperly 
performed by employees

 à Inefficient management
 à Lack of control 
procedures

 à Conflict of interest

 à Possible loss of assets
 à Loss of business reputation
 à Economic damage
 à Deteriorating operational 
discipline

 à Potential legal claims
 à Demands from governmental 
authorities

0.3 %

HR risks

Social tension 
among employees 
or resignation of key 
personnel

– Insufficient communication, 
absence of a relocation 
programme, inadequate 
relocation and redundancy 
compensations

Growing costs of payroll, 
social benefits, or relocation 
programmes, reputational 
damage, financial consequences 
of lawsuits initiated by 
employees, lower productivity of 
relocated employees

0.3 %

Legal risks

Regulatory changes Changes in foreign 
economic and political 
factors, lobbying

– Extra costs for the business, civil 
or administrative liability of the 
Company’s management

0.3 %

GR risks

Tariff and trade 
measures to protect 
markets; resolutions 
of the Federal 
Antimonopoly 
Service and other 
governmental 
authorities, including 
resolutions based on 
audits; environmental 
and industrial policy 
tightening; licensing 
(new risk)

Import liberalisation 
initiatives or restrictions 
on import to the Russian 
Federation, impact of 
Kazakhstan and the 
Eurasian Economic Union, 
Russian Federation joining 
trading and economic blocs, 
changes in the technical 
regulatory requirements for 
environmental management 
at controlled entities 
based on Best Available 
Technologies (BAT) 
reference documents, 
changes in HSE regulatory 
standards for controlled 
entities, scheduled and 
unscheduled supervisory 
activities of governmental 
authorities, higher export 
duties

Gaps in compliance control Poor financial and economic 
performance of the Company, 
higher pollution charges for 
controlled entities, higher costs 
of investment projects and 
procurement programmes, 
impossibility of further 
procurement from foreign 
counterparties, necessary 
adjustments to technological and 
production processes, adverse 
impact on the Company’s credit 
ratings, sanctions imposed by 
supervisory bodies

0.3 %
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For the Orenburg region, Metalloinvest is, above all, the Ural 
Steel plant. The steel plant is the region’s largest and a local 
economic leader, consistently upgrading and expanding 
its production capacity. Metalloinvest’s production base 
and investments are crucial in developing and diversifying 
the Novotroitsk economy. The Company has traditionally 
demonstrated a high level of corporate social responsibility 
through initiating and actively participating in projects significant 
to the Orenburg region and its residents.

Yuri Berg
Orenburg Region Governor

Alexander Mikhailov

Kursk Region Governor

MIkhailovsky GOK is a major taxpayer and employer in the 
Kursk region. In many aspects, the future of the region’s 
residents is contingent on the plant’s successful development.
 
As a socially responsible company, Metalloinvest takes an 
active part in developing the Kursk region. We jointly implement 
major initiatives aimed at raising the quality of life in the region. 
The Company successfully runs a number of targeted social 
initiatives in the region; community facilities have been built 
and previously established ones are being renovated, including 
schools, kindergartens, and healthcare and sports facilities.

88 METALLOINVEST
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Metalloinvest provides a safe and healthy workplace 
environment; cares about the well-being of its employees and 
their families; contributes to the economic development of the 
regions where it operates through partnerships with authorities; 
and minimises its environmental footprint through upgrading 
equipment, integrating advanced technologies and adopting 
best environmental management practices.

Supporting 
society through 
sustainable 
development

90 Approach to sustainable development
90 Personnel management
97 Occupational health and safety management
100 Mitigating the risk of emergencies
101 Environmental protection
106 Development of local areas

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Yevgeny Savchenko

Belgorod Region Governor

It is hard to overestimate Metalloinvest’s role 
in the social and economic development 
of the Belgorod region. The Company’s 
ambitious investment projects help 
strengthen the region’s production potential 
and boost the local economy’s growth. The 
Company’s systemic care for its employees, 
initiatives supporting education, healthcare, 
culture, sports, and recreational environment 
in the Stary Oskol and Gubkin urban 
districts contribute to positive changes in the 
region and, more importantly, to the stable 
improvement in the quality of life for people in 
the Belgorod region.
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Approach to Sustainable 
Development

Personnel Management

The Company’s sustainable development efforts aim to achieve 
the goals set out in its Long-Term Development Strategy while 
balancing the interests of all stakeholders. The Strategy’s 
focus is on a strong HR policy, occupational health and safety, 
reduced environmental impact, and the social and economic 
development of local communities in the regions in which the 
Company operates. All management decisions on priority 
matters relating to the Company’s development are made based 
on the principles of responsible business conduct established in 
its Corporate Social Responsibility and Charity Policy (for more 
details, see the Company’s website: http://www.metalloinvest.com/
association/policies-and-approaches/).

The Company discloses full and accurate information on 
its performance using various methods and channels for 
stakeholder communication and feedback. Published since 
2008, Metalloinvest’s CSR reports are one of the Company’s 
information sources detailing its sustainable development 
activities. The Company has been disclosing information in line 
with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards since 2011.

Modern metals and mining companies employ sophisticated 
technological processes setting stringent requirements 
for employee skills. Therefore, the Company emphasises 
the recruitment and retention of highly-skilled employees. 
Corporate training is a major part of these efforts.

The Company consistently improves its existing personnel 
management system and creates a competitive and safe 
working environment for its employees by implementing 
new workspace management technologies and ensuring 
effective employee recruitment, onboarding, and development 
processes.

The Company’s personnel management priorities are detailed 
in its Development Strategy.

Personnel Structure 
and Headcount

Over 98.8% of Metalloinvest’s employees work in the Belgorod, 
Kursk, and Orenburg Regions, where the Company’s main 
assets are located. The total headcount at Lebedinsky 
GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK, OEMK, and Ural Steel was 48,500 
employees as at the end of 2017, up by 0.9% year-on-year.

http://www.metalloinvest.com/association/policies-and-approaches/
http://www.metalloinvest.com/association/policies-and-approaches/
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Personnel structure by enterprise
people

Personnel structure in 2017  
by category
%

Personnel structure by gender
people

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

45,217 43,423 43,423
48,111 48,520

13,933

12,730

10,809

10,639

11,774

9,338

11,252

11,359

11,754

9,121

11,263

11,285

11,455

8,743

11,144

13,875

Lebedinsky GOK

Mikhailovsky GOK

OEMK

Ural Steel

14,487

12,639

10,602

10,792

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

45,217 43,423 43,423
48,111 48,520

14,345

33,766

13,746

29,977

13,682

29,741

14,498

30,719

Female

Male

13,607

34,913

48,520
77.5 %

12.0 %

10.5%

Workers
Specialists
Top and line 
managers

Personnel Recruitment 

Metalloinvest opts for in-house recruitment, including for senior 
executive roles, giving preference to candidates from the regions 
where it operates.

In 2017, 8.1% of the newly hired employees at the Company’s 
key enterprises were young specialists.
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Personnel Management continued

Newly hired employees  
by enterprise
people

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

4,775 4,462
3,973

8,326

5,154

3,352

4,038

578

358

1,198

975

944

856

1,462

1,227

1,035

738

2,517

854

606

798

Lebedinsky GOK

Mikhailovsky GOK

OEMK

Ural Steel

1,668

1,001

1,037

1,448

Work with Educational 
Institutions 

To recruit young specialists (under the age of 35), the Company 
actively cooperates with specialised higher and vocational 
educational institutions. More than 15 educational institutions 
in the  regions where the Company operates are among its 
long-standing partners. Metalloinvest offers students internship 
programmes with the opportunity of permanent employment. 
Young specialists, having completed an internship and mastered the 
specifics of Metalloinvest’s operations, are a valuable addition to the 
Company’s talent pool, who generally soon become highly-qualified 
professionals.
 
In 2017, Metalloinvest cooperated with educational institutions on the 
following projects:

 à Commissioning of a new electrical engineering lab at Oskol 
Polytechnic College, part of the Stary Oskol branch of the 
National University of Science and Technology MISiS. The 
lab includes both an electrical maintenance workshop 
and a measuring equipment and automated systems 
workshop used by students attending the relevant courses. 
The corporate stage of the Best Repair and Maintenance 
Electrician vocational skill competition was held in the lab in 
June 2017

 à At OEMK, on-the-job training was provided to the faculty 
members of the National University of Science and 
Technology MISiS and the Stary Oskol branch of MISiS, to 
help them augment their theoretical knowledge with practical 
skills and provide a higher-quality education to their students

 à A nationwide vocational skill competition for Technology of 
Materials students (wider skillpool group 22.00.00) was held 
by Zheleznogorsk Metals and Mining College, sponsored by 
Mikhailovsky GOK. 
 

7 периметр этого показателя включает только ЛГОК, МГОК, ОЭМК, УС

Alevtina Chernikova
Rector, National University of Science and Technology MISiS (NUST MISiS) 

Metalloinvest and NUST MISiS have a long history of successful cooperation not 
only in Moscow, but also in other Russian regions that are key to the Company. 
We jointly develop and run educational programmes, organise internships and 
on-the-job training for students, conduct research, and implement socially 
significant projects.

The partnership between Metalloinvest and MISiS contributes to the efficient 
development of Russia’s metals industry while enabling a pipeline of engineering 
and research talent to support the needs of the future economy.

8.1 % 
newly hired young specialists 
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Employee enrolment in Corporate 
University programmes in 2017
%

897

2.8 %

25.5 %

36.8 %

18.2 %

7.5 %
4.7 %

4.6 %

Value Creation Mindset

Change Implementation

Internal Coach Institute

Situational Leadership

Efficient Leader

Master of Success

Systemic Mindset, 
Change Management, 
Motivation, and Involvement

Average annual training hours per 
employee by employee category
man-hours*

* Related data was not collected prior to 2014

Training costs*
Metric 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Training costs, RUB million 40.83 49.74 46.88 75.47 100.5

Number of employees trained 34,898 31,696 30,631 35,046 39,733

Cost of training per employee, RUB 1,170 1,569 1,105 1,727 2,182

2014 2015 2016 2017

131 135
116

87

27

54

35

74

44

17

70

41

20

Workers

Specialists

Top and line managers

30

45

12

*  Total for Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK, OEMK and Ural Steel

Personnel Development 

The Company’s Regulations on Personnel Corporate Training 
and Development have been in effect since 2016. In line with the 
Regulations, the Company’s corporate training and employee 
development framework aims to ensure a systemic approach to 
the set-up of training process and evaluation of its performance. 
The Company’s training system covers all employee levels, from 
senior management to workers.

The Company’s Corporate University launched its first training 
programmes in 2016, and 897 employees participated in these 
programmes in 2017.

In 2017, the Company’s total personnel training costs7 were 
RUB 100.5 million (RUB 2,200 per employee), a 33.2% increase 
year-on-year.

In 2017, training in the areas of occupational health, industrial 
and environmental safety, professional training, retraining, skills 
development programmes for workers, and programmes for 
mastering a second (related) blue-collar trade were run at the 
Company’s enterprises.

Metalloinvest also invites external experts to host educational 
events such as workshops, training sessions, and forums 
which are offered for free to employees across all operations to 
facilitate the development of their professional and managerial 
skills, while financial aid is also provided to employees wishing to 
improve their level of education. 

7 Includes only Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK, OEMK and Ural Steel
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Personnel Management continued

Average salary at Metalloinvest’s key enterprises  
as compared with average salary levels across  
the regions in which the Company operates

Region Average regional salary, RUB Average salary at the Company’s enterprises, RUB

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Belgorod Region 22,241 23,975 25,364 26,368 29,077 34,900 37,890 40,532 41,607 45,217

Kursk Region 21,099 23,161 23,855 24,683 27,230 32,137 34,543 38,627 39,880 42,737

Orenburg Region 21,524 23,531 24,936 25,627 27,484 29,722 33,957 34,685 35,822 39,494

Average salary 32,717 36,088 38,665 39,814 43,287

Harmonisation of compensation 
practices

In 2015, a decision was made to launch a project to harmonise 
the Company’s compensation practices. In 2016, the Company 
developed a payroll structure organised by category of 
profession and position, performed test calculations, approved 
a pay scale target model, and adopted uniform remuneration 
and bonus regulations for its controlled entities along with a 
number of other local regulations. The unified remuneration 
system became effective as of 1 January 2017. The system is 
based on the Company’s unified list of salary disbursements 
and deductions developed in 2015 and the single calculation 
algorithms approved in the same year.

Metalloinvest is making a significant effort to unify its 
remuneration system, particularly through the use of a grading 
system. Grading involves the assessment of job positions based 
on their significance to the Company. Positions of comparable 
value are grouped into grades, thereby making remuneration 
more transparent and accurate.

Implementation of the grading-based remuneration system 
was completed across all of the Company’s operations in 2017. 
The grading system accounts for all organisational changes 
such as job description updates, new position evaluations, and 
re-evaluations of existing positions as needed.

One of the conditions of the grading system’s introduction at 
Metalloinvest’s enterprises is that current employee income 
levels do not decrease. However, the positions that previously 
had a lower income level than what is associated with their 
grade have had their income increased.

.

Incentives and Motivation 

Remuneration system

Metalloinvest employs a performance-based remuneration 
system based on regional labour markets and the individual 
contribution of each employee.

In order to maintain the income levels of its employees, salaries 
and wages are indexed by the Company in line with collective 
agreements.

The average monthly salary of employees at Lebedinsky GOK, 
Mikhailovsky GOK, OEMK and Ural Steel grew in 2017 by 8.7% 
year-on-year. The average monthly salary at the Company’s 
enterprises exceeds regional salary levels across the regions in 
which the Company operates: by 55.5% in the Belgorod Region 
(Lebedinsky GOK and OEMK), 56.9% in the Kursk Region 
(Mikhailovsky GOK), and 43.7% in the Orenburg Region (Ural 
Steel).
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The financial incentive system for employees includes extra 
rewards paid in addition to the base salary for their active 
involvement in the Company’s affairs. The bonuses are divided 
into the following categories:

 à Rewards to commemorate landmark events and milestones;
 à Contest rewards;
 à Rewards for participation in corporate events;
 à Rewards to those honoured with awards and titles;
 à Paid additional vacation days as per the collective 
agreement;

 à Compensations for occupational injuries (by mutual 
agreement);

 à Severance pay upon employment termination or retirement.
 
Non-performance based incentive rewards totalled RUB 325.2 
million in 2017. 

Non-financial incentive system

As part of the development of its corporate culture, the 
Company actively uses non-financial incentives, which are 
designed to align employee behaviour with Metalloinvest’s 
values and goals. The non-financial incentives include corporate 
events, contests, corporate awards, and tools to both gauge 
and enhance employee engagement. A set of corporate events 
aimed at boosting employee motivation and team building within 
the Company are organised as part of its updated approach. 
In 2015, the Company focused on analysing its existing 
non-financial incentive tools and activities and developing an 
approach for their alignment. The concept of non-financial 
incentive tools and a new corporate awards policy based on 
analysis results were designed and launched in 2016.

In 2017, the Company carried out work to organise general 
corporate events and expand the boundaries of their 
implementation. As a result, the Competition of Professional 
Excellence was held in July 2017 at OEMK and Lebedinsky 
GOK to increase the prestige of workers in metals and mining 
professions. The competition included 12 key professions, 6 of 
which were in the mining segment and 6 in the metals sector, 
and consisted of two stages: internal and corporate. Winners of 
the corporate stage in each profession received RUB 80,500. 
The Best Leader contest was held in December 2017 with the 
goal of identifying the most competent and skilful mid-level 
managers and specialists at the Company’s enterprises.

The corporate stage of the Scientific and Technical Conference 
was held in October 2017, where projects were presented at 
A.A. Ugarov Stary Oskol Technological Institute, a branch of 
National University of Science and Technology MISiS (NUST 
MISiS) for the very first time. More than 250 students, post-
graduate students and teachers from the institute, as well as 
representatives of the Company’s enterprises, were invited to 
attend the conference. The presentation of scientific projects 
was done in front of a panel of experts, including teachers from 
the institute and directors of the departments of the Company.

Employee Engagement
The third anonymous engagement survey was carried out 
across Metalloinvest’s enterprises in 2017, with a total of 28,400 
employees participating (25,600 employees in 2015). The survey 
showed that Metalloinvest enjoys a stable and high level of 
employee loyalty: 77% of employees are ready and willing to 
remain working for the Company for the long term, 76% are 
ready to recommend Metalloinvest as a good employer to their 
friends, and 72% are proud to be part of the Company. Around 
55% of employees are ready to make extra effort and take on 
tasks outside of their regular duties.

The positive employee engagement and performance trends 
are due to the Company’s efforts in addressing the areas 
for improvement identified following the 2015 survey. Eight 
Company-wide projects and over 40 miscellaneous projects 
and initiatives were developed and implemented at the 
Company’s enterprises in 2016–2017.

The 2017 survey resulted in updates to existing programmes 
and initiatives and the development of new ones to address all 
the factors impacting employee performance and engagement.
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Social Support of 
Employees
Metalloinvest operates a social support system focused on 
building and maintaining the long-term motivation of employees 
by providing them with various social benefits, guarantees, and 
payments. This is part of a long-term strategy of motivating, 
stimulating and increasing employee loyalty.

The key provisions of social programmes for employees and 
their family members are detailed in the collective bargaining 
agreements, which cover all employees. Obligations fulfilled 
under the collective agreement are annually confirmed by the 
Social Council, which includes representatives of both the 
employer (the Company’s management) and employees (the 
respective enterprise’s trade union representatives).

The Company’s social spending totalled RUB 3.1 billion in 2017.

 

Internal Communications 
System
Employees are a key stakeholder group for the Company. 
Internal communications are managed by the Company’s 
Corporate Communications Department and the enterprises’ 
internal communications functions responsible for implementing 
communications programmes for employees. Metalloinvest has 
developed, and launched in 2015 a feedback procedure which 
allows employees to interact with the Company’s management. 
All enterprises have an on-site “Your Voice” box to collect 
employee feedback. All feedback received from employees are 
collected and classified by the respective enterprise’s corporate 
communications department and are further reviewed and 
addressed with the involvement of relevant business units. 
Responses are communicated to employees through media, 
internal communications channels, or in person depending 
on the type of feedback to which the response is being made. 
Employees are also encouraged to raise questions during 
regular personal meetings with managers at various levels.

Social spending
RUB million

3,068

15.0 %

15.7 %

11.9 %

4.5 %

25.4 %

2.2 %
2.1 %

20.1 %3.1 %

Expenditures on social 
facilities

Support for retired 
employees

Medical care 

Material aid

Other social 
support programmes

Meals and transportation 
benefits

Sports and cultural events

Incentive rewards 
(non-performance based)

Health and recreation 
for employees’ children

Trade union and internal 
employee associations
Metalloinvest actively cooperates with primary trade union 
leaders of the Russian Mining and Metallurgical Trade Union, 
of which over 90% of its employees are members. In addition 
to primary trade union organisations, internal employee 
associations have also been established at the Company’s 
enterprises representing certain groups of workers, such as 
veterans councils, youth councils, women’s councils, and 
others.

Personnel Management continued
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Occupational Health 
and Safety Management

Ensuring workplace safety and protecting 
employees’ lives and health are top priorities  
for Metalloinvest.

The Company’s approaches and principles stemming from 
this commitment are laid out in its Development Strategy and 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Charity Policy. To fully 
comply with Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) rules and 
requirements, the Company’s enterprises adhere to Russian 
legislation and OHSAS 18001:2007, as well as to their internal 
by-laws and regulations. In particular, the following company-
wide documents were adopted in 2017: Health, Safety, and 
Environment Policy, Major Requirements in Occupational 
Health and Safety, Manager’s HSE Code of Practice, and 19 
draft corporate procedures governing occupational health and 
safety, including the corporate Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System. More documents are scheduled to be 
adopted in 2018.

Management Company Metalloinvest has responsibility for the 
Company’s OHS strategy, which is also managed by the Chief 
Operating Officer, and the Environment, Health, and Safety 
Division. At the enterprise level, management and coordination 
are the responsibilities of chief engineers and heads of OHS 
divisions. 

In addition, OHS officers and special health and safety 
commissions play a leading role in fostering a culture of safety 
within the workplace.

In order to mitigate the risk of workplace injuries, Metalloinvest 
regularly implements comprehensive measures to ensure 
occupational safety and equipment reliability.

All employees take part in compulsory OHS briefings and are 
provided with the necessary personal protective equipment. The 
Company conducts special assessment of working conditions 
to review dangerous production factors and the workplace 
safety level. The results of this assessment then serve as a basis 
for comprehensive plans to improve working conditions.

Metalloinvest also ensures regular maintenance and repairs on 
its technological equipment in order to increase its reliability and 
ensure the essential level of occupational safety.

Maintaining and increasing the level of the employees’ OHS 
competencies is an integral part of ensuring occupational safety. 
The Company’s enterprises hold annual training sessions for 
their workers, specialists, and managers to make sure that they 
follow occupational, industrial, and fire safety requirements, 
as well as emergency preparedness guidelines. The training is 
carried out using both Metalloinvest’s educational facilities and 
drawing on the services of third-party specialist organisations.

The Company devotes considerable attention to understanding 
the root causes of workplace injuries and developing measures 
to prevent their future reoccurrence.

The majority of the injuries of Metalloinvest’s employees stem 
from non-compliance with OHS rules and human error. To 
rectify this, the Company allocates additional resources towards 
improving its occupational safety culture and instilling in each 
employee a sense of personal responsibility for their own and 
their colleagues’ lives.
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8 The injury rate is calculated as follows: (total number of injuries resulting in an inability to work / number of man-hours worked) х 1,000,000 man-hours. The 
injury rate reflects fatal injuries and does not include data on minor injuries or injuries to contractors’ employees.

Injury rate per 1,000,000  
hours of work time8

Number of production-related 
fatalities

2013

0.35

2014

0.45

2015

0.27

2016

0.44

2017

0.47

2013

2

2014

4

2015

0

2016

3

2017

3

Metalloinvest also focuses on protecting employee health in 
order to provide optimal working conditions. Metalloinvest 
makes a significant effort to treat both the ordinary and 
occupational diseases of its employees, as well as to 
implement preventative measures for reducing overall 
sickness rates.

Occupational Health and Safety Management continued

Employee training in OHS 
in 2017
man-hours

Employee representation in OHS 
governance in 2017
people

15,466

15 %

26 %
27 %

29 %

3 %

Lebedinsky GOK

Mikhailovsky GOK

OEMK

Ural Steel

Ural Scrap Company

211

16.1 %

21.3 % 37.4 %

18.5 %

6.6 %

Lebedinsky GOK

Mikhailovsky GOK

OEMK

Ural Steel

Ural Scrap Company

Comprehensive health and safety measures work across the 
spectrum of prevention, treatment, and administration. Health 
protection measures are carried out by dedicated units in 
Management Company Metalloinvest and the Company’s 
enterprises, as well as by a network of specialised healthcare 
facilities, medical stations, and first-aid posts. 
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

338.7

317.0

118.4

4.0

509.2

292.8

244.7

121.6

4.3

442.2

276.6

255.4

114.0

5.1

347.1

220.1

210.7

107.6

4.6

303.3

Raising production quality and operating efficiency

Improving working conditions

Enhancing fire safety

Training, information services, visual guidance materials, and certification

Improving the quality and performance of personal protective equipment

373.0

399.8

112.6

9.7

603.8

OHS costs,
RUB million

LEBEDINSKY GOK 

 à BSI, the Company’s auditor, conducted a compliance audit 
of the occupational health and safety management system 
and recommended to renew the registration certificate for 
another year.

 à Regulation on the visualisation of workplace hazards 
and new versions of three OHS standards and two OHS 
regulations were developed.

 à Nine banners focused on occupational health were placed 
around the plant’s premises.

MIKHAILOVSKY GOK

 à A certification body conducted recertification audits of 
the quality management system, occupational health 
and safety management system, and environmental 
management system. New certificates were obtained. In 
particular, the audit confirmed the high management and 
occupational safety levels at the enterprise.

 à On the Workers’ Memorial Day, the plant held 
Metalloinvest’s Work in Safety corporate creative contest, 
awarding the winners and contestants with valuable gifts. 
As part of the Workers’ Memorial Day, the Company also 
held a video conference in order to discuss current OHS 
matters.

OEMK

 à TUV SUD, an inspection and certification body, conducted 
its second OHS witness audit involving 19 business units.

URAL STEEL

 à Ural Steel won the title of Best Health and Safety 
Committee at the Orenburg regional contest.

 à The plant hosted a field meeting involving Management 
Company Metalloinvest and controlled entities to discuss 
the drafting and approval of uniform requirements for 
personal protection equipment, as well as migration to 
centralised procurement.

 à The Company’s leading occupational safety specialist won 
the Top Occupational Safety Specialist of the Orenburg 
Region, the 14th regional vocational skills competition, and 
received a Contribution to Corporate Occupational Safety 
certificate.

Occupational Health and Safety Efforts in 2017
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Mitigating the Risk  
of Emergencies

In 2017, the Company’s enterprises 
carried out a number of 
activities for mitigating the risk of 
emergencies.

Lebedinsky GOK
 à Over 20 emergency response, containment, and 
management plans were developed at the plant’s hazardous 
production facilities, followed by 1,635 emergency response 
training sessions conducted for the plant’s employees.

 à The personnel had three different training programmes to 
form volunteer emergency response teams for emergency 
containment and management at the plant’s facilities.

 à The enterprise employees passed their emergency response 
qualification examination by the commission of the Ministry 
of Industry and Trade for search & rescue and gas rescue 
operations.

Mikhailovsky GOK
 à Emergency response training was conducted jointly with 
mine rescue brigades and was focused on the management 
of emergencies by the enterprise employees.

 à Employees were provided with personal protective 
equipment, cleaning agents, and disinfectants.

 à Industrial safety expert examination of technical equipment 
was carried out.

 à Special health and safety assessment was completed.
 à Medical examinations (pre-placement, periodic, and pre-trip 
examinations) were conducted.

 à Deratisation and disinsection of the production facilities and 
workplaces was carried out.

 à OHS training was provided.

OEMK
 à The Company developed and approved an Emergency 
Containment and Management Plan for class II and class 
III hazardous industrial facilities, and accident management 
plans for chemically hazardous and power facilities. The 
plant’s business units had over 2,600 emergency response 
training sessions.
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Environmental Protection
Metalloinvest’s environmental protection policy is aimed at the sustainable 
use of natural resources, maintaining and improving environmental 
quality while mitigating the impact of the Company’s operations on local 
ecosystems.

The Company’s key environmental protection goals are detailed 
in the Corporate Social Responsibility and Charity Policy. Each 
of the Company’s enterprises has its own environmental policy 
setting out its environmental protection priorities. 

Metalloinvest’s main environmental principles:
 à Compliance with all environmental requirements and 
standards set out in applicable laws;

 à Improving the environmental performance of the Company’s 
production processes;

 à Considering environmental requirements in investment 
policies when developing production upgrade and expansion 
projects;

 à Regular monitoring of the environmental impact of 
operations;

 à Sustainable and efficient utilisation of natural resources and 
production waste disposal;

 à Systemic training, education, and involvement of personnel in 
addressing environmental protection issues;

 à Employee compliance with environmental standards and 
regulations;

 à Educating stakeholders on the environmental protection 
activities at the Company’s plants.

 
Metalloinvest’s enterprises are guided by the requirements of 
both Russian and international standards for environmental 
management systems. The Company carries out ongoing 
environmental monitoring as part of its industrial environmental 
control processes and regularly upgrades the equipment 
at its laboratories to maintain the quality and accuracy of 
measurements.

Every year, Metalloinvest channels significant funds towards 
equipment upgrades, installation of state-of-the-art filters 
and gas and water treatment systems, and land recultivation. 
Tests run by independent laboratories confirm that the 
environmental impact resulting from each of the Company’s 
plants is significantly lower than the maximum permissible 
levels. The efficiency of the Company’s environmental protection 
efforts is proved by ISO 14001 compliance certificates for 
the environmental management systems at Metalloinvest’s 
enterprises, which are confirmed on a regular basis. 
 

Integrated Environmental 
Management System 

The Company has in place a two-tier environmental 
management system. The Chief Operating Officer and the 
Environment, Health, and Safety Division are responsible for 
decisions made at the Management Company level, with chief 
engineers and environmental protection teams coordinating 
their environmental protection efforts on the ground, at the 
enterprise level.

MANAGEMENT COMPANY The Company’s enterprises

First Deputy CEO / COO
Chief Engineer of 
Lebedinsky GOK

Chief Engineer of 
Mikhailovsky GOK

Chief Engineer of 
OEMK

Chief Engineer of Ural 
Steel

Environment, Health, and Safety Division

Head of Environmental 
Control and Environ-
mental Protection – 

Chief Environmentalist

Head of the  
Environmental  

Protection Division

Head of Environmental 
Protection  

Departments

Deputy Chief Engineer 
for Environmental 

Protection – Head of 
Division
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Environmental Protection Initiatives 

Key environmental protection initiatives in 2017

LEBEDINSKY GOK 

 à The design documents for the industrial waste landfill 
facility project received a positive assessment from FAI 
Glavgosexpertiza of Russia (Glavgosexpertiza), a Russian 
non-profit organisation dedicated to promoting high 
standards in the Russian infrastructure and construction 
sectors. The project focused on the expansion of the 
existing landfill facility area.

 à The plant’s tailings facility, covering 881.1 hectares, was 
treated with a solution that strengthens dusty surfaces

 à Biological recultivation activities were carried out, with the 
planting of acacia saplings and grass on 40 hectares of 
loose rock waste dumps and the tailings facility area

 à Regular hydro dust control activities were carried out at 
mining pits, roads, and finished product warehouses (total 
area of roads covered was 214.1 hectares, with 2,100 cubic 
metres of bischofite used)

MIKHAILOVSKY GOK

 à Design and survey works were completed for the Water 
Recycling System for the Crushing and Sorting Plant 
project

 à A dust collection system was installed and commissioned 
at transfer points of the pelletisation plant’s open storage 
facilities

 à Design and survey works were completed for the technical 
re-equipping of the pelletisation plant and upgrade of 
the dust collection system at transfer points of the open 
storage facilities

OEMK

 à Phase 2 of the recultivation of the landfill facility was 
completed with clay soil across an area of 2.5 hectares, 
and a waste landfill facility was commissioned with a 
service life of at least 10 years and a capacity of 1 million 
tonnes (with a potential to further increase capacity to 2.2 
million tonnes). The project investment totalled over RUB 
200 million

URAL STEEL

 à A feasibility study was carried out for the plant’s projected 
sanitary protection zone, taking into consideration plans 
for the facility’s expansion for the period through 2022 
A positive assessment was obtained from disease 
control and prevention authorities, certifying the project’s 
compliance with regulations

 à An industrial waste landfill facility was commissioned with 
a service life of at least 25 years. The project investment 
totalled over RUB 160 million

Environmental Protection continued
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Sustainable Waste Treatment 

A large amount of industrial waste results from iron ore production 
and processing: waste rock, overburden, tailings, sludge, ash 
and slag, substandard materials, slag from steelmaking and blast 
furnace operations, and iron sludge. Over 98% of the generated 
waste has almost no impact on the environment and is considered 
a class 5 hazard (practically non-hazardous waste).

In accordance with the regulations on minimising environmental 
impact, the waste generated from mining and processing 
operations is treated at the Company’s plants or stored at the 
Company’s waste disposal facilities. 

Other waste, primarily from steel production, is transferred to 
dedicated contractors for further treatment.

Waste generated in 2017 declined by 0.8% year-on-year to 128.1 
million tonnes, while air pollution emissions from stationary sources 
went down by 3.6% to 113,000 tonnes.

Total atmospheric emissions from 
stationary sources
‘000 tonnes

Waste disposal methods in 2017
%

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

135.5
125.8 124.1

117.3 113.0

39.3 %

14.8 %

44.5 %

1.5 % Disposed of at the 
Company’s sites (landfilled)

Disposed of at the 
Company’s sites (stored)

Recycled

Transferred to third-party 
organisations and 
neutralised

As part of its environmental protection efforts, 
Metalloinvest’s enterprises seek to maintain 
full compliance of their production facilities 
with Russian laws and are committed to 
studying and adopting best practices for 
environmental management and innovative 
technologies. A number of activities to 
support these goals were run at the 
Company’s enterprises in 2017, the Year of 
Ecology in Russia.

In 2017, all Metalloinvest enterprises 
underwent an audit for the compliance of 
their environmental management systems 
with the requirements of the following 
standard: ISO 14001 Environmental 
management systems – Requirements with 
guidance for use.

Total expenditure and investments in environmental 
protection
RUB million

6,817
7,353

8,077

5,979
6,567

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

5,254.6

723.9

5,726.1

2,350.8

5,135.1

2,217.8

4,697.5

2,119.6

Current expenditure related to 
environmental protection 

Capital investments in 
environmental protection

5,838.8

727.8
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Energy Consumption and  
Energy Efficiency Improvement 

Energy efficiency improvement is a vital part of Metalloinvest’s 
operations. 

The Company has developed and is implementing its 
strategy for improving energy efficiency by 2020, used by 
each enterprise as a base for developing an annual plan 
encompassing technical, technological, and organisational 
activities aimed at reducing production costs and increasing 
production competitiveness.

Activities to support monitoring power consumption at every 
stage of the production process and preventing equipment 
failures and accidents:

 à Upgrading production and support facilities
 à Implementing new technologies
 à Replacing obsolete equipment (pumps, boilers, engines, and 
compressors)

 à Installing electricity meters 

The Company’s enterprises mostly use natural gas as fuel, 
the cleanest-burning source of energy. The Company also 
consumes fuel oil, coking coal, diesel fuel, and electricity.

Ural Steel has its own thermal power plant (TPP), providing more 
than 50% of the enterprise’s energy needs. In addition to power 
and heat (steam and hot water) for Ural Steel, the TPP provides 
heating for housing in nearby Novotroitsk to supplement public 
utilities. Ural Steel’s own generating capacity guarantees the 
energy security of the enterprise, ensures the most efficient use 
of available energy resources and associated gases from steel 
production, and helps reduce emissions.

In 2017, energy consumption grew by 2.8% year-on-year, driven 
by the growing production at Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky 
GOK, and Ural Steel, while power consumption at OEMK 
decreased slightly due to reduced energy consumption as a 
result of equipment upgrades.

Energy management systems at all of the Company’s key 
enterprises are undergoing certification. OEMK confirmed the 
compliance of its energy management system with the ISO 
50001 standard in December 2017.

Total waste generation, collection and disposal
million tonnes

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

129.318

129.318

132.559

132.578

131.891

131.908

121.849

120.517

Total waste generation and collection

Waste disposal

128.164

128.160

Electricity consumption
‘000 GWh

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

10.6 10.5 10.5 10.8 11.1

Environmental Protection continued
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Water Use 

Metalloinvest puts a strong emphasis on reducing its water 
intake while increasing its use of recycled and reused water. 
Metalloinvest seeks to reduce its water intake from external 
resources by implementing various activities, including 
production upgrades. The total water intake volume in 2017 
decreased by 0.8% year-on-year while the volume of recycled 

and reused water increased by 3.5% through the introduction of 
new production technologies. In particular, Ural Steel increased 
its water reuse levels by 6.5% by implementing a new water 
recycling system.

Total water intake
million m3

Total water recycled and reused
‘000 m3

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

139.6 140.3

136.4

146.1
144.9

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2,537

2,454
2,484

2,629

2,718
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Development of Local Areas
Every year, Metalloinvest makes substantial investments in the social and 
economic development of the towns and regions in which it operates, 
improving living standards for the population, including for the Company’s 
employees and their families, and creating favourable social and cultural 
environments.

The areas of social investment in the regions where the Company 
operates are determined under trilateral social and economic 
partnership agreements with regional and local authorities. The first 
agreements were signed for the Belgorod, Kursk, and Orenburg 
regions in 2011. Drawn up annually as part of such agreements, 
social partnership programmes set out key joint projects and each 
party’s input. The partnership enables all stakeholders to pool their 
resources and capacities to achieve sustainable results.

In 2017, Metalloinvest spent almost RUB 4.6 billion on charitable 
initiatives and social investments in local development. The 
Company’s priorities:

 à Creating comfortable social and cultural environments;
 à Developing education;
 à Supporting arts and culture;
 à Improving the quality of healthcare services;
 à Promoting mass and children’s sport;
 à Providing aid to vulnerable groups;
 à Developing entrepreneurship.

Metalloinvest allocates some of its social investments to 
infrastructure projects run jointly with regional and local 
administrations across the areas where the Company operates. 
Such projects include road repairs and fitting out outdoor facilities; 
modernising and equipping schools, kindergartens, and sports and 
cultural institutions; redeveloping parks and public recreation areas; 
renovating and equipping local medical institutions, etc.

In 2017, Metalloinvest continued its corporate social initiatives 
aimed at initiating reforms and unlocking the potential of certain 
regions or areas of public life:

 à Let’s Do It Together! – a competition awarding a grant for 
socially-oriented projects;

 à School of Entrepreneurship – promoting entrepreneurship 
among Novotroitsk residents;

 à Healthy Child – efficiently and comprehensively promoting 
preschool children’s health, involving new information and 
social technology for working with children and their families 
across the Company’s regions of presence;

 à Women’s Health – a comprehensive system for the early 
detection of breast cancer;

 à Our Future – creating a favourable teaching environment for 
children at public schools and promoting career guidance 
at schools to increase the number of students entering 
vocational and higher education institutions and obtaining 
degrees in the Company’s domains of operation;

 à Our Champions – encouraging sports and physical activities 
in the cities and towns where the Company operates;

 à Our City Initiatives – creating a socially favourable urban 
environment by promoting family values, responsible 
attitudes to child birth and raising children, reducing the 
number of children requiring social care, promoting healthy 
living, early detection of illnesses and dedicated support, and 
rolling out innovative social technology;

 à Zhelezno! – developing a platform for research and guidance 
seminars and trade conferences, lectures, and case study 
classes.9

Breakdown of charitable initiatives and 
social investments in regions where the 
company operates*
RUB million

4,587

1.3 %
4.8 %53.3 %

1.9 %

38.6 %

0.1 %

Development of social 
and cultural environment 

Education

Health

Sports

Providing aid 
to vulnerable groups

Supporting 
entrepreneurship

9 For more details, see:  
http://www.metalloinvest.com/sustainability/regional-development/

* Spending across the entities of JSC Holding Company Metalloinvest, 
including Management Company Metalloinvest, Lebedinsky GOK, 
Mikhailovsky GOK, Ural Steel, OEMK, MetalloinvestLeasing, Ural Scrap 
Company, Corporate Service Management Metalloinvest, Ruslime, and 
others.

http://www.metalloinvest.com/sustainability/regional-development/
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Glossary 
Bar Long steel products of various cross-sections, produced from steel billets.

Beneficiation The collective term for the initial processing of mineral raw materials to separate all valuable 
elements from waste rock, as well as the further separation of the valuable elements themselves.

Billet A steel product in various forms, used to produce long products and flat products.

Blast furnace A smelting shaft furnace, used for the production of pig iron from iron ore materials (sintering ore, 
pellets and crushed ore).  

Coke A fuel obtained by the pyrolysis of coking coal in coke ovens and used as a reduction agent for 
iron ore in the blast furnace.

Coking coal Coal used for coke production.

(Iron ore) concentrate An iron ore raw material produced through the beneficiation of iron ore minerals by removing 
waste rock.

Continuous casting The process through which smelted steel is continuously poured from the casting ladle to the 
tundish , and then transferred to the crystalliser in the Continuous Casting Machine, where liquid 
steel forms into castings of a specific form.

Direct Reduced Iron (DRI) 
pellets

Pellets that have undergone direct reduction. The direct reduction of iron from iron ore or pellets 
using CO, Н2 and NH3, hard carbon, or these gases and hard carbon together. The process 
takes place at temperatures of around 1,000°C, in which waste rock does not become slag, 
impurities (Si, Mn, P, S) are not reduced, and as a result, the metal is purified.

Ferroalloy An alloy comprising iron and other elements, used in steel smelting to achieve the necessary 
chemical composition for the metal, and to improve its physical characteristics.

Fines / Iron ore fines Small pieces of iron ore that are convenient for transportation. In the majority of cases, it is 
necessary to sinter iron ore fines before loading them into the blast furnace, to reduce losses of 
the raw material and increase the furnace's productivity. Fines are the most in-demand form of 
iron ore. The quality of iron ore can vary significantly.

Flat products Rectangular steel products, created by rolling billets in a sheet rolling facility. The main categories 
of flat products are: (1) thin rolled products (width of up to 4 mm); (2) heavy plate (width from 4-50 
mm) and (3) plates (with a width of over 50 mm).

Flux A material used in steel smelting to form slag and regulate its chemical composition, in order to 
remove unwanted impurities from steel.

Hematite A widely used iron mineral with the chemical formula Fe2O3. One of the main types of iron ore, 
and has a primarily reddish colouring.

Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI) Metallised pellets (Direct Reduced Iron) formed into briquettes with an iron content of over 90% 
and a density of over 5.0 g/ cm in temperatures of over 700 С°. HBI is used as an additive to 
scrap in the production of high-quality steel, primarily in electric furnaces. 

Integrated metallurgical
process

Includes all stages of the steelmaking process, from processing iron ore and coking coal, to
making finished steel products.

Long products A product produced in rolling mills with hot and cold rolling. Long   products are   used   in   all   
industrial    sectors,  particularly in the construction and mechanical engineering industries. This 
includes  all  types of bars, wire rod  and  a  wide  range  of  cold-formed  profiles  like  closed  
profile,  S-shape profile,  E-shape  profile, trough-shape  profile, angle  profile  and  others.  This 
also includes   pipes   with   circular,  oblong   and   semi-oblong,   square   and rectangular cross 
sections, in a wide range of sizes.

Lump Unprocessed/un-beneficiated, naturally occurring iron ore pellets which are between 6-40 mm in
size.

Magnetite A ferromagnetic mineral with the chemical formula Fe3O4, one of several iron oxides, primarily 
of a black colour. It is widely distributed and forms large accumulations and ore deposits. It has 
strong magnetic properties.
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Metallic charge A mixture of original materials, processed in steelmaking facilities to make finished products with 
the required chemical composition.

Open-pit mining A method of extracting mineral resources from the earth's surface using open mining production 
facilities.

Overburden The rock covering iron ore deposits. Overburden waste rock is transferred to the dumps, but 
can be used for restoring the original appearance of the extraction site. With the appropriate 
physical and mechanical properties, overburden can be suitable for the production of raw mineral 
materials (crushed stone, clay, sands, chalk). The stripping process to ensure the extraction of ore 
is called overburden removal.

Pellets A product made from iron ore concentrate and used as a raw material for pig iron and HBI/
DRI production. Fine-grained concentrate or naturally occurring hematite fines are sintered by 
mixing with bentonite or other binding materials. Then they are sintered by heating. Pellets have a 
diameter of 8-20 mm.

Pig iron The product of re-melting iron-containing raw materials in a blast furnace used during the 
steelmaking and foundry production process. Pig iron has a carbon content of over 2.14%, which 
makes it brittle and limits its use as a finished product.

Rolling mill A facility of technological equipment used in the major deformation of metal in rolls.

SBQ A rolled steel product with improved physical characteristics, used for the production of heavy-
load bearing components for the automobile industry, mechanical engineering, ship building, the 
aviation industry and other sectors.

Scrap A secondary raw material, used for steel production. Scrap can be used in charge, along with pig 
iron and HBI.

Sintering ore Fine ore (often powdered) coagulated into pieces with a small fines content at high temperatures. 
In metalworking, it is a fundamental iron ore material for the production of pig iron in the blast 
furnace.

Slag A by-product containing inert materials obtained during blast-furnace smelting and other 
steelmaking operations. Slag serves to protect molten metal from air and remove certain 
impurities.

Strip Flat steel products in the form of bands.

Vacuum degasser A facility for the removal of solution gases from liquid steel under low pressure (in a vacuum) for 
the production of high-quality steel with low carbon content.

Glossary continued
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Contacts
MANAGEMENT COMPANY METALLOINVEST
28 Rublevskoye Highway, Moscow, 121609, Russia
Tel.: +7 495 981 5555
Fax: +7 495 981 9992
E-mail: info@metalloinvest.com

LEBEDINSKY GOK
Industrial Park, LGOK Industrial Site, Gubkin,  
Belgorod Region, 309191, Russia 
Tel.: +7 472 419 4455
Fax: +7 472 417 5523
 

MIKHAILOVSKY GOK
21 Lenina St., Zheleznogorsk,  
Kursk Region, 307170, Russia
Tel.: +7 471 489 4105
Fax: +7 471 489 4260

OEMK
218 Alekseya Ugarova Av., Bld. 2, Stary Oskol,  
Belgorod Region, 309515, Russia
Tel.: +7 472 537 5009
Fax: +7 472 532 9429

URAL STEEL 
1 Zavodskaya St., Novotroitsk,  
Orenburg Region, 462353, Russia
Tel.: +7 353 766 2153
Fax: +7 353 766 2789

mailto:info%40metalloinvest.com?subject=

